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1AbstratAspherial SupernovaebyDaniel Nathan KasenDotor of Philosophy in PhysisUniversity of California, BerkeleyDr. Peter Nugent, ChairAlthough we know that many supernovae are aspherial, the exat nature of their geometryis undetermined. Beause all the supernovae we observe are too distant to be resolved, theejeta struture an't be diretly imaged, and asymmetry must be inferred from signatures inthe spetral features and polarization of the supernova light. The empirial interpretation ofthis data, however, is rather limited { to learn more about the detailed supernova geometry,theoretial modeling must been undertaken. One expets the geometry to be losely tiedto the explosion mehanism and the progenitor star system, both of whih are still underdebate. Studying the 3-dimensional struture of supernovae should therefore provide newbreakthroughs in our understanding.The goal of this thesis is to advane new tehniques for alulating radiative trans-fer in 3-dimensional expanding atmospheres, and use them to study the ux and polarizationsignatures of aspherial supernovae. We develop a 3-D Monte Carlo transfer ode and useit to diretly �t reent spetropolarimetri observations, as well as alulate the observ-able properties of detailed multi-dimensional hydrodynamial explosion simulations. Whileprevious theoretial e�orts have been restrited to ellipsoidal models, we study severalmore ompliated on�gurations that are tied to spei� physial senarios. We explorelumpy and toroidal geometries in �tting the spetropolarimetry of the Type Ia supernova



2SN 2001el. We then alulate the observable onsequenes of a supernova that has beenrendered asymmetri by rashing into a nearby ompanion star. Finally we �t the spetrumof a peuliar and extraordinarily luminous Type I supernova. The results are brought tobear on three broader astrophysial questions: (1) What are the progenitors and the ex-plosion proesses of Type Ia supernovae? (2) What e�et does asymmetry have on theobservational diversity of Type Ia supernovae, and hene their use in osmology? (3) And,what are some of the physial properties of Type I supernovae, believed to be assoiatedwith gamma-ray bursts? Dr. Peter NugentDissertation Committee Chair



i

To inrease the auray or simpliity of planetary theory, Ptolemy's suessorsadded epiyles to epiyles and eentris to eentris, exploiting all the immenseversatility of the fundamental Ptolemai tehnique. But the seldom or never soughtfundamental modi�ations of that tehnique. The problem of the planets hadbeome simply a problem of design, a problem to be attaked prinipally by therearrangement of existing elements. What partiular ombination of deferents,eentris, equants, and epiyles would aount for the planetary motions with thegreatest simpliity and preision?Thomas Kuhn, The Copernian Revolution
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1
Chapter 1
IntrodutionThe explosion of a supernova must be a spetaular event, but it's something thatwe never diretly see { the spetale is over quikly, with no more than a brief and suddenash. What we do observe for the months and years to ome is the expanding mass of hot,radioative material shot out in the explosion (the supernova ejeta). The ejeta an glowas bright as a billion suns; bright enough to be seen billions of light years away.It's not so easy to understand what we are seeing. The light emanating fromthe ejeta is the result of a ompliated array of physial proesses. To interpret theobservations, we need to model how light is generated within the ejeta, how the lightinterats with material inside the ejeta, and what the light looks like when it �nally esapesto be aptured by our telesopes. The results of suh radiative transfer alulations anbe diretly ompared to observations, in partiular the brightness, olor, spetrum andpolarization of the supernova light. In doing so we hope to onstrain the physial propertiesof the ejeta, suh as its mass, expansion veloities, and hemial omposition. Studyingsupernova ejeta in this way provides our main lues to the nature of the explosion itself,and the progenitor star system that gave rise to it.One might expet the geometry of the supernova ejeta to provide partiularlyvaluable insight into the onditions that led to its ejetion. Unfortunately, almost all ob-served supernovae are too distant to be resolved, so we an't diretly image the ejeta



2struture. The only reourse it to use three-dimensional (3-D) radiative transfer modelsto determine how the ejeta shape might a�et those quantities that are observable, inpartiular the spetral features and polarization of the supernova light.The goal of this thesis is to advane new tehniques for alulating 3-D radiativetransfer, and to use them to interpret reent observations of supernovae.1.1 Asymmetry of SupernovaeFor the most part, spherially symmetri models have been suessful in explain-ing the bulk properties of many observed supernovae. However, there are several reasons,both theoretial and observational, to believe that supernovae may have an intriate 3-dimensional struture. Among the theoretially antiipated senarios that ould lead toan asymmetry, we might mention the following: (1) Explosions of an initially aspherialprogenitor star, e.g., one distorted by rapid rotation (Yamada & Sato, 1990; Steinmetz &Hoeih, 1992); (2) Explosions ourring in a binary star system, for example the mergingof two white-dwarf stars (Webbink, 1984; Iben & Tutukov, 1984), or the impat of an ex-ploding star on its nearby ompanion (Marietta et al., 2000); (3) Random asymmetries inthe explosion physis due to Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities, onvetive mixing, or instabili-ties in the nulear burning front (Chevalier & Klein, 1978; Burrows et al., 1995; Kifonidiset al., 2000; Gamezo et al., 2003); (4) Inherently asymmetri explosion mehanisms, suh assupernovae powered by bipolar jets from an areting blak hole (MaFadyen & Woosley,1999; Khokhlov et al., 1999; Maeda et al., 2002).Several lines of observational evidene have shown that some supernovae are indeedaspherial, inluding: (1) The interesting morphologies of the nearby remnants of anientsupernova explosions, e.g. Cas A (Fesen & Gunderson, 1996; Hwang et al., 2000) andTyho (Deourhelle et al., 2001), whih show lumpy, �lamentary, and oasionally \jet-like" strutures; (2) The peuliar shape of some line features in the optial spetra ofsupernovae, whih have been used to infer a lumpy distribution of line opaity, e.g., the\Bohum event" observed in the H� feature of SN 1987A (Phillips & Heathote, 1989;



3Utrobin et al., 1995); (3) The non-zero polarization measured in several supernovae, whihindiates a preferred orientation of the ejeta geometry (e.g., Wang et al., 1996a,b, 2003a,b;Leonard et al., 2000b; Leonard & Filippenko, 2001; Leonard et al., 2001, 2002).The last of these { supernova polarization observations { promises to be a newbreakthrough in the study of ejeta asymmetry. It has only been in the last �ve yearsor so that high quality polarization measurements of supernovae have started beomingroutine. Suh observations are exeedingly diÆult, as the polarization level in supernovaeis typially of order . 1%. The reent breakthrough was only possible by spending hoursof observing time on the largest telesopes, piking out the very small signal in the dim andquikly fading supernova light.The fous of this thesis will be in studying the optial ux and polarization spe-trum of supernovae in the early phases (t . a few months). Empirial interpretation of thisdata is rather limited { therefore to learn more about the supernova geometry, theoretialmodeling must been undertaken.1.2 The Theoretial Supernova ProblemThe theoretial modeling of supernova explosions is one of the most hallengingproblems in astrophysis, enompassing all of the following: (1) Stellar evolution alu-lations to evolve a main-sequene star (or stellar system) to the pre-supernova stage; (2)Calulations of the the neutrino transfer, hydrodynamis, and explosive nuleosynthesis thatlead to the supernova eruption; (3) Radiation/hydrodynamis alulations of the expulsionof the stellar envelope and its subsequent expansion; (4) Radiative transfer alulations toompute the spetra and polarization of the �nal ejeta struture one it has reahed thefree-expansion stage.The hallenge of solving this full supernova problem in 3-D is a formidable one,and generally we will have to oversimplify many aspets of the simulations. However,given reent advanes in multi-proessor superomputers, several large-sale omputationalprograms are now beginning to simulate sophistiated supernova explosions in 3-D (e.g.



4Fryxell et al., 2000; Mezzaappa et al., 2002; Reineke et al., 2002; Gamezo et al., 2003;Fryer & Warren, 2004).For the most part, the 3-D radiative transfer omponent in these projets hasbeen negleted; the work of this thesis is thus a �rst step toward bridging the gap betweenthe 3-D models and the reent advane of spetropolarimetri observations. Two generalmethodologies to the radiative transfer problem an be applied:1. The \top-down" approah: From an observational perspetive, radiative transfer al-ulations are needed to diretly interpret newly aquired supernova data. In the\top-down" approah, one uses fast, highly parameterized models that often grosslysimplify the physis of the radiative transfer. The model parameters are varied byhand in an empirial spirit until a good �t to the data is found. The extrated infor-mation on the ejeta struture an be used to speulate about the sort of theoretialsenarios needed to reprodue the observed supernova properties.2. The \bottom-up" approah: From a theoretial perspetive, radiative transfer al-ulations are needed as the �nal proessing stage of �rst-priniple hydrodynami-al/explosion models. The output of suh models (i.e., the density, veloities andomposition of the ejeta struture) are not diretly omparable to observations. Inomputing syntheti model light urves, spetra, and polarization, radiative transferalulations provide the de�nitive test of whih theoretial senarios suessfully ex-plain the observed phenomenon. For this purpose, one desires radiative transfer odesof the highest physial auray, and with the fewest free parameters.In general, both of these approahes to the radiative transfer problem are neededto advane our understanding of supernovae, and in this thesis, we will pursue examples ofeah.



51.3 Astrophysial MotivationsBesides being interesting objets in their own right, supernovae have a broadastrophysial relevane. Supernovae are the inevitable fate of massive stars and, in thesame breath, the birthplae of ompat objets suh as neutron stars and (probably) blakholes. The explosive nulear burning in supernova explosions has synthesized most of theheavy elements that enrih the stars, and are required for the building of terrestrial planets(and ourselves). In addition, the remnants of supernovae are important in the reproessingof the interstellar medium, and in the aeleration of osmi rays.These important roles played by supernovae have been known for some time. Morereently, however, three exiting developments have piqued the astrophysiist's interest:1. The gamma-ray burst/supernova onnetion: The one lass of astrophysial phenom-ena that might math the raw explosive appeal of supernovae is the gamma-ray bursts(GRBs). That some GRBs may in fat be produed in supernova explosions has beenthe soure of muh speulation ever sine the peuliar Type I supernova SN 1998bwwas disovered in the error box of GRB 980425 (Galama et al., 1998). Reently, thisonnetion was de�nitively on�rmed with the detetion of a supernova (SN 2003dh)in the optial afterglow of GRB 030329 (Hjorth et al., 2003; Stanek et al., 2003; Math-eson et al., 2003). Most theoretial explanations of the supernova/GRB phenomenoninvolve highly asymmetri explosions, usually powered by bipolar jets (MaFadyen &Woosley, 1999). Spherial models have also been proposed (Tan et al., 2001). Bystudying the geometry and energetis of Type I supernova ejeta, we an hope toilluminate as well the progenitors and entral engines of GRBs.2. The progenitors and explosion mehanism of Type Ia supernovae: Type Ia supernovae(SNe Ia) are widely believed to be the thermonulear explosion of a white dwarf. Theexat nature of the progenitor system and the explosion senario, however, remain un-lear. Reent 3-D explosion models of SNe Ia have begun to make detailed preditionsregarding the ejeta struture arising in di�erent senarios. For example, if SNe Ia



6arise in a binary star system, the existene of a nearby ompanion star may introduean asymmetry in the ejeta. The instabilities in the nulear ame physis an alsolead to a ompliated \lumpy" ejeta struture. Thus, studying the geometry andpolarization properties of SNe Ia will provide ompletely new insights into the originof these events.3. Type-Ia supernovae and osmology. The high-luminosity and homogeneity of Type Iasupernovae makes them attrative tools for measuring the osmologial parameters,leading to the reent disovery of the aeleration of the universe (Riess et al., 1998;Perlmutter et al., 1999). In future osmology experiments, the primary hallenge is tore�ne SNe Ia as alibrated andles by reduing their intrinsi satter in luminosity, andontrolling for systemati errors due to potential evolution with redshift. A seriousonern for osmology appliations is the inreasing number of \peuliar" SNe Iadisovered in the last few years (e.g., Li et al., 2001a,b, 2003; Howell, 2004). SomeSNe Ia are known from polarization observations to be aspherial, and this is likelyresponsible for some of the observed diversity.While these issues are not the diret fous of this thesis, we will touh on eah of them, asmulti-dimensional studies of supernovae an make important ontributions to our under-standing.1.4 Organization of this ThesisThe �rst two hapters of this thesis introdue the general onepts and tehniquesneeded to approah the radiative transfer problem in supernovae. InChapter 2, we providea brief overview of supernovae, and desribe the basi physial ideas behind their ux andpolarization spetra. We introdue the Sobolev method for omputing line formation inexpanding atmospheres, and derive some new analyti formulae that an be used to derivethe physial onditions in the ejeta diretly from the shape of observed line features.In Chapter 3, we attak the radiative transfer problem in earnest, adopting a



7Monte Carlo strategy. We desribe the struture of a ode that handles arbitrary 3-Dsupernova geometries, and inludes an integrated gamma-ray transfer routine, polarizationalulations, and a radiative equilibrium solution of the atmospheri temperature struture.The following three hapters onsist of appliations of the radiative transfer teh-niques. In Chapter 4, we study SN 2001el, the �rst normal Type Ia supernova to show asigni�ant polarization signal (Wang et al., 2003a; Kasen et al., 2003b). Using a \top-down"approah, we simultaneously �t the ux and polarization of an unusual, high-veloity linefeature. This allows us to onstrain the geometry of the outer layers of supernova ejeta.In Chapter 5, we take a \bottom-up" approah, alulating the optial propertiesof a multi-dimensional SN Ia hydrodynamial model. Marietta et al. (2000) have preditedthat the impat of the supernova on a nearby ompanion star will arve out a onial holein the ejeta. We show that this \ejeta-hole asymmetry" is in fat onsistent with what isknown about about SNe Ia, and may explain some of the observed polarization propertiesand spetral diversity (Kasen et al., 2003a). In addition, we desribe a few polarizationsignatures of an ejeta hole that an be used in the future to test the binary progenitorsenario of SNe Ia.In Chapter 6 we explore the spetral properties of a very unusual Type I su-pernova. SN 1999as was one of the most luminous supernovae ever, more than 6 timesbrighter than SN 1998bw. But in ontrast to SN 1998bw, its spetrum showed surprisinglylow expansion veloities, as well as several peuliar narrow Fe II absorption features. Weshow �rst that the spherial \hypernova" explosion models used to explain SN 1998bw areinonsistent with the spetra of SN 1999as. We then argue that irumstellar interationmay have played an important role in powering the luminosity of this supernova, and indramatially restruturing the outer layers of ejeta.
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Chapter 2
The Spetra and Polarization ofSupernovae
2.1 Overview of SupernovaeAt its peak, the luminosity of a supernova an reah L � 1043 ergs s�1, or a fewbillion times the brightness of the sun. In some ases the supernova may outshine all of thestars in the galaxy from whih it ame.The extraordinary luminosity suggests that supernovae have large surfae areas.For objets bright at visible wavelengths, we expet blakbody temperatures around T �6000 K. Using the relationship L = 4�R2�T 4, we �nd that the observed luminosity impliesa radius of R � 1015 m, or twenty times larger than the radius of the largest supergiantstars. To explain this large radius, we might suppose that the supernova has expanded toits present size over the 20 days or so it took it to reah peak brightness. The impliedveloity of the material is then R=t � 109 m s�1, or a few perent of the speed of light.These kind of veloities are in fat observed in the Doppler shifts of absorption lines in thesupernova spetrum.Typially the luminosity of a supernova rises to and delines from its peak in a
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Figure 2.1 Light urves of di�erent types of supernovae (from Wheeler, 1990). Eah tikmark on the vertial axis orresponds to one magnitude.period of tp � a few months (see Figure 2.1). Assuming that this temporal behavior resultsfrom the di�usion of photons out of the optially thik ejeta, we an make a rough estimateof the mass of the supernova material. A typial photon will take N = (R=�p)2 steps inrandom walking out of the ejeta, where �p is the mean free path and R the ejeta radius.Using �p = �� and R = vtd, we an solve for the di�usion time td � N �p=,tp �r�Mv � 60 days� MM��1=2�109 km s�1v �1=2� �0:4 g m�2�1=2; (2.1)where the opaity � � 0:4 is appropriate for eletron sattering in ionized hydrogen. Theobservation �p � 60 days suggests M � 1M�. Longer duration luminosities (e.g., theSN IIP) may orrespond to larger ejeta masses. One the ejeta beome optially thin, thelight urve reahes a \tail" where the luminosity delines exponentially (Figure 2.1).A supernova therefore onsists of roughly a few solar masses or so of material ex-panding at high veloity, whih suggests that we are witnessing the remnants of an explodedstar. The implied kineti energy of the explosion is large, Ek � 1=2Mv2 � 1051 ergs. By



10omparison, the total energy the supernova radiates over its lifetime is about Er � Ltd �1049 ergs; thus although supernovae are inredibly luminous, their radiated energy is onlyabout 1 perent of the total kineti energy.What might the soure of this enormous energy be? Two possibilities are believedto be realized:(1) Core ollapse supernovae: After massive (M & 10M�) stars have exhaustedtheir nulear fuel, the inner ore ollapses to form a neutron star. The gravitational bindingenergy of a ool neutron star (� 3� 1053 ergs) is suÆient to power a supernova, althoughit is not lear how exatly this energy is tapped to explode the star. The ollapse releases afew times 1052 ergs in neutrinos, whih are thought to energize a shok wave in the stellarenvelope. Detailed 1-D simulations of this proess, however, fail to produe a supernova(Burrows & Thompson, 2003), and therefore multidimensional e�ets (e.g., onvetion)appear to be essential. There is also the possibility that some stellar ores ollapse all theway to form a blak hole, after whih the outer layers may be ejeted through an energeti,bipolar jet (Woosley, 1993).(2) Thermonulear supernovae: There are various senarios whereby a supernovamay be triggered by the thermonulear disruption of a arbon/oxygen white dwarf. Forreasons disussed by Branh et al. (1995), Livio (2000), and others, the urrent favoredprogenitor senario involves a white dwarf areting material from a non-degenerate om-panion star (the single-degenerate senario). When the mass of the areting white dwarfapproahes the limiting Chandrasekhar mass Mh � 1:4M�, the temperature in the en-ter beomes high enough to ignite arbon. The energy released in arbon burning heatsthe star, whih inreases the burning rate further; beause the white dwarf is degenerate,thermal pressure is initially insuÆient to expand the star and quenh the burning { theresult is a thermonulear runaway. The energy liberated in burning arbon and oxygen isabout 8 � 1017 ergs/g, so that ininerating about � 0:6 M� of the white dwarf results in� 1051 ergs, suÆient to unbind the star and power a supernova explosion. Suh thermonu-lear explosions are labeled Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia).Immediately following a SN Ia explosion, the energy released from nulear burn-
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Figure 2.2 Composition struture of the spherial Type Ia explosion model W7, immediatelyfollowing the explosion; from Nomoto et al. (1984).ing is about equally split between the kineti energy and the thermal energy of the hotexpanding ejeta. However, beause the progenitors of SNe Ia are ompat white dwarfs ofsmall radius (R � 5� 108 m), they ool very quikly by adiabati expansion. The oolingours as eah hot shell of ejeta does P dV work and aelerates the shell ahead of it {in this way almost all of the thermal energy from the explosion is onverted into kinetienergy. This leaves the question of what powers the optial display; the answer is thatthe SN Ia luminosity is solely powered by the deay of radioative isotopes synthesized inthe explosion, in partiular 56Ni, whih releases energeti gamma-rays in the deay hain56Ni ! 56Co ! 56Fe. The gamma-rays are absorbed and thermalized in the ejeta, toeventually re-emerge as the optial photons we observe.Beause 56Ni is a doubly-magi nuleus, it is typially the primary isotope syn-thesized whenever temperatures are high enough to reah nulear statistial equilibrium(Tnse � 5 � 109 K). Figure 2.2 shows the resulting omposition struture in a parameter-ized, spherial SN Ia explosion model (the w7 model; Nomoto et al., 1984). Most of theinner layers of the model are ompletely burned to 56Ni (although in the very enter thehigh neutrino exess favors prodution of 54Fe). Above the 56Ni zone, the temperatures
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Figure 2.3 Composition struture of a 3-D Type Ia deagration explosion model; fromKhokhlov (1994).are insuÆient to ompletely burn C/O, and mostly silion and sulfur are produed, alongwith some alium and magnesium. Suh intermediate-mass elements are prominent in thespetra of SNe Ia. The very outer layers of the model onsist of unburned arbon andoxygen from the original white dwarf.Realisti 3-D models of SN Ia explosions fail to show the strati�ed ompositionstruture of Figure 2.2. For example, Figure 2.3 shows the result of a 3-D simulation of thedeagration (i.e., subsoni, turbulent burning) of a white dwarf (Khokhlov, 1994). Beausethe hot burned material is buoyant and hydrodynamially unstable, one �nds plumes of56Ni oating upward in a substrate of unburned C/O. Whether this sort of highly aspherialexplosion produes a realisti-looking SN Ia is not yet lear; the question awaits detailed3-D radiative transfer alulations like those begun in this thesis. If not, one may ratherfavor a senario where the subsoni deagration transitions into a supersoni detonation,whih would quikly burn away the inhomogeneities (Khokhlov, 1991). Unfortunately, thephysis of suh a deagration-to-detonation transition is not well understood.



132.2 Spetra of SupernovaeEmpirially, supernovae are lassi�ed aording to the line features appearing intheir optial spetra (Figure 2.4). The spetra provide a powerful observational probe intothe struture of the supernova ejeta, with the strength of line features onstraining thesupernova omposition and density struture, and the Doppler shifts of lines indiatingthe expansion veloities. In supernovae, the expansion follows a homologous veloity law,where the veloity is porportional to radius ~v = ~r=texp (texp is the time elapsed sine theexplosion). This is just the equation of material freely expanding in the absene of fores.Suh a ow is self-similar, suh that over time the struture of the ejeta remains �xed inveloity oordinates. For this reason we prefer to use veloity as a radial oordinate, whereit is understood that a \veloity distane" v orresponds to a physial distane vtexp. Theline ux at di�erent Doppler shifts thus gives us information regarding the distribution ofthe supernova ejeta in veloity spae.During the early, optially thik phases, the spetra of supernovae onsist of broadline features superimposed on a pseudo-blakbody ontinuum. The line pro�les have aharateristi P-Cygni shape, onsisting of a blueshifted absorption and a redward emis-sion feature (see Figure 2.5). The shape and width of the pro�le is the natural result ofDoppler shifts arising from the expansion of the supernova ejeta. In the simple diagram ofFigure 2.5, the ontinuum ux an be thought of as oming from the surfae of an optiallythik photosphere (the \light bulb shining through the fog"). Line formation ours in the\fog" above the photosphere, whih we all the supernova atmosphere. The line opaityin the region diretly intervening between the photosphere and the observer (the \absorp-tion region") satters or absorbs ux from the photosphere, thereby ausing an absorptionfeature. As the material in the absorption region is moving toward the observer, the ab-sorption feature is blueshifted. Material outside of this \tube" (the \emission region") doesnot obsure the photosphere, but rather satters or emits additional ux into the observerline of sight. This leads to an emission feature that is entered on the line rest wavelength.The material in the tube behind the photosphere (the \oluded region") is not visible at
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Figure 2.4 The spetral lassi�ation of supernovae.
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Figure 2.5 Formation of the P-Cygni line pro�le. All the material on a vertial planeperpendiular to the observer's line of sight has the same omponent of veloity along theobserver's line of sight, and hene the same Doppler shift.all. The breadth of P-Cygni pro�les in supernova spetra reets the fat that theejeta veloity along the observer's line of sight typially ranges from � �20; 000 to 20; 000km s�1, orresponding to a Doppler shift width of 600 �A at 5000 �A. Beause of this breadth,eah feature in a supernova spetrum is typially a blend of the P-Cygni pro�les from manydi�erent line transitions. This greatly ompliates the identi�ation and analysis of the linefeatures.



162.2.1 Calulation of Line Pro�lesBeause the P-Cygni pro�le will be a foal point of this thesis, it is useful toonsider the line formation in more detail. As a useful heuristi, we assume that theontinuum ux emerges from an optially thik, sharply delineated photosphere, and thatthere is no ontinuous opaity above the photosphere. The photosphere represents thesurfae at whih the optial depth to eletron sattering equals one { in reality a sharpdistintion does not exist, rather there is a gradual transition from the optially thik tooptially thin regimes.Consider a photon emanating from the photosphere and propagating through thisatmosphere toward the observer (labeled the z diretion). Beause the atmosphere is indi�erential expansion, the wavelength of the propagating photon is onstantly Dopplershifting with respet to the loal o-moving frame. If the photon wavelength in the observerframe is �, then its o-moving wavelength is given by the (non-relativisti) Doppler formula�lo = ��1 + ~v � ẑ � = ��1 + ztexp�; (2.2)where we have assumed a homologous expansion law. Suppose the only opaity in theatmosphere is due to a single line with rest enter wavelength �0. The photon will omeinto resonane with the line when �lo = �0, whih by Equation 2.2 is at a pointzr = t(�0=�� 1): (2.3)The region where the photon enounters the line opaity is known as a resonane region.Beause the intrinsi width of the line is typially very small (thermal Doppler veloity ofvd � 5 km s�1) ompared to the dimensions over whih the properties of the atmospherevary (v � 1000 km s�1), the resonane region is in fat very small and an be approximatedby a point. This is known as the Sobolev approximation, or narrow line limit, and will beapplied repeatedly throughout this thesis.Let Ip be the spei� intensity of a beam emerging from the photosphere in the zdiretion along a beam given by oordinates x; y. The intensity that reahes the observer



17at in�nity after passing through the line forming region is given by the Sobolev formalismI�(x; y) = Ip(x; y)e�� + (1� e� )S(x; y; zr); (2.4)where � is the Sobolev line optial depth at the resonane point (x; y; zr) and S is the linesoure-funtion at this point. The �rst term in Equation 2.4 represents the photospherilight attenuated by the line optial depth; the seond term represents light sattered orreated to emerge into the line of sight by the line.To generate the observed spetrum of an unresolved objet, the spei� intensityof Equation 2.4 must be integrated over the projeted surfae of the atmosphere, i.e., overthe x� y plane. Thus, a wavelength � in the observed spetrum gives us information aboutthe line optial depth and soure funtion integrated over a plane at zr, perpendiularto the observer's line of sight. Beause all the material on suh a z-plane has the sameveloity omponent along the observer's line of sight (and hene the same Doppler shift,Equation 2.2) it is alled a onstant-veloity (CV) surfae.For a spherial atmosphere, it is useful to use polar oordinates (z; p; �) suh thatthe observer's line of sight is the z diretion, with z inreasing away from the observer. Letvph be the veloity of the photosphere, and rph = vphtexp its radius. The emergent ux anthen be written as an integral over the impat parameter p,F (z)2� = Z p00 Iphp dp+ Z 1p0 S(r)(1� �(r))p dp+ Z rphp0 Iph�(r)p dp (2.5)= 12p20Iph + Z 1p0 S(r)(1 � �(r))p dp+ Z rphp0 Iph�(r)p dp;where �(r) = e��(r) and F (z) is the observed ux (apart from a fator of 1=D2, where D isthe distane to the supernova) at wavelength �� = �� �0 = �0z=t. The limit p0 is givenby the p loation of the spherial photosphere for a given z, namelyp0 = 8>>><>>>: 0 for z � �rph (blue side)qr2ph � z2 for � rph < z < 0 (mid region)rph for z � 0 (red side)



18In what follows, we all the part of the line pro�le where z < �rph the blue side, the partwhere �rph < z < 0 the mid region, and the part where z � 0 the red side.2.2.2 Inversion of Supernova LinesFor a given line in a spherial supernova atmosphere, one an speify �(r) andS(r) and use Equation 2.5 to alulate a syntheti line pro�le. The values of �(r) and S(r)an then be adjusted through trial and error until they provide a good �t to observations;in this way we hope to onstrain the omposition and distribution of the supernova ejeta(e.g., Millard et al., 1999; Hatano et al., 1999). However, given the relative simpliity ofEquation 2.5, it is possible, under ertain onditions, to solve this inverse problem mathe-matially. For example, Ignae & Hendry (2000) derived an analyti formula that gave aombination of S(r) and �(r) as a funtion of the derivative of the red side of an emissionfeature. Here we derive a omplete inversion solution for extrating both S(r) and �(r)from an observed line pro�le (Kasen et al., 2002).We derive the inversion formulae assuming spherial symmetry, a homologouslyexpanding atmosphere surrounding a sharp ontinuum-emitting photosphere that absorbsany ux sattered bak onto it, no ontinuous opaity, and no line blending. Even whenthese assumptions are not stritly valid, the formulae should still give onsiderable insightinto the physial onditions in the atmosphere. On the other hand, the limitations of theformulae provide an interesting result in their own right { they learly show what typeof features are impossible under the above assumptions, making it obvious where moreompliated senarios must be invoked to explain a spetrum. Of most interest to us, ofourse, are potential signatures of the breakdown of spherial symmetry.Inversion for �(r)We onsider the inversion of eah region of the line in turn, beginning with the midregion. The mid region of the line pro�le turns out to be sensitive only to the optial depthof the line near the photosphere. Using Equation 2.5, we hange the integration variable



19from p to r =pp2 + z2, and divide through by Iphr2ph2 f(z) = Z rphjzj r dr + Z 1rph s(r)(1� �(r))r dr + Z qz2+r2phrph �(r)r dr; (2.6)where we have de�ned s(r) = S(r)=Iph and f(z) = F (z)=(�Iphr2ph) (i.e. the total uxdivided by the ontinuum ux). Iph has been assumed to be onstant over the line pro�le.Written this way we see that the term involving the soure funtion is independentof z and so ontributes a onstant amount to the ux for every wavelength point in the midregion. The derivative of the mid region is therefore independent of the soure funtion.The hange in ux from a veloity surfae at z to one at z��z is due only to the fat thata bit more of the photosphere is now obsured by the optial depth of the line. One thenexpets the derivative df=dz to depend only on the optial depth.Sine the terms in Equation 2.6 only depend on z in the limits of the integral wean di�erentiate the integrals using Leibnitz' ruleddz Z �(z)�(z) g(t) dt = g(�)d�dz � g(�)d�dz : (2.7)Applying Equation 2.7 to Equation 2.6 allows us to solve for �(r),�(r =qr2ph + z2) = 1� r2ph2jzj dfdz = 1� �202j��j dfd���vph �2; (2.8)whih is valid for �rph < z < 0. In using Equation 2.8 to alulate �(r) from a spetrum,one an hoose either ��, z, or r as the independent parameter. For instane, from ��(whih is always less than zero for Equation [2.8℄) the other two parameters are determinedby z = rph(��=�0)(=vph) and r = qr2ph + z2. The veloity of the photosphere must bedetermined independently from a di�erent line in the spetrum.Equation 2.8 gives us some immediate insight into the relationship between lineshape and optial depth. The steepness of the mid region (one the photospheri veloityhas been saled out) is a diret indiation of the Sobolev optial depth. If no line featureexists, then df=dz = 0 and hene � = 1 (i.e., � = 0). Thus, the absene of a feature implies



20either negligible line optial depth or the breakdown of our assumptions { in this formalismthere is no hoie for the soure funtion that allows a line to \erase" itself. A stair-step midregion ould be a signal that the optial depth near the photosphere is osillating betweensmall and large values (i.e., the medium is lumpy in the radial diretion).Equation 2.8 only gives the value of � for the radial region rph < r < p2rph. Thisis expeted to be the region of highest density opaity in the atmosphere. Nevertheless, inthe following we show how it is possible to extend the solution for �(r) to arbitrary r byusing information from the blue and red sides of the line pro�le.Inversion for S(r)We next onsider the inversion of the red side of the line, whih will allow us tosolve for the soure funtion. For the red side, the ux is given by a soure term plus anunobstruted photosphere termr2ph2 f(z) = 12r2ph + Z 1qr2ph+z2 s(r)(1� �(r))r dr: (2.9)The seond term in Equation 2.9 is a onstant with respet to z sine the photosphere isalways ompletely unobsured for z > 0. The same tehnique of di�erentiating the integralallows us to solve for s(r),s(r =qr2ph + z2) = � r2ph1� �(r) 12z dfdz (2.10)= � 11� �(r) �202�� dfd���vph �2whih is valid for all z � 0 and the independent parameter an be hosen to be any of ��,z, or r. This is essentially the same result derived by Ignae & Hendry (2000). BeauseEquation 2.8 together with Equation 2.14 (see below) gives � everywhere, Equation 2.10an be used to determine the soure funtion at all radii above the photosphere. Note thatif � = 0, then � = 1 and Equation 2.10 is unde�ned { if a line has no optial depth it is ofourse impossible to determine its soure funtion. For large optial depth, � = 0, and the



21shape of the red side depends on the soure funtion only. Sine s � 0 and � � 1 we musthave df=dz � 0 on the red side { the red side always dereases (or stays at) to the red.Inversion for �(r) for r > p2rphFinally, the ux from the blue side of the pro�le will allow us to extend the solutionof � to large r. The ux is given by a soure term plus a fully obstruted photospherer2ph2 f(z) = Z 1jzj s(r)(1� �(r))r dr + Z qr2ph+z2jzj �(r)r dr: (2.11)The same di�erentiation tehnique yields�(r =qr2ph + z2) = �(jzj) + s(jzj)f1 � �(jzj)g � r2ph2jzj dfdz ; (2.12)whih is valid for z < �rph. Making use of spherial symmetry, Equation 2.10 an be usedto replae the seond term in Equation 2.12 withs(jzj)(1 � �(jzj)) = � r2ph2z+ df(z+)dz ; (2.13)where z+ =qz2 � r2ph. Combining Equations 2.12 and 2.13 we obtain�(r =qz2 + r2ph) = �(r = jzj) (2.14)��202 �vph �2�� 1�� dfd�����=�0tqz2�r2ph+� 1j��j dfd�����=� jzj�0t �;where jzj > rph is the independent parameter for evaluating �(r = pz2 + rph) from �(r =jzj) and df=dz. Given �(r) for r 2 [nrph;pn+ 1rph℄, Equation 2.14 allows us to evaluate�(r) for r 2 [pn+ 1rph;pn+ 2rph℄, where n � 1 is an integer. Beginning with �(r) forr 2 [rph;p2rph℄, given by Equation 2.8, we an in fat use Equation 2.14 to �nd �(r) for allvalues of r.The appliability of the inversion formulae presented here will neessarily be lim-ited by the numerous assumptions that went into their derivation. Nevertheless, it is inter-esting to note that this partiular inversion problem possesses a unique solution for both



22S(r) and �(r). A persistent worry in supernova modeling is that very di�erent physialparameters may lead to idential looking syntheti spetra. The analyti solutions abovedemonstrate that, at least in priniple, eah di�erent hoie of S(r) and �(r) produes adistint line pro�le (although in pratie it may be impossible to disern the di�erenes fromnoisy data). For aspherial geometries, a unique inversion is obviously no longer possible.For a 3-D atmosphere, � and S may vary arbitrarily aross a given CV plane, but all theinformation is integrated over to produe the ux at the orresponding wavelength. Thusin pressing forward with our investigations into the 3-D struture of supernovae, we areplainly faing an insoluble inverse problem.2.3 Polarization of SupernovaeWhile the ux spetra of supernovae may o�er limited insight into the ejetageometry, measurements of the polarization of supernova light provide a diret probe ofasymmetry (Shapiro & Sutherland, 1982). Beause a spherially symmetri system has nopreferred diretion, the net polarization must anel { a non-zero polarization detetiondemands some degree of asymmetry. In the last �ve years or so, high quality supernova po-larization measurements have beome inreasingly available. The latest spetropolarimetriobservations have relatively good signal-to-noise ratio and spetral resolution, allowing usto study the polarization over individual line features.Observers have now deteted polarization in supernovae of all types. Notablepolarization observations of Type II ore-ollapse supernovae inlude SN 1987A (Cropperet al., 1988; Bailey, 1988), SN 1993J (Trammell et al., 1993; H�oih et al., 1996; Tran et al.,1997), SN1999em (Leonard et al., 2001), and the Type IIn SN 1998S (Leonard et al., 2000a).Polarization measurements of Type I supernovae inlude the highly polarized SN 1997X(Wang et al., 2001) and the \hypernova-like" SN 2002ap (Leonard et al., 2002; Wang et al.,2003b). On average, the polarization in thermonulear supernovae appears to be lower thanin the ore ollapse SNe (Wang et al., 1996b, 1997; Leonard et al., 2000b). Nevertheless, astrong polarization signal of �0.7% was deteted in the subluminous and spetrosopially



23peuliar SN 1999by (Howell et al., 2001), and polarization of �0.4% has also been measuredin the normal Type Ia supernova SN 2001el, the subjet of our studies in Chapter 4.2.3.1 Polarization BasisThe polarization state of light desribes an anisotropy in the time-averaged vibra-tion of the eletri �eld vetor. A beam of radiation where the eletri �eld vetor vibratesin one spei� plane is ompletely (or fully) linearly polarized. A beam of radiation wherethe eletri �eld vetor vibrates with no preferred diretion is unpolarized. Imagine holdinga polarization �lter in front of a ompletely linearly polarized light beam of intensity IL.The �lter only transmits the omponent of eletri �eld parallel to the �lter axis. Thus asthe �lter is rotated, the transmitted intensity, whih is proportional to the square of theeletri �eld, varies as I(�) = IL os2 � (where � is the angle between the eletri �eld andthe �lter axis).The light measured from astrophysial objets is the super-position of many indi-vidual waves of varying polarization. Imagine a light beam onsisting of the super-positionof two ompletely linearly polarized beams of intensity IL and IR, whose eletri �eld ve-tors are oriented 90Æ to eah other. If the beams add inoherently, the transmitted intensityis the sum of eah separate beam intensityI(�) = IL os2 � + IR os2(� + 90Æ) = IL os2 � + IR sin2 �: (2.15)If the beams are of equal intensity, IL = IR, then the transmitted intensity shows nodiretional dependene upon � { i.e., the light is unpolarized. In this sense, we say that thepolarization of a light beam is \aneled" by an equal intensity beam of orthogonal { or\opposite" { polarization. If IL 6= IR the anellation is inomplete, and the beam is saidto be partially linearly polarized. The degree of polarization P is de�ned as the maximumperentage hange of the intensity, in this aseP = IL � IRIL + IR : (2.16)



24The polarization position angle (labeled �) is de�ned as the angle at whih the transmittedintensity is maximum.It is tempting to think of the polarization as a (two dimensional) vetor, sine ithas both a magnitude and a diretion. Atually the polarization is a perent di�erenein intensity, and intensity is the square of a vetor (the eletri �eld). The polarization isatually a quasi-vetor; that is, polarization diretions 180Æ (not 360Æ) apart are onsideredidential. The additive properties of the polarization thus di�er slightly from the vetorase, as evidened by the fat that the polarization is aneled by another equal beamoriented 90Æ to it, rather than one at 180Æ as in vetor addition.In this ase, a useful onvention for desribing polarization is through the Stokesparameters, I;Qm and U , whih measure the di�erene of intensities oriented 90Æ to eahother. A Stokes vetor an be de�ned and illustrated pitorially as (Landi degl'Innoenti,2002) I = 0BB�IQU1CCA = 0BB� I0Æ + I90ÆI0Æ � I90ÆI45Æ � I�45Æ1CCA ;= 0BB� l +$l � $l � l 1CCA (2.17)where I90Æ , for instane, designates the intensity measured with the polarizing �lter oriented90Æ to a spei�ed diretion alled the polarization referene diretion. To determine thesuperposition of two polarized beams, one simply adds their Stokes vetors. (A fourth Stokesparameter V measures the irular polarization of the radiation, but will not be disussedfurther, as irular polarization measurements have not been attempted for supernovae. Forsattering atmospheres without magneti �elds, the radiative transfer equation for irularpolarization separates from the linear polarization equations, allowing us to ignore V in ouralulations).We further de�ne the frational polarizations q = Q=I and u = U=I. The degreeof polarization (P ) and the position angle (�) an then be written in terms of the Stokes



25Parameters P = pQ2 + U2I =pq2 + u2; (2.18)� = 12 tan�1(U=Q) = 12 tan�1(u=q): (2.19)2.3.2 Polarization In Supernova AtmospheresThe light from supernovae originates in thermal emission proesses, whih, beingthe result of random ollisional proesses, are neessarily unpolarized. The ause of po-larization is believed to be the subsequent sattering by eletrons, a dominate soure ofopaity in the hot, ionized atmospheres of supernovae.To understand the polarizing e�et of eletron sattering, note that an eletronsatters a fully polarized beam of radiation aording to a dipolar sin2  angular distribution(where  is the angle measured from the inident polarization diretion). As mentionedabove, inident unpolarized light an be onsidered the sum of two fully polarized beamsoriented perpendiular to eah other. The e�et of the eletron satter is then to redistributeeah of these polarized beams aording to a di�erently oriented dipole pattern. In ertaindiretions, therefore, the two beams no longer anel and the polarization is non-zero. Byareful onsideration of the geometry of the sin2  redistribution, the e�et of an eletronsattering on the Stokes vetor Iin an be expressed asIout = 32 0BB�os2�+ 1 os2�� 1 0os2�� 1 os2�+ 1 00 0 2 os�1CCA Iin; (2.20)where � is the angle between the inoming and the sattered photon. The matrix atingon Iin is alled the Rayleigh phase matrix. The degree of polarization of sattered, initiallyunpolarized light is seen to be P = 1� os2�1 + os2� : (2.21)Light sattered at 90Æ is fully polarized, while that forward sattered at 180Æ remainsunpolarized. The diretion of the polarization is perpendiular to the sattering plane,
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Figure 2.6 The polarization of a supernova atmosphere illustrated by a simple model: anunpolarized entral soure and a thin eletron sattering shell (left side). Light from theedge of the shell has sattered at nearly 90Æ and is is highly polarized, while that from theenter has sattered at 180Æ and is unpolarized. To the observer, the polarization of theshell will appear as illustrated on the right.de�ned by the inoming and outgoing photon diretions.In general, the radiation inident on an eletron will ome from many diretions atone. In order for the net sattered light to be polarized, the inident radiation �eld mustpossess some degree of anisotropy. For example, deep within the supernova atmospherewhere the opaity is high, the trapping of photons leads to a radiation �eld that is nearlyisotropi. Beause the radiation inident on a satterer is then nearly equal in all diretions,the net polarization of sattered light anels. On the other hand, in the outer optially thinlayers of the supernova, the radiation �eld beomes highly anisotropi as photons streamradially out of the atmosphere. We therefore expet the polarization of the supernova lightto our mostly near and above the photosphere.The right side of Figure 2.6 illustrates how the polarization of spei� intensitybeams emergent from a spherial, pure eletron sattering photosphere might look. Thedouble-arrows indiate the polarization diretion of a beam, with the size of the arrow



27indiating the degree of polarization (not the intensity). Note that (1) the polarization isoriented perpendiular to the radial diretion and (2) The light from the photosphere limbis more highly polarized than that from the enter. These properties an be understoodby looking at the oversimpli�ed diagram on the left of Figure 2.6, showing a unpolarizedentral soure surrounded by a eletron sattering shell. Light sattered o� the shell willbe polarized perpendiular to the sattering plane, whih is the plane of the paper in the�gure. Edge light has sattered more nearly at 90Æ and is therefore more highly polarizedthen the forward sattered entral light.The alulated polarization from a more realisti, power-law density eletron sat-tering atmosphere is shown in Figure 2.7. Beause the e�etive soure is now of �nite size,the inident radiation �eld is not ompletely radial, and thus the edge sattered light is lessthan 100% polarized. At an impat parameter equal to the photospheri radius, the degreeof polarization equals 13%, whih is not muh di�erent than the value of � 11% that Chan-drasekhar (1960) found for a plane parallel atmosphere. At even larger radii, the inidentradiation �eld beomes more dilute and anisotropi; the light sattered toward an observeris therefore of lower intensity and higher polarization. Note that most of the polarized uxfrom a supernova atmosphere omes from an annulus just above the photospheri radius.Beause observed supernovae are too distant to be resolved, what we atuallymeasure in pratie is the Stokes spei� intensity integrated over the entire supernovasurfae. If the projetion of the supernova along the line of sight is irularly symmetri,as in Figure 2.8a, the polarization of eah emergent spei� intensity beam will be exatlyaneled by an orthogonal beam one quadrant away. The integrated light from the supernovawill therefore be unpolarized. This result is of ourse obvious from symmetry { beause aspherial system has no preferred diretion, there is no reason for the polarization to pointone way rather than another, and therefore it must be zero.A non-zero polarization measurement demands some degree of aspheriity. Forexample in the ellipsoidal photosphere of Figure 2.8b, vertially polarized light from thelong edge of the photosphere dominates the horizontally polarized light from the short edge.The integrated spei� intensity of Figure 2.8b is then partially polarized with q > 0 and,
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Figure 2.7 The intensity and polarization of light emergent from a spherial eletron sat-tering medium at impat parameter R (in units of the photospheri radius Rp). At largerimpat parameter, the radiation �eld beomes more dilute and anisotropi; the light sat-tered toward and observer is therefore of lower intensity and higher polarization. In thismodel, the density struture is a power law (� / r�7), and the radiation soure is a sphereplaed at � = 3.by symmetry, the diagonal polarization u anels. In general, beause an axially symmetrisystem has only one preferred diretion, the polarization neessarily aligns either parallel orperpendiular to the axis of symmetry. The situation in Figures 2.8 and 2.8d is disussedin x2.3.3 below.2.3.3 The E�et of Lines on the PolarizationA major fous of this thesis is to explore the e�et of lines on the polarization ofsupernovae. Line opaity may have a polarizing e�et very similar to eletron sattering.
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Figure 2.8 Illustrative diagrams of the polarization from a supernova atmosphere.The e�et depends upon the quantum angular momentum values Jl and Ju of the lower andupper levels of the atomi transition. Figure 2.9 illustrates the e�et for Jl = 0, Ju = 1.An inoming photon will exite the atom to one of the three magneti sublevels. If theatom immediately de-exites bak to the ground state, the emitted radiation distributionis dipolar, and the polarization e�et is given by the Rayleigh phase matrix, idential toeletron sattering.For other values of Jl and Ju, the e�et is in general diluted ompared to eletronsattering. Hamilton (1947) has shown that the polarizing e�et of resonane line satteringan be written as the sum of a dipole and an isotropi ontribution. The e�et is desribed
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Figure 2.9 Diagram explaining the polarization e�et of resonant line sattering. If a pho-ton exites and immediately de-exites from one of the three magneti sublevel (left), thesattered light is dipolar and polarized as in eletron sattering. If, however, ollisions re-distribute the atom equally over all three states before de-exitation, the resulting state ison average spherially symmetri (right) and the sattered light isotropi and unpolarized.by the hybrid phase matrixIout = �W2P(�) + (1�W2)0BB�1 0 00 0 00 0 01CCA�Iin; (2.22)where P(�) is the Rayleigh phase matrix (Equation 2.20), while the seond matrix is thedepolarization matrix. The quantity W2 is the polarizability fator of the line { it is 0 fora depolarizing line, and 1 for a line that polarizes just like an eletron. Hamilton (1947)provides a simple formula for omputing W2 whih depends only upon Jl and Ju. Beauseof the simpliity of this desription of line polarization, Equation 2.22 has often been usedbeyond its sope to alulate the polarizing e�et of non-resonane lines (e.g Je�rey, 1989).The Hamilton Equation 2.22 for line sattering only holds if ollisions are unim-portant. If on the other hand the ollision time is short ompared to the de-exitation timeof the atom, ollisions will tend to destroy the polarization state of the gas by randomly



31redistributing the atom equally over all of the nearly degenerate magneti sublevels (seeFigure 2.9). The average atomi state will therefore be spherially symmetri, and theemitted light isotropi and unpolarized. This is the assumption typially made in models(H�oih et al., 1996; Howell et al., 2001).Detailed estimates of the ritial densities neessary for ollisional depolarizationin supernova atmospheres have not been attempted. There are, however, two additionalreasons supporting the assumption of depolarization in lines: (1) As disussed in detailin x3.3.3, photons will multiple satter in the resonane region of a line before esaping.Beause of the multiple sattering, the radiation �eld in optially thik lines tends towardisotropy, and hene the sattered light will be unpolarized. (2) The polarizability fatorfor most lines is less than one, therefore their sattering e�et is indeed depolarizing inomparison to eletron sattering. This was the �nding of Je�rey (1989) in studying thepolarization of the H� line in ellipsoidal supernova atmospheres.In this thesis, we will always assume that the light sattered in lines is unpolarized.However, this does not mean that lines neessarily produe a derease in the degree ofpolarization in the spetrum. The atual e�et will depend sensitively upon the geometryof the line opaity and the eletron sattering medium. For example, Figure 2.10 showsthe line polarization pro�le arising in an ellipsoidal atmosphere (MCall, 1984; Je�rey,1989). In this geometry, the blueshifted material in front of the photosphere preferentiallyabsorbs lowly polarized entral light, suh that a greater perentage of highly polarized edgelight reahes the observer; this produes a blueshifted peak in the polarization spetrum.At lower blueshifts, on the other hand, the line primarily obsures the edge light andleads to a polarization derease. At redshifted wavelengths, the line does not obsure thephotosphere, but will derease the polarization by emission of unpolarized line light. Theresulting polarization feature is often alled an inverted P-Cygni pro�le.While Figure 2.10 arti�ially separates the atmosphere into \photosphere" and\line opaity," this oversimpli�ation in fat aptures some essential features of the lineformation, and is very useful in understanding the line polarization pro�les arising in su-pernova atmospheres. For example, suppose the eletron-sattering regime is spherial, but
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Figure 2.10 Formation of the inverted P-Cygni line polarization pro�le in an ellipsoidalsupernova atmosphere.the line opaity is on�ned to an asymmetri lump, as shown in Figure 2.8. Beause theline preferentially obsures light of a partiular polarization diretion, the anellation ofthe polarization of the photospheri light will not be omplete. The line thus produes apeak in the polarization spetrum, and a orresponding absorption in the ux spetrum.We all this e�et the partial obsuration line opaity e�et or just partial obsuration.As the lump in Figure 2.8 primarily absorbs diagonally polarized light, we expet thepolarization peak to have a dominant omponent in the u-diretion.A non-axially symmetri supernova is shown in Figure 2.8d. The eletron sat-tering medium is ellipsoidal, so the ontinuum will be polarized in the q diretion. Thelump of line opaity, whih breaks the axial symmetry, preferentially obsures diagonallypolarized light, so the line absorption feature will be polarized primarily in the u diretion.Thus, the variation of the polarization angle over lines may give information regarding theorientation of di�erent omponents of the ejeta with respet to the photosphere. This will



33be the major fous of our investigations in Chapter 4.To treat the problem of line polarization orretly requires a solution of the non-loal thermodynami equillbrium (NLTE) rate equations determining the level populationsof all the angular momentum sublevels. This is a hallenging task whih has just reentlybegun to be takled (Trujillo Bueno & Manso Sainz, 1999; Trujillo Bueno, 2003). A numberof interesting NLTE e�ets have been explored and found to be important in explainingthe polarization spetrum of the Sun (Steno & Keller, 1997; Trujillo Bueno et al., 2002).These are, however, beyond the sope of this thesis, and in any ase do not appear to be ofmuh importane for the polarization spetra of supernovae. In the extended atmospheresof supernovae, the geometrial obsuration of the photosphere will be the dominate e�et.
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Chapter 3
Radiative Transfer MethodsIn this hapter, we develop methods for solving the 3-D polarized radiative trans-fer problem in supernova atmospheres. After a very brief desription of the fundamentalonepts and existing tehniques, we turn to Monte Carlo methods, and the spei�s of our3-D supernova ode.Although we all our ode a \3-D Monte Carlo" ode, in fat the Monte Carloroutine is only one part of a larger ode struture that uses both formal and probabilistimethods. We lay out the basi physial assumptions in x3.2. The overall struture of thetehnique is outlined in x3.3. A few example alulations are given in x3.4.3.1 Framing of the Problem3.1.1 The Radiative Transfer EquationThe fundamental quantity in radiative transfer is the spei� intensity I�, whihdesribes the ow of radiation in a spei� diretionI�(~r; n̂) = dE�os � dA dt d� d
 : (3.1)Here dE� is the energy with wavelength between � and � + d� owing through a surfaearea dA at position ~r in the diretion n̂ and between times t and t+dt. The units of spei�



35intensity are ergs s�1 �A�1 m�2 sterad�1.The behavior of the spei� intensity along a beam path is governed by the radia-tive transfer equation �I�(~r; n̂)�s = ���(I� � S�); (3.2)where �� is the extintion oeÆient (units m�1) and S� is the soure funtion (unitsof spei� intensity). The �rst term on the right-hand side of Equation 3.2 desribes theattenuation of I� by absorbing or sattering material along the beam path; the seond termrepresents the enhanement of the intensity by radiation emitted by this same material.For an atmosphere that is in thermal equilibrium, the soure funtion depends on the loaltemperature only, and is given by the blakbody equationB�(T ) = 2h2�5 1eh=�kT � 1 : (3.3)On the other hand, for an atmosphere that purely satters radiation, the soure funtion isequal to the mean intensity J�, de�ned by integrating I� over all inident diretionsJ�(~r) = 14� I I�(~r; n̂) d
: (3.4)Unlike B�, J� is not a purely loal quantity, as it depends upon the temperature at distantpoints where the radiation was emitted.If the transfer Equation 3.2 looks harmless enough, it is only beause the notationobsures its omplexities. The basi diÆulty is that the soure funtion depends upon theinident radiation �eld. For example, in the pure sattering ase S� = J� and Equation 3.2beomes �I�(~r; n̂)�s = ���I� + ��4� I I�(~r; n̂) d
: (3.5)Thus the equations for I� along di�erent diretions n̂ are oupled together. In the moregeneral ase, both S� and �� depend upon I� in a ompliated way through the detailedionization and exitation state of the gas. Then the radiative transfer equation is oupledas well to the equations of statistial equilibrium.



36In a traditional radiative transfer alulation, Equation 3.2 is solved numeriallyfor several di�erent beam paths through the atmosphere. The ux observed at wavelength� is then obtained by integrating I� over the stellar surfae. We all suh approahes for-mal integral methods. Several 1-D odes exist that solve the o-moving radiative transferequation in an expanding supernova atmosphere, oupled to the full equations of statis-tial equilibrium (Eastman & Pinto, 1993; Hoih, 1995; Haushildt et al., 1997). Suhodes neessarily apply rather sophistiated numerial algorithms and require signi�antomputing power.Generalizing formal solutions of the radiative transfer to inlude 3-D geometriesand polarization poses a formidable hallenge. Beause of the lak of symmetry, the radiativetransfer equation must be solved along a large number of diretions n̂ to ensure that eahpoint in the atmosphere is properly oupled to every other. While muh progress is beingmade on this front (e.g., Trujillo Bueno, 2003), full 3-D formal solutions for expandingsupernova atmospheres appear to be some years away.3.1.2 The Monte Carlo ApproahThe Monte Carlo (MC) approah to radiative transfer has several advantages overtraditional formal integral methods. MC odes are intuitive, relatively easy to develop, andless likely to fall vitim to subtle numerial errors suh as resolution or edge e�ets (Auer,2003). Beause the method does not rely on any symmetry in the problem, it generalizesreadily to 3-D geometries and the inlusion of polarization. Finally, MC odes parallelizealmost perfetly, and so an pro�tably be run on multiproessor mahines.The historial drawbak of MC odes is their omputational expense; beause theapproah is probabilisti, a very large number of pakets must be traked in order to over-ome random noise. 1-D MC odes an be e�etively run on a single workstation, but 3-Dmulti-wavelength alulations require the memory and omputational power urrently onlyavailable on superomputers. Nevertheless, given the favorable saling, and the ontinual in-rease in omputing power, the omputational ineÆieny of MC odes will be inreasingly



37outweighed by their many advantages.Monte Carlo approahes have been applied to a wide range of radiative transferproblems, espeially multi-dimensional polarization problems (e.g., Daniel, 1980; Code &Whitney, 1995; Wood et al., 1996). The MC ode desribed in H�oih et al. (1996) has beenused to alulate the ontinuum polarization and polarization spetrum of 2-D supernovae(H�oih, 1991; Wang et al., 1997; Howell et al., 2001). In addition, the 1-D MC ode ofMazzali & Luy (1993) has been used in numerous studies of supernova ux spetra (e.g.,Mazzali et al., 1995, 2001). The papers of Leon Luy have been partiularly importantin developing the MC tehnique for astrophysial appliations (Luy, 1999a, 2001, 2002,2003). The new tehniques make it feasible for MC odes to eventually math the physialauray of formal solutions of the radiative transfer equation.Monte Carlo BasisIn the MC approah, pakets of radiation energy (\photons") are emitted fromwithin the supernova envelope, and traked through randomized satterings and absorptionsuntil they esape the atmosphere. Eah photon possess a wavelength and polarization(desribed by a Stokes vetor), whih are updated at eah sattering event. All photonsesaping the ejeta in a spei� diretion are binned in wavelength to onstrut the spetrumand polarization of the supernova along that line of sight. In addition, we an use talliesof the number of photons passing through individual grid ells to onstrut estimators ofloal physial quantities, suh as the mean intensity of the radiation �eld.The behavior of individual pakets in the MC simulation is determined by ran-domly sampling probability distributions p(x). This is aomplished by �nding the value xin the equation z = Z xxmin p(x0)dx0; (3.6)where here and in what follows, the quantity z is a random number hosen from 0 < z < 1with uniform distribution.We desribe three ways in whih Equation 3.6 may be solved. First, in some ases



38it is possible to invert p(x) analytially. To give an important example, the probability of aphoton sattering in traveling a distane s is given by p = 1� exp(��), where � = R s0 ��dsis the optial depth. Inverting p(�) givesZ s0 ��ds = �r = 1� ln(z): (3.7)Thus to determine the distane s a paket travels before sattering, the integral is alulatednumerially by taking small steps until the aumulated optial depth along the path reahes�r. In most other situations, it is either impossible or too omputationally expensiveto invert p(x) analytially. In this ase, the rejetion method o�ers an alternative. As anexample, suppose we want to emit photons aording to a blakbody distribution B(�).After de�ning the normalized probability funtion p(�) = B(�)=MAX[B(�)℄, a random � ishosen between the imposed wavelength limits �min and �max. If p(�) < z, this wavelengthis seleted; otherwise it is rejeted and new values of � and z are seleted until the rejetionriterion is satis�ed.A �nal method of sampling disrete probability distributions p(xi) is the umula-tive distribution funtion (CDF), de�ned byP (xi) = Pxxmin p(xi)Pxmaxxmin p(xi) : (3.8)The funtion P (xi) inreases monotonially from 0 to 1. To sample the probability funtion,a random z is hosen and a binary searh performed to loate the value xi where P (xi) =z. For sharply peaked probability funtions, the CDF approah is muh faster than therejetion method.3.2 Physial AssumptionsAny astrophysial ode must balane the desire for omplete physial auraywith onstraints on omputing and ode development time. In our transfer ode we makethe assumptions that the atmosphere is (1) in homologous expansion, (2) quasi-stati, and



39(3) that line transfer an be treated in the Sobolev approximation. Additional physiallimitations inlude the assumption of loal thermodynami equilibrium, and the neglet ofspeial relativity. In future work, we plan to relax eah of these assumptions within thebasi MC framework.3.2.1 Homologous ExpansionWe assume the veloity struture of the ejeta is given by a homologous (or free)expansion law, ~v(~r) = ~r=texp, where texp is the time elapsed sine the explosion. Soonafter the explosion, the ow of supernova material is highly supersoni and the time salefor sound waves to transfer pressure fores is muh longer than the expansion time of theejeta. In the absene of fores, the loation of a gas element is given by ~r = ~vtf+ ~R0, wheretf is the time sine free expansion set in and ~R0 is the position of the material when thisourred. Typially free expansion sets in quite early (minutes to hours after the explosion),so that by a few days after the explosion tf � texp and the ejeta has expanded througha suÆiently large distane that ~R0 an be ignored. Thus even if the explosion is highlyasymmetri, the veloity struture will soon evolve to be spherial and homologous.3.2.2 The Quasi-Stati ApproximationAlthough supernovae are obviously transient phenomena, our alulations onlytreat \snapshots" of the ejeta frozen in time. This quasi-stati approximation should bereasonable as long as the photon di�usion time (td) is short ompared to the expansion time(texp) of the supernova. If this holds, we an trak photon pakets through a stati (ratherthan evolving) atmospheri grid, although the expansion of the ejeta must still be takeninto aount in the Doppler shifting of photons.For a SN Ia at maximum light (texp � 20 days), the eletron sattering optialdepth to the enter of the ejeta is about ten, orresponding to a mean free path of vp �1000 km s�1. A photon will on average undergo � �2es = 100 sattering events beforerandom walking out of the ejeta and therefore td=texp = 100vp= � 0:3. The quasi-



40stati approximation should then be marginally aeptable at maximum light, at least forwavelengths � > 4000 �A, where eletron sattering dominates the opaity. For photonswith wavelengths < 4000 �A, the opaity from numerous iron peak line transitions inreasesthe optial depth by a fator of 10-100. Fortunately, di�usion of the UV photons will behastened by their absorption/re-emission and uoresene to longer wavelengths. On theother hand, at early times, say texp = 10 days, �es � 40 and td=texp = 1:2. The quasi-statiapproximation is no longer stritly appropriate, and a time-dependent treatment of theproblem is desired.3.2.3 The Sobolev ApproximationFor atmospheres with large veloity gradients suh as supernovae, the Sobolevapproximation provides a simple and elegant treatment of line transfer (Sobolev, 1947).The basi idea behind the approximation has been mentioned in x2.2.1. Detailed derivationshave been given (Mihalas, 1978; Je�ery & Branh, 1990; Castor, 1970), and the major resultswill be used repeatedly throughout this hapter.Applying the Sobolev approximation inreases both the eÆieny and simpliity ofa MC ode, as (1) photon pakets only interat with lines at unique, easily alulable pointsin the atmosphere, and (2) the transfer within a line an be treated analytially. Eahphoton/line interation line an therefore be treated as a single MC event, with no needto expliitly follow the hundreds of multiple satterings a photon may experiene beforeesaping an optially thik line. As a result, the total number of photon/line interationsdepends only upon the wavelength spaing of strong lines, with no regard to how optiallythik the lines atually are. This is an important reason why Monte Carlo approahes {notoriously ineÆient in high opaity regimes { are not neessarily doomed to failure in theheavily line blanketed atmospheres of supernovae.For the Sobolev approximation to be valid, all relevant physial variables mustremain fairly onstant over a line resonane region. This will be true whenever the intrinsiwidth of a line (given by the Doppler veloity vd) is muh less than the sale height vs over



41whih the atmospheri properties hange. In supernova atmospheres, vd . 10 km s�1 andvs � 1000 km s�1, therefore vd=vs . 0:01. Olson (1982) has shown that for ratios vd=vs <0:1, the Sobolev approximation holds to a high degree of auray. Formal inauraymay our for atmospheres with numerous small sale strutures (i.e small vs), or for veryoptially thik lines where the Lorentz wings beome important.One additional potential pitfall for the Sobolev approximation has been empha-sized by Baron et al. (1996a). The Sobolev formalism is derived assuming that eah linetransition is isolated in wavelength from all others. In reality, the UV wavelengths aredensely paked with overlapping lines, suh that more than 100 lines may fall within a sin-gle Doppler width. Nevertheless, Eastman & Pinto (1993) have found that in pratie theerror thus inurred on the emergent spetra is very small. This is perhaps not surprising,as the vast majority of the millions of lines in supernova atmospheres will be exeedinglyweak { typially only a few 10,000s will have optial depths larger than 0.5. The averagespaing of suh strong lines (�100 km s�1) is muh greater than a Doppler width. Beausestrong lines dominate the radiative transfer, treating all lines as non-overlapping may notlead to any serious error.3.3 Struture of the Radiative Transfer CodeOur 3-D radiative transfer ode was designed to alulate the optial propertiesof multi-dimensional supernova explosion models. The ode takes as input the density,omposition, and amount of 56Ni at every point on a 3-D Cartesian grid. The time sineexplosion texp, total supernova luminosity L0, and an emission temperature Tbb must bespei�ed as free parameters.The outline of the ode struture is diagrammed in Figure 3.1. The essential dif-�ulty of the transfer problem is this: the opaities needed for the photon MC transferdepend upon the atmospheri temperatures, but these temperatures depend upon the pho-ton heating and ooling rates, whih will only be known after the MC transfer has beenompleted. Therefore we need an iterative approah to handle the interdependene. The
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Figure 3.1 Struture of the radiation transfer ode.proedure is as follows:1. Using a 3-D gamma-ray transfer routine, we determine where energy from the deayof radioative 56Ni and 56Co is deposited in the supernova envelope (x3.3.1). Thisserves as the soure geometry of the emitted optial photon pakets.2. The opaities at all wavelengths for eah ell are omputed assuming loal thermo-dynami equilibrium (x3.3.2). Beause the atmospheri temperature struture is notinitially known, we start with a reasonable guess, to be re�ned iteratively.3. The MC transfer of optial photon pakets is run, whih provides the rate of photonabsorption in eah ell (x3.3.3).4. A new temperature is determined for eah ell (x3.3.4) by setting equal the rate of



43photon absorption to the rate of thermal photon emission.5. The temperature struture alulated in step (4) will di�er from that used initiallyto ompute the opaities in step (2). Thus, to bring about onsisteny, we reomputethe opaities and return to step (3), iterating this proedure until the temperatureand opaities hange negligibly from one iteration to the next.6. One the atmosphere has onverged, the syntheti ux and polarization spetra aregenerated during the MC transfer by olleting all photons esaping the atmospherealong a ertain line of sight.We now proeed to disuss eah step in greater detail.3.3.1 Energy DepositionThe Radiation Soure GeometryThe �rst issue in any MC ode is to speify the soure of photon pakets. Inspherial MC odes, the soure is usually taken to be an extended, spherial inner boundarysurfae (the \inner ore"). Photon pakets are emitted isotropially from the ore surfaeand any paket baksattered onto the ore is \absorbed" and removed from the alulation.The radius of the ore beomes a free parameter of the simulation, but it is hoped that ifthe ore is plaed deep enough in the ejeta, the emergent spetra will be rather insensitiveto its exat loation.While we will oasionally apply a spherial inner soure, suh a presription isgenerally not appropriate for 3-D models. Most ritially, the polarization depends uponthe isotropy of the radiation �eld, and is therefore as sensitive to the shape and distributionof the radiation soure as it is to the geometry of the sattering medium. Fortunately,a better representation of the 3-D soure geometry an be given for the ase where theluminosity is dominated by the deay of radioative isotopes. In Type I supernovae, theenergy is released in the deay hain 56Ni ! 56Co ! 56Fe, with almost all of the deayenergy emerging as � 1 MeV gamma-rays. The emitted gamma-rays will propagate some



44distane before depositing their energy in the ejeta. The deposited energy is assumed tobe thermalized, to eventually emerge as optial/UV photons.We follow the propagation of gamma-rays using a MC routine similar to thosedesribed in Ambwani & Sutherland (1988), Swartz et al. (1995), and Hoeih et al. (1994).This gamma-ray Monte-Carlo (GRMC) proedure is oneptually separated from the mainMC transfer routine for the optial/UV photons (x3.3.3). Obviously the two routines ouldbe integrated, suh that eah absorbed gamma-ray photon paket was immediately re-emitted as a thermal optial photon paket of equal energy. However, beause the gamma-ray opaities do not depend upon temperature, there is no need to repeat the GRMCalulation for eah temperature struture iteration. Instead, we alulate and store therate of gamma-ray energy deposition one at the beginning of a run.The instantaneous rate of gamma-ray energy deposition largely determines thetotal luminosity of the supernova. If Vi is the volume of ell i and _Eidep is the rate of energydeposition in that ell, then we write the total optial luminosity L0 asL0 = �Xi _EidepVi; (3.9)were � is a free \fudge-fator" parameter of order unity, that is used to aount for the time-dependent e�et of di�usive radiation stored in the supernova envelope. For the epohs aftermaximum light � & 1 to aount for photons trapped from earlier epohs. In this ontext,the quasi-stati approximation amounts to assuming that the di�use radiation �eld followsthe urrent deposition geometry. As the \old" photons in fat ame from the same 56Nisoure, the assumption does not seem totally unrealisti.In supernovae suh as SNe IIP where the luminosity is mostly powered by di�usionrather than radioativity, one really needs to solve the time-dependent transfer problem.Whereas in a spherial SNe IIP model one an simply apply the di�usion approximationat depth, in a 3-D model there is no way of knowing the inner surfae boundary onditionsexept by following the evolution of the temperature struture starting from the explosionitself. In the absene of this, one an only make an ad-ho guess as to the soure geometry.



45Gamma-Ray Transfer CalulationsA 56Ni nuleus deays by eletron apture to an exited state of 56Co whih de-exites to the ground state by emission of several (on average about 3) gamma-rays. 56Coin turn deays to 56Fe by eletron apture or by positron emission plus eletron apture.The energy from radioative deay per unit time per unit volume is given by_Erad(t; ~r) = �ENiNNi(~r)e�t=�Ni�Ni + �ECoNNi(~r)�e�t=�Ni�Ni � e�t=�Ni�Ni �; (3.10)where �Ni = 8:8 days and �Co = 113:6 days are the deay times, and �ENi = 1:71 MeVand �ECo = 3:76 MeV the average energy per deay of 56Ni and 56Co, respetively. NNiis the number density of 56Ni immediately following the explosion. The emitted gamma-rays emerge in one of several possible lines, all around 1 MeV. About 3.5% of the energyfrom 56Co deay emerges as the kineti energy of emitted positrons. We make the usualassumption that the harged positrons are trapped by residual magneti �elds, and deposittheir kineti energy loally in the ejeta before annihilating to reate two 511 keV photons.The gamma-ray pakets are all initially assigned to have equal energy E , givenby E = �TN L ; (3.11)where L is the total energy per seond released in gamma-rays, N is the total number ofpakets used in the simulation, and �T is the time step overed by the MC simulation (asit anels out of all expressions used, �T does not need to be expliitly spei�ed). Beauseequal energy pakets are used, pakets of di�erent wavelengths represent a di�erent numberof photons.The important opaities for gamma-rays are Compton sattering and photoeletriabsorption (the additional opaity due to pair-prodution is typially very small and willbe ignored). Beause the gamma-ray energies are muh greater than the atomi bindingenergies, all eletrons in an atom (bound and free) ontribute to the Compton opaity� = �TNK(x)Xi XiZi; (3.12)



46where x = E=me2, �T = 0:6 � 10�24 is the Thomson ross-setion, and N is the totalnumber density. The sum runs over all elements with abundane fration by number Xiand atomi number Zi. The dimensionless quantity K(x) is the Klein-Nishina orretionto the ross-setionK(x) = 34�1 + xx3 �2x(1 + x)1 + 2x � ln(1 + 2x)�+ 12x ln(1 + 2x)� 1 + 3x(1 + 2x)2 �: (3.13)K(x) is always less than one and dereases with inreasing x.Typially Compton opaity dominates for E & 50 keV, while photoeletri absorp-tion dominates for lower energies. The photoeletri extintion oeÆient is dominated bythe two K-shell eletrons, and is alulated in the Born approximation�p = �T�48p2x�7=2NXi Z5iXi; (3.14)where � is the �ne-struture onstant.Gamma-ray pakets are moved through the atmosphere in small steps of veloitylength �v (physial distane �v texp). The optial depth along the path is integrateduntil it reahes a value randomly hosen by Equation 3.7. At this point an interationours and another random number z is hosen to determine the subsequent paket fate. Ifz < �=(� + �p) the gamma-ray is Compton sattered, otherwise it is photo-absorbed.In a Compton sattering, a new diretion for the gamma-ray is sampled from theanisotropi di�erential ross-setiond�d
 = 3�T16� f(x;�)2�f(x;�) + f(x;�)�1 � sin2��; (3.15)where � is the angle between inoming and outgoing gamma-ray diretions and f(x;�) isthe ratio of inoming to outgoing gamma-ray energy,f(x;�) = EinEout = 11 + x(1� os�) : (3.16)The average energy lost in an interation is given byF (x) = 1� 14� I d�d� d�d
f(x; �): (3.17)



47For a 1 MeV gamma-ray, F (x) � 0:6. Thus a gamma-ray loses almost all of its energy afterjust a few Compton satterings, after whih it will be destroyed by photo-absorption. Thelost gamma-ray energy beomes the kineti energy of the fast, sattered eletrons, whihare quikly thermalized loally through eletron-eletron ollisions.In previous GRMC odes, the rate of energy deposition _Eidep is estimated bytallying up the gamma-ray energy lost during eah sattering or absorption in ell i. In thisase, enough pakets must be used suh that many interations our in every ell. On a 3-Dgrid, this requires a very large number of pakets, espeially at later times when gamma-rays begin to esape the atmosphere and interation events beome infrequent. Fortunately,following ideas in Luy (1999a), we an derive a better estimator of _Eidep by onsidering theanalyti expression for the absorbed energy,_Eidep = I Z �absI�d�d
 = 4� Z J�[�(x)F (x) + �p(x)℄d�: (3.18)The mean intensity of the radiation �eld J� an always be better estimated than _Edep itself,beause every paket passing through a ell ontributes, regardless of whether an interationours. To derive the needed estimator, we begin with the relationship between J� and themonohromati energy density u� (Mihalas, 1978),u�d� = 4� J�d�: (3.19)When a paket possessing a fration E=E of its initial energy takes a step of size �v in aell, its ontribution to u� is du� = EVi � EE�� Æt�T � 1d�; (3.20)where Æt = �v texp= is the time taken for the step. The size of the wavelength bin d� doesnot need to be spei�ed, as we integrate over wavelength in Equation 3.18 anyway, giving�nally _Eidep = LNV (�v texp)Xj EE ��(x)F (x) + �p(x)�; (3.21)where the sum runs over every paket step that ours inside the ell.
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Figure 3.2 Gamma-ray energy deposition for a spherial SN Ia at di�erent times. Left: Thedistribution of energy deposition as a funtion of veloity. Right: The fration of gamma-raydeposited in the ejeta as a funtion of time.Figure 3.2 shows some results from a GRMC alulation. Here the atmosphere isa spherial SN Ia with an exponential density pro�le and 56Ni loated between 2000 and9000 km s�1. At early times (texp . 20 days) essentially all the gamma-rays are trappedloally. At later times the gamma-rays begin to esape, and the energy deposition spreadsinto the outer layers.Esaping gamma-ray pakets an be olleted to produe the theoretial gamma-ray spetrum of the supernova; an example is shown in Figure 3.3. Gamma-ray spetra arepotentially very powerful probes of the geometry and omposition of the ejeta (Hunger-ford et al., 2003; H�oih, 2002). In fat, the gamma-ray lines deteted in SN 1987A havebeen used to infer the presene of large-sale mixing of 56Ni into the outer ejeta layers
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Figure 3.3 Gamma-ray spetrum of a spherial SN Ia near optial maximum light.(Sutherland et al., 1988). Unfortunately, the large distane to most supernovae make suhobservations diÆult, and so far SN 1987A is the only supernova for whih there has beena lear gamma-ray detetion.3.3.2 OpaitiesAt optial wavelengths, the important opaities in supernovae are eletron sat-tering and bound-bound line transitions and, to a lesser extent, bound-free and free-freeopaities. The opaity depends upon the ionization and exitation state of the gas. Whenollisions dominate the atomi transition rates, the atmosphere is in loal thermodynamiequilibrium (LTE). In this ase the atomi level populations follow the Saha-Boltzmannequations and the opaity is a funtion only of the loal density, omposition, and temper-ature: �� = ��(�;Xi; T ). More generally, one most also take into aount radiative exita-tion/ionization by optial photons as well as ollisions with the fast non-thermal eletronsreated in the Compton sattering of gamma-rays. In this ase of non-loal thermodynamiequilibrium (NLTE), the opaities also depend upon J� and _Eidep.



50In the alulations of this thesis, we always assume LTE. Unfortunately, the den-sities in rare�ed supernova atmospheres are not high enough for the onditions of LTE tobe met. Nevertheless, NLTE e�ets should for the most part ause quantitative, not qual-itative di�erenes in the emergent spetra, and will not obsure the primarily geometriale�ets we are interested in exploring. In SN Ia atmospheres, the deviation from LTE is infat found to be small (Baron et al., 1996b; Pinto & Eastman, 2000b); however, in SN IIatmospheres, NLTE orretions for hydrogen an signi�antly a�et the entire atmospheristruture. In the future, a solution to the NLTE rate equations for seleted speies will beinorporated into the MC approah (see Li & MCray, 1993; Zhang & Wang, 1996).In LTE, the number density Ni;j of element i in ionization stage j is given by theSaha formula Ni;jNi;j+1 = �2:0hmekT �1:5
Z j
Z j+1Ne exp(��=kT ); (3.22)where Z is the partition funtion and � is the ionization energy. The eletron density Neis determined from the harge onservation equation:Xi Xj jNi;j = Ne: (3.23)This is a non-linear equation for Ne, whih is easily solved with standard numerial teh-niques. With the ionization known, the population density Ni;j;k of a level k is given by theBoltzmann equation Ni;j;k = Ni;j gk exp(��k=kT )Pm gm exp(��m=kT ) ; (3.24)where �k is the exitation energy and gk the statistial weight of level k.The extintion oeÆient due to eletron sattering is simply �es = Ne�T , whilethe extintion oeÆient for a bound-bound line transition is written�bb = K��(�): (3.25)Here K is the integrated line strength, whih depends upon Nl, the number density of atomsin the lower level of the transitionK� = � �e2me�fNl(�20=);�1� g1g2 e�h�=kT�; (3.26)
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Figure 3.4 Opaities in a SN Ia atmosphere near maximum light. Top: The number ofstrong lines between 1000 �A and 10,000 �A versus temperature for various number densities(marked on the �gure). Bottom: The photon mean free path (in km/s). Lines dominatethe opaity blueward of 4000 �A, while eletron sattering (straight solid line) dominatesredward.where f is the osillator strength of the transition and �0 the line enter wavelength. Thelast term in parentheses is the orretion for stimulated emission evaluated in LTE.As we will see in x3.3.3, the quantity that is needed in the MC transfer is the lineSobolev optial depth � , � = K�texp�0 : (3.27)This gives the total optial depth traversed as a photon redshifts ompletely through a line.Note that Equation 3.27 only holds for atmospheres in homologous expansion; for otherveloity laws � will depend upon the diretion the photon is traveling.Figure 3.4 shows the mean free path of a photon as a funtion of wavelength for theonditions expeted in the inner layers of a SN Ia near maximum light. The bound-bound



52opaity strongly dominates in the blue and UV (� . 4000 �A), where there is a high densityof lines from iron-peak elements. At these wavelengths, the mean free path is basially givenby the veloity spaing of strong lines. Beause bound-free and free-free opaities (not shownin the �gure) are typially small ompared to bound-bound and eletron sattering, we willignore them in the present alulations.3.3.3 Monte Carlo Radiative TransferWith the opaities and soure geometry determined, we an begin the main optialphoton MC routine. The optial photon pakets used in our MC simulation are monohro-mati, equal energy pakets. Every paket has energy Ep and represents a olletion ofNp = Ep�=h photons of wavelength �. The bene�t of using equal energy, rather thanequal photon number pakets, has been emphasized by Luy (1999a). In the ourse of theMC simulation, a paket may get absorbed and immediately remitted at a di�erent wave-length. Using equal energy pakets assures that energy is onserved in this interation andthus the radiation �eld is naturally divergeneless at all points. This allows for a rapid on-vergene to the orret temperature struture when the ondition of radiative equilibriumis imposed (x3.3.4).When no inner boundary surfae is used, every photon paket that is emittedsomewhere in the atmosphere eventually esapes, although perhaps after experiening sev-eral absorption/re-emission events. If we use Np pakets in our simulation, the energy Epof eah paket is L0 = NpEp=�T: (3.28)Photon pakets are emitted from ells throughout the atmosphere, with the probability ofa paket being emitted from ell i given bypi = _EidepPi _Eidep : (3.29)Equation 3.29 is sampled using the ummulative distribution funtion approah; within theell, the paket emission point is determined by uniformly sampling the ell volume. The



53emission of the photon is isotropi in the loal frame, so the diretion angles � = os � and� are hosen by � = 1� 2z1; (3.30)� = 2�z2; (3.31)where z1 and z2 are random numbers. Beause the detailed NLTE soure funtion of thematerial is not alulated, the paket wavelengths are sampled from a blakbody distributionwith harateristi temperature Tbb. We hoose Tbb so as to reprodue the ontinuum in thered end of the observed spetrum; the blue end of the spetrum shows very little dependeneon Tbb, as pakets with � . 5000 �A are absorbed and re-emitted in lines.Pakets are moved in small veloity steps �v, orresponding to a physial distane�v texp. Ideally �v will be hosen smaller than both the photon mean free path and theell size of the atmospheri grid. The ontinuum optial depth is integrated along thepaket path until it exeeds a randomly hosen value �r (Equation 3.7), at whih point asattering ours. If eletron sattering is onsidered to be isotropi, a new paket diretionis hosen using Equations 3.31. However, in the next setion, we disuss how the anisotropiredistribution of eletron sattering beomes important when polarization is onsidered.In taking a step, the wavelength of the photon paket is also redshifted with respetto the loal o-moving frame by an amount ��=� = �v=. A photon omes into resonanewith a line when its o-moving wavelength redshifts to the line enter wavelength. Atthis point, the probability of the photon interating with the line is 1 � exp(��), where� is the Sobolev optial depth (Equation 3.27). If an interation does our, the photonis reproessed aording to the loal line soure funtion. In our alulations we use anequivalent two-level atom (ETLA) formulation for the soure funtionS� = (1� �) �J� + �B�(T ): (3.32)This funtion inludes both the possibility of line sattering (�rst term on the right-handside) and absorption/re-emission (seond term). The dimensionless quantity � is the prob-ability of absorption (i.e., thermalization) in the line. In priniple, eah line transition has



54a di�erent value of � that an be alulated from the atomi transition rates. However,for simpliity we make � a free parameter whih is the same for all lines. Detailed NLTEalulations �nd that a value of � � 0:01 � 0:1 is appropriate for supernova atmospheres(Baron et al., 1996b; H�oih et al., 1996; Nugent et al., 1997).One ompliation in line interations is that photons multiply satter in optiallythik lines before redshifting past them. On average, a photon satters 1=� times, wherethe esape probability � is given by the Sobolev formalism� = 1� e��� : (3.33)Beause of this trapping e�et, the mean intensity �J� appearing in Equation 3.32 an bethought of as ontaining two terms, �J� = �Jext� + �Jms� ; (3.34)where �Jext� represents external radiation impinging on the line, while �Jms� represents trappedradiation multiply sattering in the resonane region. Instead of having to onsider themultiple sattering expliitly, the Sobolev formalism allows us to solve analytially for S�in terms of �Jext� only, S� = (1� ��) �Jext� + ��B�(T ); (3.35)where �� = ��+ (1� �)� : (3.36)The e�etive probability of thermalization in a line is thus ��, not �. For optially thin lines�� � � but for very optially thik lines �� ! 1. As expeted, the multiple line satteringinreases the probability that a photon will be thermalized.To determine the fate of a interating photon, we hoose a random number z. Ifz < �� the photon is absorbed, otherwise it is sattered. If sattered, the photon is rediretedisotropially but its o-moving wavelength remains unhanged. If absorbed, the paket willbe similarly redireted, but will be remitted at a di�erent wavelength. Beause line opaity



55is the only absorptive opaity used in the alulation, the paket will be remitted in anotherline. The thermal line emissivity of line i with wavelength �i is�i = �it (1� e��i)��B(T; �i): (3.37)A new paket wavelength is hosen by sampling �i using the CDF method. Note thatwhile the paket wavelength hanges in this interation, the total paket energy remainsunhanged. Thus the rate of absorption will naturally balane the rate of emission at allpoints in the atmosphere.In using an ETLA soure funtion (Equation 3.32), we formally neglet the possi-bility of line uoresene. This is atually a very important proess in supernovae, allowingUV photons to more easily esape the atmosphere by uoresing to longer wavelengths(Pinto & Eastman, 2000a). Our parameterized ETLA aomplishes rather the same e�etthrough the absorption and re-emission of pakets; however, uoresene an be treatedmore exatly using a �rst-order branhing proedure (Luy, 1999b): a paket that exitesan atom to level i will be re-emitted by de-exitation to level j by sampling the probabilityfuntion pij = Aij�ijPk Aik�ik ; (3.38)where Aij is the Einstein spontaneous deay oeÆient and �ij the esape probability of thetransition i! j. This proedure an be improved to inlude the e�et of atoms asadingdown several transitions, suh that the exat NLTE soure funtion is reprodued (Luy,2003). For the present, however, we will not apply any branhing methods.Polarization CalulationsThe treatment of polarization requires only small modi�ations to the MC ode.Eah photon paket is now assigned a Stokes vetor whih desribes the intensity of lightalong di�erent axes. In hoosing a polarization referene axis for a paket moving in dire-tion ~D, we use the following onvention: onsider the plane de�ned by ~D and the z-axis; thereferene axis is hosen to lie in this plane, perpendiular to ~D. To transform the Stokes



56vetor to another referene axis rotated by an angle  , one applies the rotation matrix(Chandrasekhar, 1960) R( ) = 0BB�1 0 00 os 2 sin 2 0 � sin 2 os 2 1CCA : (3.39)Photon pakets are initially emitted unpolarized and with their Stokes vetor nor-malized to unity: I = (1; 0; 0). The e�et of an eletron sattering on the Stokes vetor isdesribed by the Rayleigh phase matrix; however, the simple matrix given in Equation 2.20only applies when the Stokes vetors are referred to the plane of sattering. The e�et ona paket Stokes vetor is atually given bySout = R(� � i2)P (�)R(i1)Sin: (3.40)The rotation matrix R(i) rotates the inoming paket Stokes vetor onto the satteringplane, while R(�� i2) rotates the outgoing paket Stokes vetor bak into our onventionalreferene axis. The rotation angles i1 and i2 an be determined from the geometry, how-ever Chandrasekhar (1960) provides a useful expression for Equation 3.40 in terms of theinoming and outgoing paket diretion angles; as it is quite long, we do not repeat it here.When polarization is taken into aount, the total intensity of radiation satteredby an eletron is not isotropi, but depends upon the inoming polarization (Code & Whit-ney, 1995):Iout = 12(1 + os2�)Iin + 12(1� os2�) os 2i1Qin + 12(1� os2�) sin 2i1Uin: (3.41)After eah satter we hoose new diretion angles by sampling the anisotropi redistributionEquation 3.41; the total intensity of the sattered paket Stokes vetor is thus always setto unity. An alternative approah would be to satter pakets isotropially, but re-weightthe total intensity aording to Equation 3.41. This simpler approah, however, is found tobe unstable for problems with large optial depths { after a large number of satters, theintensity of most pakets tends to zero, and the radiation beomes onentrated in a smallnumber of very high intensity pakets.



57As disussed in x2.3.3, we assume line sattered light is unpolarized, so we setI = (1; 0; 0) after every line interation.3.3.4 Calulating the Temperature StrutureWe have seen that the temperature of the atmosphere is essential in determiningthe opaity and emissivity of the supernova material. Here we desribe how the tempera-ture an be alulated self-onsistently using an iterative approah that imposes radiativeequilibrium. The tehnique for alulating radiative equilibrium in a MC ode was �rstdeveloped by Luy (1999a) for stati, plane-parallel atmospheres. Here we generalize theformalism for 3-D atmospheres in rapid expansion under the Sobolev approximation.The evolution of the energy E in a volume V is governed by �rst law of thermo-dynamis, �E�t = V ( _Aph � _Eph + _Edep)� P �V�t ; (3.42)where _Aph is the optial/UV photon energy absorbed per unit time per unit volume, _Ephis the orresponding photon energy emitted, and _Edep is the rate of heating from the deayof radioative isotopes (all quantities in ergs s�1 m�3). The P �V�t term represents therate of ooling by expansion. As long as the photon di�usion time is signi�antly lessthan the expansion time, a steady state will be reahed whereby the time derivatives inEquation 3.42 an be ignored. Coneptually, the photons zip around the ejeta and establishthe temperature struture before there has been time for signi�ant expansion. Thus, inthis quasi-stati approximation disussed in x3.2.2, Equation 3.42 beomes_Aph � _Eph + _Edep = 0: (3.43)Atually, the P �V�t term an be kept as well without inreased diÆulty, but we ignoreit for now. Equation 3.43 says that at eah point in the atmosphere, ooling by photonemission preisely balanes the heating from photon absorption plus gamma-ray deposition.Equation 3.43 is ommonly alled the equation of radiative equilibrium (although, stritlyspeaking, radiative equilibrium requires that _Edep = 0 as well, but we retain the monikeranyway).



58Deriving the Equation of Radiative EquilibriumBeause _Eph depends upon temperature through the Plank funtion B�, Equa-tion 3.43 impliitly determines the temperature at eah point in the atmosphere when theother two quantities are known. We now make this temperature dependene expliit. Aspreviously disussed (x3.3.1), it is more eÆient to estimate _Aph from the mean intensityof the radiation �eld, rather than ounting the number of absorbed pakets (whih maybe small if the absorptive opaity is small). The absorption and emission rates an bedetermined by integrating the radiative transfer Equation 3.2 over wavelength and angle,_Aph = I Z 10 d�d
��I�; (3.44)_Eph = I Z 10 d�d
��S�: (3.45)We only onsider the ase where the absorptive opaity is from a number of non-overlappingbound-bound lines transitions, in whih ase the radiative equilibrium equation isXi Ki I Z 10 d�d
�i�(I� � S�) + _Edep = 0; (3.46)where the sum runs over all lines. From the Sobolev formalism, we have the followingexpression for the spei� intensity I� within the line:I� = e�H(�)� Iext� + (1� e�H(�)� )S; (3.47)where Iext� is the external spei� intensity inident on the line. The funtion H desribeshow muh of the line pro�le has been traversed at wavelength �,H(�) = Z �0 �(�0)d�0: (3.48)Consequently dH = �(�)d�. The equation of radiative equilibrium an now be writtenXi Ki I Z d
dH(Iext� e�H�i � S�e�H�i) + _Edep = 0; (3.49)



59whih is integrated to yield4�Xi Ki( �Jext� �i � S��i) + _Edep = 0: (3.50)Using the expressions for Ki and S� in Equations 3.27 and 3.35, we arrive at the desiredequation of radiative equilibrium4�texp Xi �i!i�Jexti (~r)�B(�i; T (~r))�+ _Edep = 0; (3.51)where !i = ��(1� e�� ): (3.52)Here !i is a number between 0 and 1 whih we all the line weight, as it desribes theimportane of a line in the radiative equilibrium equation. For optially thin lines !i ! �� ,whereas for very optially thik lines !i ! 1.The quantity �Jext� an be estimated from the MC transfer muh as was desribedfor gamma-ray deposition in x3.3.1, by ounting the number of photons that redshift intothe range (�; �+ d�) within a ertain volume and time. Upon oming into resonane witha line, a photon paket with energy E ontributes to the monohromati energy densitydu�d� = EpV EEp dt�t : (3.53)In this ase, dt is the time the photon spent with a wavelength within (�; � + d�), whihfrom the Doppler shift formula is dt = texpd�=�. Using this and Equation 3.20 givesJ� = 14� L0VNes texp� Xj EEp ; (3.54)where the sum runs over all photons that ome into resonane with the line at wavelength�. Plugging this into Equation 3.51 gives us the equation for the temperature T in a givenell 4�texp Xi �i!iB(�i; T ) = _Edep � L0VNp Xi !i�Xj EjEp�: (3.55)



60The sum over i runs over all lines, and the sum j over all pakets that ome into resonanewith a line at wavelength �i. Equation 3.55 is a nonlinear equation for T whih is readilysolved numerially. The temperature determined in this way is of ourse subjet to randomnoise, and so the MC simulation must be ontinued long enough suh that a large numberof pakets pass through every ell. However, beause every paket passing through a ellontributes to Equation 3.55, the number of pakets needed to determine the temperaturestruture is typially muh less than that needed to alulate the emergent spetrum.The temperature omputed by solving Equation 3.55 will generally di�er from thetemperature used initially to ompute the opaities and thermal emissivity. Therefore wemust iterate the proedure, reomputing the opaities and re-running the MC transfer untilthe model beomes self-onsistent.3.4 Some Example CalulationsA MC transfer ode implementing the above ideas was written in C++, and par-allelized using a hybrid of MPI and openMP. The ode has been run on as many as 2048proessors at one on the IBM SP superomputer Seaborg at NERSC. Numerous veri�a-tion tests have been performed. The formation of a single unblended P-Cygni line pro�lefrom a sharp photosphere has been mathed to the semi-analyti formula of Equation 2.5.For the ase of blended lines in the absene of ontinuous opaity, output spetra have beompared to those from the formal integral ode SYNOW (Branh et al., 1985; Fisher et al.,1997). Continuum polarization alulations have been tested against the analytial formu-lae of Brown & MLean (1977) in the optially thin ase, and the results of Hillier (1994)and Chandrasekhar (1960) in the optially thik ase. Temperature struture alulationshave been tested in the analytially solvable ase of widely separated lines. In addition,detailed output of the ode was ompared to a very similar ode developed by Thomas(2003). Although the radiative transfer methods were developed in ollaboration, the twoodes were written ompletely independently, providing a very powerful hek for bugs.The example models shown in this setion were alulated on a 3-D grid of 106 ells.
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Figure 3.5 Convergene of a spherial SN Ia model, using the W7 ompositions shown inFigure 2.2.We use a line list from Kuruz (1993) ontaining about 500,000 transitions. In pratie,storing the opaity of all these lines on a 3-D grid poses an impossible memory requirement.Thus we typially bin all lines within a width of 50 km s�1, and keep only those bins withsummed optial depth greater than �min = 0:01. We assured ourselves that the spatial andwavelength griding were aeptable by on�rming that the output did not hange as theresolution was inreased.3.4.1 Convergene TestsFigure 3.5 shows MC radiative transfer alulations for the spherial SN Ia ex-plosion model W7 (Nomoto et al., 1984). Beginning with an isothermal atmosphere, theonvergene of the temperature struture is remarkably fast, with the spetrum and tem-perature hanging negligibly after just three iterations. In general, the speed of onvergene
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Figure 3.6 Convergene of a spherial hydrogen atmosphere model. The ionization front isseen in the bottom-left plot.of a model depends upon how muh �Jext� and !i vary from one iteration to the next. Therapid onvergene seen in Figure 3.5 is the result of two fators: (1) the weights !i saturateat 1 for � � 1, and are therefore insensitive to the exat optial depth of strong lines; (2)the temperature dependene of the opaity in SNe Ia is rather weak, thus the variation of�Jext� with iteration is small.An opposite situation ours in a pure hydrogen atmosphere, where the opaityhanges very suddenly at the hydrogen ionization temperature. Figure 3.6 shows the for-mation of an ionization front in a spherial, pure hydrogen atmosphere. The supernovaphotosphere forms near this front due to the inreased opaity of eletron sattering inionized hydrogen. Interior to the front, the trapping of photons leads to a sharp rise in tem-perature, while outside the temperature struture attens. Despite the sharp temperaturedependene, onvergene remains stable and relatively fast.
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Figure 3.7 Converged temperature struture of a SN Ia that has had a onial hole arvedout of it (see Chapter 5). In the inner optially thik layers, the lower opaities in the holeenhane radiative ooling, and the material is older than the surroundings. In the outeroptially thin layers, the material in the hole is exposed to bluer and more intense radiationfrom below, and so is hotter than the surroundings.The beauty of the MC approah is that these favorable onvergene propertiesdo not depend upon any symmetry of the problem. Beause photon pakets sample everypossible trajetory, the oupling of distant points in the atmosphere is handled naturally.The primary fator a�eting onvergene is that already mentioned, namely the temperaturedependene of the opaity. Figure 3.7 shows the onverged temperature struture for a SN Iawith a onial hole arved out, whih will be the fous of our disussion in Chapter 5. Theaspherial model onverged in four iterations, as quikly as the spherial ase.
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Chapter 4
SN 2001el and the Geometry ofHigh Veloity Material in SNe Ia
4.1 IntrodutionSN 2001el was the �rst normal Type Ia supernova observed with a signi�ant in-trinsi polarization signal (Wang et al., 2003a). Most previous observations of SNe Ia hadshown no obvious polarization given the signal-to-noise ratio of the observations (Wanget al., 1996b). The one exeption was the subluminous and spetrosopially peuliar SN Ia1999by, whih showed an intrinsi ontinuum polarization of about 0.7% (Howell et al.,2001). Chemial inhomogeneities were also suggested to explain the rather noisy polariza-tion data of SN 1996X (Wang et al., 1997). The breakthrough of the SN 2001el detetionwas in part due to the brightness of this nearby objet, whih allowed for early observationswith high signal-to-noise ratio.The polarization of SN 2001el provided the �rst de�nitive evidene that somenormal SNe Ia are aspherial. But the supernova showed another interesting peuliarity aswell { during the epohs prior to maximum light, SN 2001el displayed an unusual Ca IIIR triplet absorption pro�le that indiated some ejeta were moving very fast, about twie



65the veloity of the photosphere. The polarization of the high veloity alium feature wasinteresting { the level of polarization was high, and the polarization angle distint from therest of the spetrum. This suggests that the geometry of the high veloity material di�eredfrom the bulk of the ejeta.The relatively high signal-to-noise ratio and spetral resolution of the SN 2001elobservations allow us to model the polarization over the unusual high-veloity line feature.In this hapter we take an empirial approah, �tting the data with hand-tailored, parame-terized 3-D on�gurations by trial and error. A unique 3-D reonstrution of the geometryis not possible, however, by restriting our attention to the parameterized systems, we andraw some general onlusions about the viability of di�erent senarios. In partiular, weexamine the ase where the inner ejeta layers are ellipsoidal, and the outer, high-veloitystruture is one of four possibilities: a spherial shell, an ellipsoidal shell, a lumped shell,or a toroid. The alulations help us understand the generi polarization signatures arisingin these relevant geometries.4.2 Supernova SN 2001el and High Veloity Material4.2.1 Flux SpetrumSN 2001el was a nearby, bright supernova (mB � 12 mag at peak) disovered inNGC 1448 (Monard, 2001). Spetropolarimetri observations were taken on Sept 25, Sept30, Ot 9 and Nov 9 of 2001; desriptions of the observations and data redution are givenin Wang et al. (2003a).Figure 4.1a shows the ux spetrum of SN 2001el from the earliest (Sept 25)observations. The spetrum resembles that of the normal SN Ia 1994D at about 7 daysbefore maximum light, with the expeted P-Cygni features due to Si II, S II, Ca II, andFe II (see, e.g., Branh et al., 1993). The blueshifts of the minima of these features an beused to estimate the photospheri veloities of SN 2001el, whih for all features are foundto be vph � 10; 000 km s�1.
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Figure 4.1 Flux and polarization spetrum of SN 2001el taken on Sept 25. The HVMfeature is shown in bold lines. The minima of the HVM feature are at 7920 �A and 8015 �A,while the two minima of the photospheri IR triplet feature are at 8240 �A and 8340 �A. Thepolarization spetrum has had ISP subtrated, as disussed in the text.The only truly unusual feature of the SN 2001el spetrum is a strong absorptionnear 8000 �A. The absorption has a \double-dipped" pro�le, onsisting of two partiallyblended minima, one at 7920 �A and another at 8015 �A. It seems to be a pure absorptionfeature with no obvious emission omponent to the red. The feature is still strong on Sept30, but has weakened onsiderably by Ot 9. By the Nov 9 observations, the 8000 �A featurehas virtually disappeared.Hatano et al. (1999) identi�ed a muh weaker 8000 �A feature in SN 1994D as ahighly blueshifted Ca II IR triplet. The double-dipped pro�le learly visible in SN 2001elstrongly supports this onlusion. The red-most line of the triplet (�8662) produes thered-side minimum while the two other triplet lines (�8542 & �8498) blend to produe the



67blue-side minimum (the syntheti spetra to be presented in x4.4 will on�rm that theIR triplet an reprodue the shape of the double minimum). We have investigated allother potential lines that might have aused the 8000 �A feature, but found none able toreprodue the feature without also produing an unobserved line signature somewhere elsein the spetrum.Adopting the IR triplet identi�ation for the 8000 �A feature, the implied aliumline of sight veloities span the range 18; 000 � 25; 000 km s�1. This should be ontrastedwith the photospheri veloity of 10,000 km s�1 as measured from the normal SN Ia features.We therefore make the distintion between the photospheri material, whih gives rise to aseemingly normal spetrum (hereafter, the \photospheri spetrum"), and the high veloitymaterial (HVM), whih produes the unusual 8000 �A feature. As veloity is proportionalto radius in supernova atmospheres, the HVM orresponds to a detahed struture at theouter edge of the supernova ejeta. Figure 4.2 illustrates how suh a two-omponent CaIIIR triplet feature would be formed. Although the HVM is illustrated as a spherial shell inthe �gure, its geometry is preisely what we want to explore below.A high veloity Ca II IR triplet feature has been observed in other SNe Ia, albeitrarely and never as strong. The pre-maximum spetra of SN 1994D (Patat et al., 1996;Meikle et al., 1996; Filippenko, 1997), show a similar, but muh weaker absorption. TheSi II and Fe II lines of these spetra also suggest some material is moving faster than 25,000km s�1 (Hatano et al., 1999). The earliest spetrum of SN 1990N at day -14 (Leibundgutet al., 1991) has a deep, rounded 8000 �A feature, and the spetrum also showed evideneof high veloity silion or arbon (Fisher et al., 1997). The 8000 �A feature has also beenobserved in the maximum light spetrum of SN 2000x (Li et al., 2001a). In this ase, theline widths are narrower and the two minima are almost ompletely resolved.In SN 2001el, the only lear-ut high veloity spetral feature seems to be the8000 �A feature { we therefore refer to it as the HVM feature. Unfortunately, the early-time spetra do not extend far enough to the blue to observe a orresponding high veloityomponent in the Ca II H&K lines. Almost ertainly the HVM ontains only a frationalabundane of alium, but the densities are apparently low enough that only the intrinsially
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Figure 4.2 Shemati diagram of the line formation of the Ca II IR triplet feature inSN 2001el. The HVM has for illustration been shown as a spherial shell. The line pro�lebelow is the observed ux spetrum of the HVM feature. The vertial lines represent a fewof the CV planes of the �8542 line. Eah CV plane orresponds to a unique wavelength inthe spetrum, given in the �gure by the wavelength at whih they interset the line pro�le.very strong IR triplet lines are notieable. Detahed high veloity features from Ti II andFe II, in addition to Ca II, have in fat been observed in SN 2000x (Branh et al., 2004).4.2.2 Polarization SpetrumThe polarization data for SN 2001el are shown in the q � u plot of Figure 4.3. Inorder to study the intrinsi supernova polarization, we must �rst subtrat o� the interstellarpolarization (ISP), aused by the sattering of the radiation o� aspherial dust grains alongthe observer's line of sight. The ISP has a very weak wavelength dependene (Serkowskiet al., 1975), and therefore hoosing the magnitude and diretion of the ISP is basially
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Figure 4.3 q-u plot of SN 2001el on Sept 25. The large �lled irles orrespond to thewavelengths of the HVM feature (7800-8100 �A) while the small open irles are from thephotospheri spetrum (blue irles represent 4000-6000 �A, and red irles 6000-8500 �A).The green square at the origin represents the ISP hoie used in this hapter, while thegreen triangle is the ISP suggested by later time observations. (Note that the original datahave been rotated suh that the photospheri spetrum lies along the q-axis).



70equivalent to hoosing the zero-point of the intrinsi supernova polarization in the q-uplane. The partiular hoie of ISP an dramatially a�et the theoretial interpretationof the polarization data (see Leonard et al., 2000a; Howell et al., 2001). In SN 2001el, thehoie of the ISP that leads to the simplest theoretial desription is shown as the greensquare in Figure 4.3. In this ase, the photospheri portion of the spetrum (open irles)draws out a straight line in the q-u plane { i.e. apart from some satter, the degree ofpolarization hanges aross the photospheri spetrum, but the polarization angle remainsfairly onstant. This would be the ase if all of the photospheri material obeyed a nearlyaxial symmetry.Although the square in Figure 4.3 is favored by simpliity arguments, it is prefer-able to make a diret measurement of the ISP, if possible. At late epohs it is believed thatthe supernova ejeta beome optially thin to eletron sattering. The intrinsi supernovaontinuum polarization would then be zero, and the observed polarization would be dueonly to the ISP. Wang et al. (2003a) estimated the ISP in this way, using observationstaken on Nov 9. Assuming the intrinsi supernova polarization is zero at this time, the de-termined ISP (with an estimated error ontour) is shown as the green triangle in Figure 4.3.Although the ISP thus determined is not grossly inonsistent with the simplest hoie, itseems to indiate that the polarization zero-point lies o� the photospheri q-u line (openirles). If this is true, the angle aross the photospheri spetrum is no longer onstant.The photospheri material approximates an axial symmetry, but an o�-axis, sub-dominantomponent (e.g. a photospheri lump) must exist to aount for the o�set from the q-uline. Beause the main purpose of this hapter is to explore the geometry of the HVM,not the photosphere, we will simplify our disussion by ignoring any o�-axis photospheriomponents. We will assume the polarization zero-point of the axially symmetri omponentis given by the square and that the photosphere an be approximately modeled as anellipsoid. Although the partiular ISP hoie has important impliations for the geometryof the photospheri material, it does not greatly a�et our analysis of the HVM feature.The intrinsi polarization spetrum of SN 2001el using our hoie of ISP is shown



71in Figure 4.1b. The degree of polarization rises from blue to red, as expeted in ellipsoidalmodels due to the higher line opaity in the blue (Howell et al., 2001). The level of ontinuumpolarization in the red is about 0.4%, whih in an ellipsoidal model would orrespond toan asymmetry of 10% (H�oih, 1991). The HVM ux absorption feature is assoiated witha large polarization peak, but the noise and the low spetral resolution of the polarizationspetrum do not permit identi�ation of individual peaks assoiated with eah line of theCaII IR triplet.In Figure 4.3, the wavelengths orresponding to the HVM feature are shown withlosed irles. The HVM polarization angle deviates from the photospheri one, pointinginstead mostly in the u-diretion. The HVM feature also shows an interesting loopingstruture { as the wavelength is inreased, the polarization moves ounter-lokwise in theq-u plane. Suh \q-u loops" have been observed previously in the H� feature of SN 1987A(Cropper et al., 1988).The di�erent polarization angle of the HVM feature means that the geometry ofSN 2001el annot be ompletely axially symmetri. This follows from symmetry argumentsalone { the Stokes u parameter hanges sign upon reeting the system about the polariza-tion referene axis, and therefore must be zero for any system with a reetive symmetry. Anatural explanation of the relatively large degree of polarization and hange of polarizationangle of the HVM feature is partial obsuration of polarized photospheri light, somewhatlike Figure 2.8d disussed in x2.3.2. Here the asymmetrial distribution of HVM optialdepth preferentially bloks the right-diagonally polarized photosphere light, ausing a moreinomplete anellation of the polarization. In the next setion we desribe a tehniquefor alulating partial obsuration that allows us to test our interpretation by omparingsyntheti polarization spetra to the data. We will �nd in x4.4 that partial obsuration anindeed aount for the degree and angle of polarization of the HVM feature, inluding theq-u loop behavior.



724.3 A Two-Component ModelFor the problem at hand, we an take a simpli�ed approah to the radiative transferproblem. Assuming that the eletron densities in the HVM regime are . 108 m�3, theoptial depth to eletron sattering through the HVM shell is �es = ne�tRsh < 10�2.Therefore one an ignore eletron sattering in the HVM, and the radiative transfer problemseparates naturally into the two regimes of photosphere and HVM. The photosphere atsas a soure of polarized light illuminating a region of pure line optial depth in the HVM.Assuming the lines are depolarizing, the only e�et of the HVM is to obsure some of thepolarized photospheri light and re-emit some unpolarized light into the observer's line ofsight. The geometry used in the models is shown in Figure 4.4. We use a ylindrialoordinate system (p; �; z) where the observer line of sight is the z axis with z dereasingtoward the observer (i.e. the observer is at negative in�nity). The polarization refereneaxis is hosen to lie along the � = 0 diretion, whih is also the photosphere symmetry axis.To alulate line formation, we use the Sobolev formalism desribed in x2.2.1. Inthe ase of a monotonially expanding atmosphere with more than one line, a beam ofradiation will ome into resonane with eah line one at a time, starting with the bluestline and moving to the red. In this ase, Equation 2.4 for the spei� intensity reahing anobserver is readily generalized to inlude polarization and multiple lines,I(�; p; �) = I0(�; p; �) exp�� NXi=1 �i�+ NXi=1 Si(�; p; �)[1 � e�i ℄ exp�� i�1Xj=1 �j�; (4.1)where the indies i and j run over the lines from red to blue. Here I0 is the Stokes spei�intensity emerging from the photosphere, and is assumed to be known (see next setion).S is the line Stokes soure funtion, and � its Sobolev optial depth. The 3-D distributionof � will be varied through trial and error to attempt to �nd a geometry appropriate toSN 2001el.
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Figure 4.4 Geometry used in the models. The line of sight is in the negative z-diretion.The y-axis is both the polarization referene diretion and the photosphere symmetry axis.The angles  and Æ de�ne the orientation of the HVM symmetry axis, where  is the anglebetween the y-axis and the HVM axis, and Æ is the angle between the line of sight and theprojetion of the HVM axis onto the z�x plane.  denotes the opening angle of the lump(hashed ar) and the toroid (solid ar). The two strutures are generated by spinning thears about the HVM axis.4.3.1 The Photospheri IntensityWe model the photospheri region as an inner unpolarized boundary surfae (theinner ore), surrounded by a pure eletron sattering envelope with a power law eletrondensity � / r�n. We hoose n = 7, a density law motivated by SN Ia explosion modelsand one that has been often used in diret spetral analysis (Nomoto et al., 1984; Branhet al., 1985). The optial depth (in the radial diretion) from the inner boundary surfae toin�nity is set at �in = 3. The assumption of a pure eletron sattering atmosphere shouldbe a good one for the wavelength range we are interested in. The photons that redshift intoresonane with the high veloity IR triplet are those with wavelengths from 8000-8500 �A,and there are no strong lines or absorptive opaities in this region of the spetrum (see Pinto



74& Eastman, 2000a). The wavelength dependene of the photospheri intensity is assumedto follow a blakbody distribution with a temperature Tbb = 9000 K, hosen to �t the slopeof the red ontinuum. We do not attah any physial signi�ane to the value of Tbb, butonsider it only a onvenient �t parameter.We have used the Monte Carlo tehniques desribed in Chapter 3 to alulate thepolarized spei� intensity emergent from the photosphere. To begin, we onsider the aseof spherial geometry. From the irular symmetry, the intensity and degree of polarizationof a spei� intensity beam only depends upon the impat parameter p and not on �.Let Iz(p) represent the spei� intensity in the ẑ diretion at p, and Pz(p) the degree ofpolarization of this beam. The intensity and polarization emergent from the photosphereare shown in Figure 4.5 for several values of n and �in. Here p is given in units of thephotosphere radius, de�ned as the radius at whih the optial depth to eletron satteringequals unity. Note that the photospheri spei� intensity does not terminate sharply atthe photospheri radius as often assumed in Sobolev models; rather, a signi�ant amountof light is sattered into the line of sight out to p � 1:4. Sine this limb light is highlypolarized (up to 40%) it is important to inlude it in our alulations. Iz(p) has beomenegligible out at the HVM distanes of p � 2, whih on�rms that we an make a learseparation between the photospheri and HVM regimes. We also see that the photospherilight does not depend strongly on our hoie of n or �in.For � = 0, the polarization points in the horizontal, or negative Q diretion { i.e.,Q(p; � = 0) = �Iz(p)Pz(p) while U(p; � = 0) = 0. The Q and U omponents at arbitrary �are derived by rotating this expression by � using the rotation matrix Equation 3.39,I0(p; �) = 0BB� I0Q0U01CCA = 0BB� Iz(p)�Pz(p)Iz(p) os(2�)�Pz(p)Iz(p) sin(2�)1CCA : (4.2)To take into aount the aspheriity of the photosphere in SN 2001el, we usethe fat that the small degree of polarization suggests a rather small (� 10%) deviationfrom spheriity. It should therefore not be a bad approximation to apply the spherially



75symmetri spei� intensities to a slightly distorted photosphere (see Shapiro & Sutherland,1982; MCall, 1984; Je�rey, 1991; Cassinelli & Haish, 1974). In our models we will onlyonsider the ase of an oblate ellipsoidal atmosphere with axis ratio E and viewed edge-on.We de�ne an ellipsoidal oordinate� = pq1 + (E2 � 1) sin2 �: (4.3)Our approximation is that the emergent Stokes intensity from a position (�; �) is given byEquation 4.2 with Iz(p = �; � = �) and Pz(p = �; � = �). In this ase we �nd an axis ratioof E � 0:9 is neessary to produe the 0:4% polarization observed in the red ontinuum ofSN 2001el. The result agrees with previous, 2-D alulations (Je�rey, 1991; H�oih, 1991).While the above photospheri model provides a simple and rather general desrip-tion of an axially symmetri photosphere, there is no easy way to assure ourselves that thisphotospheri model is unique. The atual spei� intensity emergent from an ellipsoidalatmosphere an depend on the depth and shape of the inner boundary surfae, as well ason the inlination of the system. Moreover, the polarization of the photospheri spetrumof SN 2001el ould arise from a di�erent kind of aspheriity altogether, for instane ano�-enter Ni56 soure, or a lumpy atmosphere. In the absene of a single preferred photo-spheri model, we proeed with the above model, but reiterate that it remains just one ofmany possible senarios. Other hoies of Iz(p; �) and Pz(p; �) must be investigated on aase by ase basis.4.3.2 The Line Optial Depth and Soure FuntionIn our syntheti spetrum �ts, we take the optial depth of the �8542 line as a freeparameter �1. The optial depths of the other two lines (�8662, �8498) are derived from�1. All three triplet lines ome from nearly degenerate lower levels, so in LTE the relativestrength of eah line depends only upon the weighted osillator strength gf of the atomitransition. Even if the level populations deviate from LTE, one expets the deviation toa�et eah of the nearly degenerate levels in a similar way. The �8542 line has the largestgf value; �8662 is 1.8 times weaker, and �8498 is 10 times weaker.
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Figure 4.5 The intensity and polarization of spei� intensity beams emerging from thespherial eletron sattering photosphere. The impat parameter p is given in units of thephotospheri radius, de�ned as ontinuum optial depth of one. The solid lines are thevalues used in this hapter and the others lines show omparisons with slightly di�erentmodels. Panels (a,b) show the dependene on the power law index n assuming �in = 3;solid line: n = 7, dashed line: n=5, dotted line: n = 3. Panels (,d) show the dependeneon inner optial depth �in assuming n = 7; solid line: �in = 3,dashed line: �in = 5, dottedline: �in = 1.For the reasons disussed in x2.3.3, we assume light sattered or reated in a line isunpolarized. For the present ase, this is further justi�ed by the fats that the polarizabilityfator for the IR triplet lines is almost zero for �8542 (W2 = 0:02) and exatly zero for �8662.Aording to the Hamilton presription, only the �8498 line has a moderate polarizing e�et(W2 = 0:32), but this line is by far the weakest of the three. On the basis of the spetral�ts of x4.4, we will argue that the lines of the IR triplet are saturated (�1 & 5) for the HVMin front of the photosphere; therefore multiple sattering within the line will also tend tomake the sattered light isotropi and unpolarized.For an isotropi, unpolarized soure funtion, the Stokes vetor is S = (S0; 0; 0).



77For S0 we use the parametrized two-level equivalent atom soure funtion given by Equa-tion 3.32. The inident radiation from the photosphere is geometrially diluted by a fatorof roughly �r2ph=4�r2HVM � 1=16. Thus for a pure sattering line (�� = 0), the intensity ofthe line soure funtion is about 16 times weaker than the average photospheri intensity.At the other extreme, for a thermalized line (�� = 1) and an HVM temperature of 5500 K,the line soure funtion is about 4 times weaker than the average photospheri intensity.Beause the line soure funtion light is unpolarized and relatively weak, we �nd in the endthat it has little e�et on the syntheti line pro�les. The exat value of � is thus not ofgreat importane. In our models, we use � = 0:01.4.3.3 The Integrated SpetrumTo obtain the observed Stokes uxes at a ertain wavelength one must integratethe spei� intensity over the CV planes of eah line. For those CV planes behind thephotosphere, we must also aount for the attenuation of the line soure funtion light dueto sattering o� eletrons as the beam passes through the photospheri region. If we de�ne�es(p; �; z) as the eletron sattering optial depth along the z-diretion from the point(p; �; z) to the observer, then a fration (1 � e��es) of photons will be sattered out of theline of sight on their way to the observer. We assume these photons are simply removedfrom the beam and are not subsequently re-sattered into the line of sight.For a single line atmosphere, the integrated Stokes uxes at wavelength � are givenby integrating Equation 4.1 over the orrespond CV plane at zr:FI(�) = R R �Iz(�; �)e�� + (1� e�� )S0(p; �; zr)e��es�pdpd�; (4.4)FQ(�) = R R Pz(�; �)Iz(�; �) os(2�)e�� pdpd�; (4.5)FU (�) = R R Pz(�; �)Iz(�; �) sin(2�)e��pdpd�: (4.6)The integrals an be easily generalized to the ase of multiple lines.Given our senario of how the high veloity Ca II polarization is formed by partialobsuration, Equations 4.6 give us some insight into what extent the HVM geometry is



78onstrained by the polarization measurements. For simpliity, onsider the formation ofa single, unblended line, above a spherial photosphere, and suppose we are trying toreonstrut the distribution of Sobolev line optial depth �(p; �; z) over the entire ejetavolume. The Stokes ux at a ertain wavelength gives us information about � over theorresponding CV plane at zr. As Equations 4.4-4.6 demonstrate, we obviously will notbe able to uniquely reonstrut the distribution of � over this plane, beause all of theinformation gets integrated over to give the three quantities we measure: FI(�); FQ(�), andFU (�). What we do measure an be thought of as ertain \moments" of the � distributionover eah CV plane. FI is a type of \zeroth moment," whih depends mostly upon how muhmaterial is overing the photosphere, with little dependene on its geometrial distribution.On the other hand the FQ and FU , beause of the os 2� and sin 2� fators, behave somewhatlike \�rst moments," and are sensitive to how � is distributed over the photosphere. Beausethe angle fators are rather low-frequeny, smaller sale strutures will be averaged outover the integrals, and the polarization measurements will only onstrain the large salestrutures in the HVM.4.4 The Geometry of the High Veloity MaterialThe speed of the two-omponent model allows us to explore many di�erent on�g-urations for the HVM. We report on four possibilities here, eah of whih may approximatea struture that is the result of a di�erent physial mehanism: (1) a spherially symmetrishell, (2) an ellipsoidal shell, (3) a lumped spherial shell, and (4) a toroidal struture.3-D visualizations of the lump and toroid are shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7, respetively.The value of using highly idealized models is that they provide general insight into theobservable signatures arising in di�erent geometries.The detailed geometrial struture of the models is shown in Figure 4.4. Thephotosphere symmetry axis is the � = 0 axis, whih is also hosen as the polarizationreferene diretion. The HVM follows a distint axis of symmetry de�ned by the two angles and Æ. The veloities v1 and v2 denote the inner and outer radial boundaries of the
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Figure 4.6 Visualization of the lump geometry for SN 2001el.HVM, while  is the opening angle. The referene optial depth �1 of the �8542 line isassumed onstant throughout the de�ned struture boundaries. Table 4.1 summarizes the�tted parameters of eah HVM geometry onsidered in the setions to follow.Before examining the spei� models, we �rst disuss the general onstraints thatmust be met by any model.4.4.1 General ConstraintsBeause the HVM polarization feature is aused by partial obsuration, pratiallyall of our information on the geometry of HVM onerns the material in front of the photo-sphere (the absorption region). We will thus have very little information as to the amountand distribution of material in the emission and oluded regions. For a spherial shellHVM, about 5% of the material is in the absorption region, 5% is in the oluded region,and 90% is in the emission region. Thus we only probe a small portion of the potentialHVM.
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Table 4.1. Fitted parameters for HVM modelsName v1a v2a Eb �1  d e Æe �t-�gurespherial shell 20,200 25,300 1.0 0.83 - - - 4.9ellipsoidal shell 21,200 24,800 0.91 1.20 - 25Æ 90Æ 4.12lumped shell 20,600 24,300 1.0 5.0 23Æ 83:5Æ 4:2Æ 4.13edge-on toroid 20,900 24,500 1.0 5.0 30Æ 45Æ 90Æ 4.14inlined toroid 20,500 24,700 1.0 5.0 35Æ 45Æ 43Æ 4.16av1, v2: inner/outer radial or semi-major boundary in km s�1bE: Axis ratio�1: optial depth of referene line (�8542)d : opening angle (see Figure 4.4)e; Æ: angles de�ning orientation of HVM symmetry axis (see Figure 4.4)
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Figure 4.7 Visualization of the toroid geometry for SN 2001el.The observed HVM feature does not have a notieable emission feature, but thisdoes not provide any strong onstraint on the emission region material, as suh a feature ispredited to be very broad and weak (see Figure 4.8). To make matters worse, the HVMemission feature overlaps with the photospheri triplet absorption and emission, makingit diÆult to separate the two ontributions. In our models, we do not attempt to �tthe region redward of 8200 �A, where this blending ours. The best way to onstrain theamount of emission region material is by line of sight variations (see x4.5). The material inthe emission region from one line of sight, beomes material in the absorption region fromanother. With a larger sample of supernovae one may be able to piee together a pitureof the entire volume of high veloity ejeta.As for the absorption region material, we an list four general onstraints diretlydeduible from the spetra:(1) The width of the HVM ux absorption feature onstrains �1 to be non-zeroonly over the line-of-sight veloity range 18; 000 � 25; 000 km s�1. �1 is thus on�ned to arelatively thin region that is signi�antly detahed from the photosphere. The edges of theux feature are sharp and persist over time, suggesting that the boundaries of the HVM
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Figure 4.8 The e�et of emission region material from a spherial shell at a temperatureT = 5500 K. A pure sattering line (� = 0; solid line) does not produe a visible emissionfeature. A thermalized line (� = 1; dotted line) produes an emission, but beause this willbe blended with the photospheri triplet absorption and emission, it may still be diÆultto detet.are well-de�ned.(2) At the minimum of the HVM absorption the ux has dereased by 43% fromthe ontinuum level. For geometries where the HVM overs the entire photosphere, theoptial depth implied is � � 0:8. On the other hand, some geometries may have higheroptial depths and smaller overing fators, the minimal overing fator being fmin = 43%for when the lines are ompletely opaque. (Note that in this ontext the term \overingfator" denotes the perent of the photospheri area obsured by the slie of HVM on a CVplane. Sine this di�ers from the traditional usage of the term, we hereafter all this thez-plane overing fator.)We an use the double-dipped ux pro�le to onstrain the z-plane overing fatorof the HVM. Beause the �8542 blue triplet line is intrinsially stronger than the �8662



83red triplet line (with a gf value 1.8 times larger), the blue minima of the IR triplet featurewill be about twie as deep as the red one unless both lines are saturated. Beause theminima in the HVM feature are of about equal depth, we onlude that the two lines areindeed saturated (i.e., �1 > 5) and the z-plane overing fator is in fat the minimal one,fmin = 43%.(3) The shape of the ux pro�le may also onstrain the value �1. If all three tripletlines are saturated, the blue minima will tend to be wider than the red, due to the blendingof the �8498 with the �8542 line. The fat that both minima have roughly equal widthsuggests that the �8498 line is weak while the other two lines are strong, a situation thatours when �1 � 5.(4) Finally, the HVM polarization feature points primarily in the u-diretion. Thismeans the distribution of the HVM is weighted along the 45Æ line to the photospheresymmetry axis.4.4.2 Spherial ShellThe �rst HVM geometry we onsider is a spherially symmetri shell. The bound-aries of the spherial shell must be v1 = 20; 200 km s�1 and v2 = 25; 300 km s�1 to reproduethe line width. The z-plane overing fator is found to be � 1, and the optial depth nees-sary to �t the line depth �1 = 0:77. In Figure 4.9 we ompare the syntheti spetra to theobserved data. While the overall �t of the ux feature is deent, the red-side minimum isnot well reprodued. We will �nd better �ts to the double-dipped pro�le using non-spherialgeometries with smaller z-plane overing fators and saturated lines. Thus the ux spe-trum alone suggests a deviation from spherial symmetry, although the evidene is rathersubtle. The e�et of the spherial shell on the polarization is demonstrated by the slieplots of Figure 4.10. At the blue end of the absorption feature (slie a), the line obsures theweakly polarized, entral light, allowing highly polarized, edge light to reah the observer.This reates a peak in the polarization spetrum. Further to the red of the feature (slie b),
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Figure 4.9 Syntheti spetrum �ts to the observed HVM feature using the spherial shellmodel. In the top two plots, the solid blak line is the observed data, and the dashed redline the �t. In the bottom q-u plot, the blak irles are the data and the red squares the�t. The open irles indiate wavelengths orresponding to the photospheri spetrum andthe solid irles to the HVM feature.
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Figure 4.10 Three slies through the spherial shell HVM, whih demonstrate how adetahed spherial shell a�ets the polarization at three di�erent wavelengths. Eahslie in grey is the HVM ross-setion on a plane perpendiular to the z (line of sight)axis, orresponding to a CV surfae for the �8542 line at a partiular wavelength. top:vz = �22; 500 km s�1! � = 7900 �A; the line obsures the lowly polarized entral light,leading to a polarization peak middle: vz = �15; 500 km s�1! � = 8100 �A; the line ob-sures the highly polarized edge light, leading to a depolarization of the spetrum bottom:vz = �5000 km s�1! � = 8400 �A; the line does not obsure the photosphere, but theaddition of unpolarized line soure funtion light slightly depolarizes the spetrum. Note:the photospheri axis-ratio has been exaggerated (E = 0:8 rather than E = 0:91) to larifythe asymmetry.



86the line obsures the edge light and thus depolarizes the spetrum. Even further to the red(slie ), the line no longer obsures the photosphere, but the emission region material emitsunpolarized line soure funtion light into the line of sight, and a small level of depolarizationontinues. This polarization feature resembles an inverted P-Cygni pro�le, as disussed inx2.3.3. In Figure 4.9b we see that the spherial shell naturally reprodues the orret shapeand size of the HVM polarization peak. The fat that the syntheti polarization featurehas only a single peak is the result of a line blending e�et: the red-side depolarization ofthe �8542 feature suppresses the peak due to the �8662 line. Note that while the observeddepolarization minimum near 8400 �A is not well �t, this is not neessarily a weakness ofthe model, as the feature at these wavelengths is produed mostly by the alium near thephotosphere, whih has not been inluded in the model. In any ase, the spherial shell,whih follows the axial symmetry of the photosphere, does not hange the polarizationposition angle in the observed manner (Figure 4.9). This rules it out as a viable model forthe HVM.4.4.3 Rotated Ellipsoidal ShellThe good �t to the polarization level in Figure 4.9 suggests that a shell-like stru-ture may be a viable andidate for the HVM, as long as the shell is somehow distorted fromperfet spherial symmetry to aount for the rotation of the HVM polarization angle. Thesimplest senario is one where the HVM layers of the ejeta are ellipsoidal with the sameoblateness as the photospheri layers, but with a rotated axis of symmetry. A ase similarto this may arise, for example, if the HVM omes from swept-up irumstellar materialfrom the asymmetri wind of a ompanion star (e.g., Hamuy et al., 2003; Gerardy et al.,2003). The e�et of the rotated ellipsoidal shell on the polarization spetrum is demon-strated in the slie plots of Figure 4.11. The slies losely resemble those of the spherialshell (Figure 4.10) exept that now the ross-setions of the HVM are ellipses. The shape
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Figure 4.11 Three slies through the rotated ellipsoidal HVM. Panels are the same as inFigure 4.10. Beause the rotated ellipsoidal shell preferentially obsures diagonal light, itwill produe a polarization feature with a non-zero u-omponent. The axis ratio of both thephotosphere and HVM shell are exaggerated (E = 0:8 rather than 0.91) in order to larifythe asymmetries.
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Figure 4.12 Syntheti spetrum �ts using the ellipsoidal shell geometry. The panels arethe same as in �gure 4.9. The �ts to the ux and polarization spetra are similar to thespherial shell, but now the HVM feature is polarized primarily in the u-diretion. Thesyntheti feature draws a loop in the q-u plane, similar to that in the observed data.



89and size of the ux and polarization features are thus very similar to the spherial ase. For = 0 (HVM and photosphere axis aligned) the system is axially symmetri and the HVMpolarization feature points in the q-diretion. As  is inreased, the ellipses begin to absorbdiagonally polarized light and the HVM polarization feature rotates into the u-diretion.The syntheti spetra for  = 25Æ; �1 = 0:77 are shown in Figure 4.12. Theellipsoidal shell, like the spherial one, fails to reprodue the double-dipped ux pro�le.On the other hand, it is able to �t the polarization peak and the hange of polarizationangle. Even more interestingly, the ellipsoidal shell produes a q-u loop similar to thatobserved in the data. In our models, we �nd that a q-u loop is a ommon signature ofpartial obsuration in two-axis systems. The absorption of the photospheri light typiallyprodues a peak in both the q and u polarization. The partial obsuration e�et on the qand u polarizations is distint, so that in general these features do not peak at the samewavelength, but rather are out of phase. When plotted in the q-u plane, this phase o�setmakes a loop.4.4.4 Clumped ShellWe parameterize a lumped shell as the setion of the spherial shell lying withina one of an opening angle  (a \bowl"-shaped struture, see Figure 4.4). A single lumplike this ould perhaps arise if the alium in the HVM was produed by nulear burningthat ourred along a preferential axis. The lumped shell ould also represent one pieeof a shell broken into numerous lumps, a possibility disussed in more detail at the end ofthis setion.In deiding on the appropriate values for the lump parameters, we are guided bythe onstraints listed in x4.4.1. The opening angle is onstrained to  � 25Æ, so as to ahievethe minimal z-plane overing fator. The orientation of the lump axis is hosen so thatthe lump lies in between the observer and the photosphere, obsuring the photosphere'sdiagonal.Through trial and error, a reasonable �t to the data was found for  = 24Æ; �1 =



905;  = 83:5Æ, and Æ = 4:2Æ The syntheti spetra are shown in Figure 4.13. Beause thelines are now saturated, the lump is able to reprodue the two equal minima of the uxabsorption. The lumped shell also reprodues the important features of the polarizationspetrum { i.e., the level of polarization, the polarization angle, and the q-u loop. On theother hand, the red edges of the syntheti ux and polarization spetra do not quite maththose observed. In the polarization spetrum, the peak due to the �8662 feature is notsuppressed by blending as it was in the shell models. This suggests that our parameterizedlump geometry may be too simple, and a more realisti model may involve a ompliatedsuperposition of lumps and shell.Although our lumped shell model onsists of only a single lump, it is possiblethat many more lumps exist in the emission region of the shell. The extra lumps wouldleave no obvious signature on the ux spetra (see x4.4.1). Clumpiness in a shell ouldbe aused by instabilities in the burning front, suh have been found in 3-D deagrationmodels of SNe Ia (Reineke et al., 2002; Gamezo et al., 2003). Alternatively, if the HVM isthe result of swept-up irumstellar material, the lumpiness ould arise from the Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities that are expeted to arise (Chevalier & Klein, 1978). The exat saleof the lumpiness is unknown { as we noted in referene to Equation 4.6, the polarizationfeature due to partial obsuration is not sensitive to small sale struture, giving rather theintegrated \moments" of the optial depth distribution. The lump distribution is, however,onstrained in two ways: (1) Whatever the size of the lumps, their angular distributionmust be weighted along the lump axis de�ned above. If the lumps were instead smallstrutures distributed uniformly over the shell, when integrated up they would averageout to the uniform spherial shell analyzed in the previous setion, whih did not show arotation of the polarization angle. (2) This weighted angular distribution of the lumpsannot vary in the radial diretion. If it did, the polarization angle of the HVM feature{ whih is set by the distribution of the randomly plaed lumps over the photosphere {would vary randomly aross the HVM feature rather than forming a q-u loop oriented inthe u-diretion. Both of these suggest that the sale of the lumpiness is not muh smallerthan the single lump used in the model.
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Figure 4.13 Syntheti spetrum �ts using the lumped shell geometry. Panels are the sameas in Figure 4.9



924.4.5 ToroidA toroid would be an espeially interesting struture to �nd in the ejeta of aSN Ia, as it might give a hint as to the binary nature of the progenitor system. In theurrently preferred progenitor senarios (see Branh et al., 1995), SNe Ia are the result of awhite dwarf areting material either from the Rohe-lobe overow of a ompanion star orthe oalesene with another C-O white dwarf. The orientation of the aretion disk axisnaturally suggests an independent orientation of the outer ejeta layers.Whether an aretion disk ould be swept up into a toroidal struture after thesupernova explosion an only be addressed by multi-dimensional explosion modeling. Herewe an alulate what e�et suh a struture would have on the ux and polarizationspetrum, and whether it ould possibly aount for the HVM feature in SN 2001el. Weparameterize the toroid as the ring of a spherial shell lying within opening angle  (seeFigure 4.4).We �rst onsider a system where the toroid is observed edge-on. We set  = 30Æ,giving the minimal z-plane overing fator, and �1 = 5. We orient the torus axis at  = 45Æto preferentially absorb the diagonal light. The results are shown in Figure 4.14. The uxfeature is a good math to the double-dipped pro�le, but the polarization peak at 5% ismuh too large. The reason is lear from the slie plot in Figure 4.15 { the edge-on toroid,whih oludes opposite sides of the photosphere, is very e�etive at bloking light of apartiular polarization.A good �t to the polarization feature an still be sought by hanging the inlinationof the toroid. As the inlination is inreased, the toroid rotates o� the photodisk and boththe ux and polarization feature derease. The boundaries of the toroid and the openingangle must then be readjusted to properly �t the ux feature. In the present model a perfet�t annot be found for any inlination. For all ases where the ux feature is well �t, thepolarization feature is too strong { a ompromise �t is shown in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.14 Syntheti spetrum �ts to the HVM feature using the edge-on toroid geometry.Panels are the same as in �gure 4.9. The polarization feature is muh too strong.
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Figure 4.15 Three slies through the edge-on toroid HVM. Panels are the same as in Fig-ure 4.10. Beause the toroid is very e�etive in bloking light of a partiular polarization,it will lead to large polarization peaks.
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Figure 4.16 Syntheti spetrum �ts to the HVM feature using the inlined toroid geometry.Panels are the same as in Figure 4.9. The polarization feature is still too strong, while theux absorption is too weak.
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99a result, the ux absorption gets weaker while the polarization feature beomes stronger.A strit inverse relationship holds for the inlinations 90Æ � 70Æ and provides an importantsignature for the single lump model. For inlinations smaller than 60Æ the polarizationbegins to derease, but still remains muh stronger than the ux feature. An espeiallystriking signature ours for the line of sight  = 40Æ. Here the ux feature is barely visiblewhile the polarization feature is strong (� 1%). The observation of this type of featurewould learly rule out an ellipsoidal shell and favor a single lump HVM geometry.The variety of possible ux pro�les from the lumped shell model orrespondsniely to the variety of pro�les that have already been observed in some other supernovae.As the inlination is dereased from 90Æ, the lump extends further in the z-diretion { thetwo lines therefore beome broader and the two minima more blended. When the lumpis viewed diretly on ( = 90Æ), the two minima are largely resolved, whih is not unlikethe feature in SN 2000x (Li et al., 2001a). At slightly smaller inlinations ( � 80Æ) wefound the best �ts to the partially blended minima of SN 2001el. For  = 40Æ the feature isweaker and the two minima are almost ompletely blended, resembling the rounded featureof SN 1990N. For  = 20Æ, the feature is very weak and about the depth that it was observedin SN 1994D. Thus the lumped shell may be a single model apable of reproduing the fullrange of available observations of the HVM ux feature. More observations are neessary,however, to determine if the variety of ux pro�les is indeed a line of sight e�et or ratherrepresents individual di�erenes in the high veloity ejeta.The most obvious signature of the toroidal geometry (Figure 4.19) is the high levelsof polarization (� 5%) when viewed near edge-on ( = 0Æ). An edge-on toroid oludesvertially polarized light from the edges of the photosphere, giving a polarization featurewith q < 0. As the toroid is inlined, the struture rotates o� the photodisk and both theux absorption and polarization peak weaken (in ontrast to the lumped shell model). Atinlinations greater than 20Æ, the toroid begins to olude the horizontally polarized lightfrom the bottom of the photosphere;q then ips sign and beomes positive.



1004.6 Summary and ConlusionsThe investigations presented in this hapter are some of the �rst to explore fully3-D supernova geometries in detail, and to use the polarized line features to onstrain thegeometry of di�erent omponents of the ejeta. They begin to hint at the sort of detailedgeometrial information that may be extrated from high quality spetropolarimetri ob-servations. Interpreting the polarization observations through modeling turns out to be adiÆult endeavor, however, largely beause of the the enormous number of on�gurationsavailable in arbitrary 3-D geometries. A parameterized approah is therefore useful in un-derstanding the general polarization signatures arising from di�erent geometrial strutures.The models omputed in this hapter highlight the wide range of spetropolarimet-ri features possible when aspherial geometries are onsidered. Depolarizing line opaityin the supernova atmosphere does not in general produe simple depolarization featuresin the polarization spetrum. Asymmetrially distributed line opaity often reates a po-larization peak by partially obsuring the underlying photosphere. In systems where theline opaity follows a di�erent axis of symmetry from the eletron sattering medium, theresulting polarization feature generally reates a loop in the q-u plane. The two-omponentmodel desribed in this hapter provides a onvenient approah for quikly alulating andgaining intuition into the types polarization features arising from partial obsuration.For the ase of the high veloity material in SNe Ia, partial obsuration is thedominant e�et on the line polarization features, resulting in signi�ant polarization peaksfor pratially any geometry onsidered. We have therefore explored to what extent partialobsuration alone an explain the Ca II IR triplet polarization peak in SN 2001el. Althougha unique reonstrution of the ejeta geometry is not possible, we an rule out a spherialshell and �nd good �ts with a lumpy struture.In addition, we have shown how di�erent HVM geometries an be learly disrim-inated by observing them from varying lines of sight. Depending upon the HVM geometry,a ux absorption similar to that of SN 2001el will be observed in SNe Ia with di�erentfrequeny. For a shell-like model, the ux signature will be observed from all lines of sight,



101while for the toroid and lump, only a fration of the lines of sight produe the signatureabsorption. Under the assumption that the HVM has a similar struture in all (or at leasta known subset) of SNe Ia, it may be possible to onstrain the geometry with a statistialsample of early ux spetra. Beause the di�erent models leave even more dramati signa-tures on the polarization spetra, only a few well-observed supernovae like SN 2001el areneeded to disriminate among the various senarios (see x4.5).Although more observations are neessary to pin down the exat geometry of theHVM, one an begin to speulate about its origin. Two questions in partiular must beaddressed: Why is the HVM feature geometrially detahed from the photospheri material?Why does the HVM deviate from the dominant axis of symmetry of the photospherimaterial?The detahment of the HVM indiates that the atmospheri onditions hangerather suddenly at high veloity. Three possible hanges (or a ombination thereof) ouldresult in an HVM feature (see Hatano et al., 1999): (1) A spike in the overall densityin the HVM. (2) A spike in the alium abundane. (3) A sudden hange in the ioniza-tion/exitation of the alium. The last of these may result from the dereasing temper-atures in the outer layers of ejeta, whih ause an inreased reombination of Ca III toCa II. However, it seems unlikely in this ase that this optial depth spike would havesharp geometrial boundaries that persisted over several epohs of observations, as foundfor SN 2001el.The distint orientation of the HVM as ompared to the photospheri materialould be (1) the result of random proesses in the explosion physis/hydrodynamis suhas large sale lumpiness due to Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities, or a lumpy Ni56 distributionausing an irregular ionization of alium, or (2) an indiation of a preferred diretion inthe progenitor system; for example, the photospheri dominant axis ould represent therotation diretion of the white dwarf, while the HVM axis ould represent the orientationof an aretion disk.A tantalizing possibility is that the HVM is related to a binary ompanion star,and that we may atually be seeing diret signatures of the SN Ia progenitor system. This



102possibility has been explored by Gerardy et al. (2003) in their analysis of a similar Ca II IRtriplet feature in SN 2003du. They show that in running into a low-density irumstellarenvironment, the outer layers of the supernova ejeta are deelerated into a dense outershell, whih an produe a HVM feature. Another possibility is that the supernova ejetamay strip some material as it impats the ompanion star. Aording to the models ofMarietta et al. (2000), some stripped material is ejeted at high veloity, and is distributedprimarily in the forward diretion.In addition to being a possible signature of a progenitor system, the HVM is animportant soure of observational diversity in SNe Ia. The high-veloity Ca II IR tripletabsorption feature seen in SN 2001el dereases the observed I-band magnitude by �0.2 mag.In SN 2000x, additional high-veloity features of Ti II and Fe II ourred in the middleof the B-band, leading Branh et al. (2004) to suggest that a gradual thinning of a high-veloity lump in SN 2000x may explain the unusual, lopsided B-band light urve of thisobjet. Note that the e�et of the HVM on photometri measurements is losely tied toits geometry { for a spherial, pure sattering atmosphere, the ux absent in the P-Cygniabsorption omponent exatly equals the added ux in the emission feature. Observedbroad-band magnitudes should thus be relatively unhanged unless the HVM aspherial, inwhih ase ux missing in the absorption feature will be lost to another line of sight. Aninreased understanding of the geometry of the high-veloity material is therefore relevantfor the use of SNe Ia in osmology.
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Chapter 5
Could There Be a Hole in Type IaSupernovae?
5.1 IntrodutionHaving disussed in Chapter 4 the geometry of the high veloity material in SNe Ia,we turn now to the shape of the bulk of the ejeta. We know that in SN 2001el andseveral other SNe Ia, the ejeta obeyed a nearly axial symmetry, as the polarization anglewas fairly onstant over the entire spetral range. Previous attempts at modeling thespetropolarimetry have been on�ned to ellipsoidal geometries (Je�rey, 1991; H�oih, 1991;Wang et al., 1997; Howell et al., 2001). This shape might arise, for example, if the progenitorwhite dwarf was rapidly rotating.Another potential ause of asymmetry in SNe Ia is the binary nature of the progen-itor system. In the favored progenitor senario (the single-degenerate senario; see Branhet al. (1995) and referenes therein), SNe Ia arise from a white dwarf areting materialfrom a non-degenerate ompanion star. The ompanion may be either a main-sequene star,a red-giant, or a subgiant; as it is lose enough to be in Rohe-lobe overow, it subtends asubstantial solid angle from the perspetive of the white dwarf. The supernova explosion



104ours when the white dwarf has areted enough matter that the densities and tempera-tures at the enter are suÆient to ignite arbon, just below the Chandrasekhar limit. Theejeted supernova material moves at a few perent of the speed of light and soon after theexplosion (from minutes to hours) engulfs the ompanion star. In the impat it would notbe surprising if a substantial asymmetry were imprinted on the supernova ejeta.The ejeta-ompanion interation has been studied with two-dimensional hydro-dynamial models by Fryxell & Arnett (1981), Livne et al. (1992), and most reently andextensively by Marietta et al. (2000). These studies were primarily onerned with thefate of the ompanion star, in partiular how muh hydrogen gets stripped from its outerenvelope. Stripped hydrogen may appear as narrow Balmer emission lines in the supernovaspetrum, whih if observed might provide diret evidene of a binary progenitor system.With the advane of spetropolarimetri observations, however, the nature of SN Ia as-pheriity beomes another relevant test of the single-degenerate progenitor senario. Intheir hydrodynamial models, Marietta et al. (2000) �nd that the impat with the ompan-ion star arves out a onial hole in the supernova ejeta. The opening angle of the hole is30Æ-40Æ, and beause the ejeta are moving supersonially, the authors laim that the holedoes not lose with time. The �nal on�guration is axially symmetri, as was seen in thepolarization observations of SN 2001el.In this hapter we use radiative transfer alulations to address the possibilityof SNe Ia having an ejeta hole asymmetry. We alulate the variation of the spetrum,luminosity, and polarization with viewing angle for the aspherial supernova near maximumlight. In ontrast to the ellipsoidal models, the angular variations in an ejeta-hole geometryan be rather extreme, espeially when one looks near the hole itself. These variations wouldneessarily introdue some diversity into the observed properties of SNe Ia. The questionis, exatly what sort of diversity arises in the ejeta-hole geometry, and does this �t in withthe diversity already known to exist in SNe Ia?While SNe Ia are onsidered to be a rather homogeneous lass of objets, they doshow some variety in their spetral and photometri properties. The observed peak magni-tudes of SNe Ia vary by � 0:4 mag, and the luminosity is found to orrelate with the width



105of the light urve (Phillips, 1993). The spetra of SNe Ia an be lassi�ed as either normalor peuliar (Branh et al., 1993). The peuliar spetra have feature strengths at maximumlight that di�er from \normal" ases (suh as SN 1981B), and are usually subdivided intotwo lasses: SN 1991bg-like supernovae have a broad Ti II absorption trough not seen inthe normal SNe Ia (Filippenko et al., 1992a); SN 1991T-like supernovae have weak or ab-sent features from singly ionized speies but notieable Fe III lines (Filippenko et al., 1992b;Phillips et al., 1992; Je�ery et al., 1992). Not all supernovae �t leanly into the lassi�ationsheme. In its pre-maximum spetra, SN 1999aa resembled SN 1991T, but by maximumlight it had begun to look muh more normal, with Si II and Ca II lines that were strongerthan in SN 1991T but weaker than in normal SNe Ia(Li et al., 2001b). As suh, SN 1999aais onsidered by some to be an intermediate link between the normal and the SN 1991T-like SNe Ia. Other observations have unovered singular objets like SN 2000x (Li et al.,2001a) and SN 2002x (Li et al., 2003), that while resembling SN 1991T in some ways (weakSi II, strong Fe III lines) showed other peuliarities that were unique. Additional spetraldiversities inlude the abnormally high photospheri veloities of SN 1984A (Branh, 1987)and the detahed, high veloity features seen in several supernovae (Hatano et al., 1999;Wang et al., 2003a; Thomas et al., 2004). The diversity of SNe Ia is thus multi-faeted, apoint we return to in the onlusion.5.2 The Ejeta-Hole ModelThe ejeta model used in the alulations is based on the spherial W7 explosionmodel (Nomoto et al., 1984), whih has often been used in spherial radiative transferalulations to model the spetra of normal SNe Ia (Lentz et al., 2001; Je�ery et al., 1992;Nugent et al., 1997). The omposition struture of W7 onsists of an inner 56Ni zone (3000 <v < 9000 km s�1), a middle zone of intermediate-mass elements (9000 km s�1< v < 15,000km s�1), and an outer unburned region of arbon-oxygen rih material (v > 15; 000 km s�1).In our alulations we found it neessary to make one adjustment to the ompositions: toreprodue the depth and width of the Ca II H&K feature in a normal SN Ia, we needed to
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Figure 5.1 Density struture of the ejeta-hole model near maximum light (20 days afterexplosion).inrease the alium abundane by a fator of 10 in the outer C-O region. The diÆulty W7has in �tting the Ca II H&K feature has already been noted by Lentz et al. (2001) in theontext of detailed NLTE models. The lak of burned material above 15,000 km s�1 mayindiate a weakness of the parameterized deagration explosion model used.To introdue an ejeta hole into the spherial model, we desribe the densitystruture by an analyti funtion that in the radial diretion well reprodues W7:�(v; �) = �0 exp(�v=ve)F (�); (5.1)where ve = 2; 500 km s�1 and �0 is set by the ondition that the total mass of the ejetaequals a Chandrasekhar mass. F (�) is an angular density variation funtion whih wouldequal unity in a spherial model. For the ejeta-hole model, we use a onstruted funtionwhih resembles the struture seen in the interation models of Marietta et al. (2000). Theonial hole has a half opening angle of �H = 40Æ and the density in the hole is a fatorfH = 0:05 less than in the surrounding material. The material that is displaed from the



107hole gets piled up into a density peak just outside the hole edge, with angular size �P = 20Æ.The funtion invented to reprodue these features isF (�) = fH + (1� fH)� xn1 + xn��1 +Ae�(���H�P )2� (5.2)with x = 1� ��H (5.3)where � = os � and n = 8. The onstant A is set by the ondition that the mass withina shell is equal to that in the spherial model (i.e., the integral of F (�) over solid angle isequal to 4�). The density struture is shown in Figure 5.1.This analyti funtion does not apture all the omplexity present in a hydrody-namial model; for example, Marietta et al. (2000) point out that the opening angle of thehole is slightly smaller at high veloities than at low veloities (� 30Æ � 35Æ as opposedto 40Æ). Of ourse, the bene�t of using a simple analyti funtion is that it isolates theessential geometrial onsequenes of a hole asymmetry; in addition, it allows us to test in aparameterized way how varying the ejeta-hole struture a�ets the observable signatures.One the general ideas are understood, one an perform more spei� alulations usinghydrodynamial models spanning a wide range of initial progenitor onditions.In the ejeta/ompanion interation, as muh as 0.1-0.5 M� of hydrogen rihmaterial an be stripped and ejeted from the ompanion star (Wheeler et al., 1975; Mariettaet al., 2000). This material is not inluded in our alulations. The vast majority of thestripped material has low veloity (v < 1000 km s�1) and sits at the enter of the ejeta,where it will not a�et the spetrum or polarization near maximum light. A small amount ofstripped material may be ejeted at high veloities, and ould be related to the high-veloityspetral features disussed in Chapter 4.5.3 ResultsWe have omputed the gamma-ray deposition, optial spetrum, relative lumi-nosity, and polarization of the ejeta-hole model near maximum light (20 days after the



108explosion) as a funtion of the viewing angle �. The models were alulated on a 2-D Carte-sian grid of 104 ells using the Monte-Carlo ode desribed in x 3. Beause the urrent odeis not time-dependent, we leave for future work the e�et of the asymmetry on the lighturve. For the maximum light model, the total luminosity used is L = 1:4 � 1043 ergs andthe emission temperature Tbb = 11; 000 K. We disuss the various results in turn.5.3.1 Gamma-Ray DepositionIn the W7 explosion models, � 0:6M� of radioative 56Ni is synthesized andwill power the supernova luminosity. The majority of the deay energy from 56Ni andits daughter 56Co is released as gamma rays, whih deposit their energy in the supernovaejeta primarily through Compton sattering. It takes only a few Compton satteringsfor a gamma-ray to give up the majority of its energy to fast eletrons, whih are in turnassumed to be thermalized loally. We ompute the gamma-ray energy deposition with aMC transfer routine that inludes Compton and photo-eletri opaities and also produesgamma-ray spetra.In a spherial SN Ia model, the gamma-ray trapping is very e�etive at maximumlight. In the inner 56Ni zone, the mean free path to Compton sattering is only �300km s�1 and so gamma-rays deposit energy nearly oinident to where they are reated;only about 4% of the gamma-ray energy esapes the atmosphere. Inside an ejeta hole, onthe other hand, the mean free path is 20 times greater due to the lower density. gamma-raysgenerated in the hole an therefore esape the atmosphere, at least those that are emittedin the outward diretion. This energy loss is not very signi�ant, however, as the hole islargely evauated and ontains less then 1% of the total 56Ni mass. The material that hasbeen displaed from the hole (ontaining �11% of the total 56Ni mass) is piled up aroundthe hole edges, where the density is high, and the gamma-ray trapping is even more eÆientthan in a spherial model. Thus we �nd the perhaps unexpeted result that the ejeta holeatually slightly enhanes the gamma-ray trapping at maximum light, from 96% to 97%.Using \Arnett's law" as a rough rule of thumb (Arnett, 1982), the luminosity



109of a SN Ia at maximum light should be omparable to the instantaneous rate of energydeposition. One therefore expets that in the ejeta-hole model the total luminosity atpeak will be lose to (perhaps slightly greater than) a spherial model. In other words,although the aspherial supernova will appear signi�antly dimmer or brighter dependingupon the viewing angle (as we will see in x 5.3.4), the spei� luminosity integrated overall viewing angles will not be entirely di�erent from the spherial ase. However, time-dependent alulations are needed to properly address this question, and so we leave it forfuture work.5.3.2 The P-Cygni Pro�leLine opaity in a spherial, expanding SN atmosphere gives rise to the well knownP-Cygni pro�le { i.e., a blueshifted absorption trough with a redshifted emission peak. Anejeta-hole asymmetry dramatially alters the line pro�le from some lines of sight, as shownin Figure 5.2. The major e�ets are readily apparent: in the typial P-Cygni formation,material in front of the photosphere obsures the light below and gives rise to the blueshiftedabsorption feature. When one looks down the ejeta hole (� < �H), the density of thisobsuring material is muh lower and the line absorption features are thus muh weaker.There is little hange, however, in the redshifted emission omponent. Thomas et al. (2002)have pointed out that asymmetries have the most dramati e�et on absorption features,as the absorption depth is related diretly to how muh of the photosphere is overed byline opaity.As one looks away from the hole, the line absorption depth inreases rapidly, untilfor � > �H the depth is equal to that of the spherial model. For side-on views (� � 90Æ),the hole is in the emission region { beause some emitting material is then laking oneexpets the P-Cygni emission feature to be depressed near the line wavelength enter. Themissing material, however, amounts to only 11% of the total emitting area, so the e�et ishardly notieable. For � > �H , the line pro�le hanges very little with viewing angle.The minima of the absorption features are also less blueshifted when viewed down
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Figure 5.2 Flux pro�le of the Si II 6150 line (at maximum light) from various viewing angles(the view down the hole is the top-most spetrum). When viewed down the hole (� = 0Æ)the absorption trough is weaker and has a lower veloity by � 2; 500 km s�1. Silion is theonly speies inluded in this alulation.the hole, by about 2000-3000 km s�1. This is beause the hole allows one to see relativelydeeper into the ejeta. In a spherial model, P-Cygni features are formed primarily bymaterial at or above the supernova photosphere, while layers below will not be visible untilthe expanding supernova thins out and the photosphere reedes. For views down the ejetahole, however, the eletron sattering photosphere has an odd shape, resembling the onialhole of Figure 5.1. As radiation streams radially out of the hole, absorption features areaused by relatively deeper layers of ejeta. This deeper material will tend to be hotter,more ionized and perhaps of a di�erent omposition than the material in the outer layers.One therefore expets that the features of more highly ionized speies will be relatively moreprominent when the supernova is viewed down the hole. The exat line strengths depend,of ourse, upon the temperature and ionization struture in the 2-D atmosphere, whih are
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Figure 5.3 Spetrum of the ejeta-hole model near maximum light from various viewingangles (the view down the hole is the top-most spetrum). Some important line featuresare highlighted.alulated self-onsistently in LTE in our models.5.3.3 Spetrum Near Maximum LightIn sum, the spetrum in the ejeta-hole model will look the same as in a spherialmodel for all lines of sight exept when one looks almost diretly down the hole (� < �H). Inthe latter ase, one sees a peuliar spetrum haraterized by more highly ionized speies,weaker absorption features, and lower absorption veloities. We show the variation of themaximum light spetrum with viewing angle in Figure 5.3. Notie in partiular the dramatie�et the hole has on the Si II and Ca II features, the iron blend near 5000 �A, and the UVregion of the spetrum (� < 3500 �A).
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Figure 5.4 The maximum light spetra of the ejeta-hole model (thik red lines) from twodi�erent viewing angles are ompared to two observed SNe Ia (thin blak lines). Bottom:the view from the side (� = 90Æ) ompared to the normal SN 1981B. Top: the view downthe hole (� = 0Æ) ompared to the peuliar SN 1991T.Figure 5.4 ompares the model spetra to two well-known SNe Ia. The view awayfrom the hole (� = 90Æ) resembles the normal Type Ia SN 1981B. The model reproduesmost of the major spetral features, although there are a few disrepanies. The mostobvious is that the ux peak near 3500 �A is muh too large in the model. Beause theopaity at this wavelength is largely due to Co II lines, models whih mix some 56Ni out tohigher veloities an suppress the peak (Branh et al., 1985; Je�ery et al., 1992). The poormath is also likely in part due to the approximate treatment of wavelength redistributionin our alulations (a onstant � = 0:05, two-level atom).The spetrum down the hole (� = 0Æ) is learly very di�erent from a normal SN Ia.We ompare it to the peuliar SN 1991T, whih it resembles in the following ways: (1) theSi II absorption near 6150 �A is weak and has an unusually low veloity (v � 10; 000 km s�1);



113in addition, the Si II absorption at 4000 �A is absent. (2) The Ca II H&K feature is weakand shows a \split" into two lines (due to Ca II H&K and Si II �3858; Nugent et al. (1997));in addition, the Ca II IR triplet absorption is absent. (3) In the iron blend near 5000 �A,the broad Fe II absorption is weak while the sharper Fe III feature to the red is prominent.(4) The ultraviolet portion of the spetrum (2500 �A< � < 3500 �A) is muh brighter downthe hole, due to the dereased line bloking.For now, the omparison of Figure 5.4 is meant only to illustrate that the spetrumemanating from the hole would be ategorized as having so-alled SN 1991T-like peuliar-ities. What onnetion, if any, the hole asymmetry may have to SN 1991T itself will bedisussed further in the onlusions. Note that there are also apparent di�erenes betweenSN 1991T and the model, among them: (1) The S II \W-feature" near 5500 �A is weak butvisible in the model, whereas no lear feature is seen in SN 1991T; (2) The model has toomuh emission in the Si II 6150 and Ca II IR triplet features. (3) The veloities of the Fe IIIlines are too low in the model, by about 2000 km s�1. The Fe III lines are forming just atthe edge of the exposed iron/nikel ore, so an explosion model that had a slightly larger56Ni zone than W7 might provide a better math to SN 1991T.As an be seen in Figure 5.3, the spetrum hanges ontinuously from peuliarto normal as the viewing angle is inreased from zero. Some degree of peuliarity is seenfor � < �H , but the farther the viewing angle is from 0Æ, the less intense the peuliarities.For a viewing angle of �H � 30Æ, for instane, the depths of the Si II and Ca II featuresare about half that of the normal ase, and the iron blend near 5000 �A is dominated byFe II rather than Fe III. One might rather ompare the model from this viewing angle toSN 1999aa, whih near maximum light was in many ways intermediate between SN 1991Tand a normal SN Ia.We have also experimented with varying the density struture of the ejeta hole.As an be expeted, inreasing the density in the hole or dereasing the hole openingangle tames the asymmetry and produes spetra with less intense peuliarities. A slightmodi�ation of these parameters (e.g., dereasing �H to 35Æ or doubling fH to 0.1) has littlee�et on the ux spetra. However, if the hole opening angle is redued below �H . 20Æ
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Figure 5.5 Variation with viewing angle of the B, V , R and I-band magnitudes of theejeta-hole model near maximum light. The magnitudes are plotted relative to the meanmagnitude averaged over all viewing angles. The inset shows the variation of the B-V olor.or the relative density in the hole inreased above fH & 0:3, the spetral peuliaritiesbegin to disappear and the spetrum shows very little variation with viewing angle. In thehydrodynamial models of Marietta et al. (2000), the hole opening angle is 40Æ in the low-veloity layers, and 30Æ � 35Æ in the outer high-veloity layers, depending upon the natureof the ompanion star. The hole used in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 (�H = 40Æ in all layers) thusrepresents the extreme end of what one might expet from their alulations.5.3.4 Peak MagnitudesIn the ejeta-hole model, the observed luminosity depends upon the viewing angle(Figure 5.5). When viewed down the hole, the supernova is brighter by up to 0.25 mag inB. This is beause photons more readily esape out of the hole due to the lower opaities.On the other hand, the supernova is dimmer than average when viewed from the side(� � 90Æ) beause from this angle the supernova is laking a \wedge" of sattering material



115(see Figure 5.8a). Radiation that would normally have been sattered into the 90Æ viewnow ows straight out the hole and goes into making the view down the hole brighter.It is widely believed that observed SN 1991T-like supernovae are in general overlu-minous, although the degree and regularity of this overluminosity an be questioned (Sahaet al., 2001). While Figure 5.5 suggests a similar relationship, keep in mind that the totalluminosity is a �xed parameter in this alulation { the �gure only shows how this �xedluminosity gets distributed among the various viewing angles. In general, one expets thetotal luminosity to depend predominately on the amount of 56Ni synthesized in the explo-sion, whih will vary from supernova to supernova. If a ertain SN Ia has a very small 56Nimass, for example, then although the view down the hole is the brightest of all possibleviewing angles, the supernova would still appear underluminous ompared to a SN Ia withnormal 56Ni prodution.The total dispersion about the mean in the ejeta hole model is � 0:1 mag in Vand R, and somewhat larger in B (� 0:2 mag) as a result of the B-band's greater sensitivityto line opaity. The observed dispersion in SN Ia peak magnitudes is around 0.4 mag in theB-band, and the brightness is found to orrelate with the width of the light urve (Phillips,1993). These variations are believed to be largely the result of varying amounts of 56Nisynthesized in the explosion. After orretion for the width-luminosity relation and dustextintion (using the B-V olor), the observed dispersion is redued to � 0:15 � 0:2 mag(Riess et al., 1995, 1996; Hamuy et al., 1996). Some of this so-alled intrinsi dispersion islikely due to an asymmetry of some sort; Figure 5.5 suggests that in the partiular ase ofan ejeta-hole geometry, the asymmetry may in fat be the dominant e�et. Note, however,that in the model the B-V olor roughly orrelates with peak magnitude { thus orretingfor dust extintion with a B-V olor will tend to orret for the asymmetry also. Theangular variation of the luminosity is also sensitive to the details of the hole struture {dereasing the hole size to �H = 30Æ, for example, dereases the B-band dispersion to �0.1mag.
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Figure 5.6 Continuum polarization of the ejeta-hole model near maximum light as a fun-tion of viewing angle. The solid line is the model used throughout the hapter, while thedashed and dotted lines are models where the hole opening angle has been redued to 30Æand 20Æ, respetively. The density of the hole is fH = 0:05 in all ases.5.3.5 Continuum PolarizationThe polarization is the most diret indiation of asymmetry in the ejeta. Beausea spherially symmetri atmosphere has no preferred diretion, the polarization integratedover the projeted supernova surfae must anel. In an axially symmetri geometry, thenet polarization an be non-zero and will align either parallel or perpendiular to the axisof symmetry. We use the onvention that positive (negative) polarization designates apolarization oriented parallel (perpendiular) to the axis of symmetry. SN 2001el had awell-de�ned polarization angle over most of the spetral features, whih indiates that thebulk of the ejeta obeyed a near axial symmetry (in addition, SN 2001el showed an unusualhigh veloity Ca II IR triple feature with a distint polarization angle, orresponding toa detahed \lump" of material that deviated from the dominant axis of symmetry, seeChapter 4).Light beomes polarized in supernova atmospheres due to eletron sattering; other



117soures of opaity, suh as bound-bound line transitions, are usually onsidered to be de-polarizing. We de�ne the ontinuum polarization as the polarization omputed using onlyeletron sattering opaity { this is most losely realized in the red end of a supernova spe-trum (say, near 7000 �A), where there is not muh line opaity. However this may not bethe maximum polarization level in the spetrum, as line opaity may partially obsure theunderlying photosphere and lead to a less e�etive anellation of the polarization in theline features; see x 5.3.6 and Kasen et al. (2003b). H�oih (1991) omputes the ontinuumpolarization in ellipsoidal and other axially symmetri geometries.Figure 5.6 shows the ontinuum polarization of the ejeta-hole model as a funtionof viewing angle. When viewed diretly down the hole (� = 0Æ) the projetion of thesupernova atmosphere is irularly symmetri and the polarization anels. As the viewingangle is inlined, the polarization inreases, reahing a maximum when the supernova isviewed nearly side-on (� � 90Æ). The origin of the non-zero polarization is lear fromFigure 5.8a. At inlinations near 90Æ, the hole removes a \wedge" of satterers from the topof the atmosphere, whih dereases the horizontally polarized ux oming from this region.The vertially polarized ux thus exeeds the horizontal; the net polarization is non-zeroand aligned with the symmetry axis of the system (positive aording to our onvention).To determine the level of intrinsi ontinuum polarization in an observed super-nova, one must wrestle with the issue of subtrating the interstellar polarization (Howellet al., 2001; Leonard et al., 2000a). One this is done, the observed levels are found to berather small: the polarization of SN 2001el near maximum light was �0.3%; the polariza-tion of the subluminous SN 1999by was � 0:7%. For several other SNe Ia, no polarizationsignal was deteted, but upper limits of 0.3-0.5% an be derived (Wang et al., 1996a,b).In the ejeta-hole model, the ontinuum polarization an be as large as 0.8%, while thepolarization at the line features an be even larger (see next setion). The hole asymmetrytherefore produes polarization levels in the right range, though perhaps generally too highompared to the urrent published observations.The polarization in the ejeta-hole model, however, is rather sensitive to the sizeand density of the hole. To demonstrate this we have over-plotted in Figure 5.6 the on-
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Figure 5.7 Dependene of the ontinuum polarization on the ratio of the density in the holeto that of the surrounding atmosphere. The solid blak line is the model used throughoutthe hapter (fH = 0:05), while the other lines show the e�et of an inreased relative densityin the hole.tinuum polarization of a model with a smaller opening angle (�H = 30Æ). This tames theasymmetry and dereases the ontinuum polarization by more than a fator of two. If thehole size is dereased further to �H < 20Æ, the ontinuum polarization level is uninter-estingly small (. 0:1%) from all inlinations. Figure 5.7 shows that the polarization alsodereases as the relative density in the hole is inreased, beoming uninterestingly small forfH > 0:5. Thus the exat polarization level will depend upon the hole struture, whih inturn depends upon the details of the progenitor system and hydrodynamis. In general,the more extreme the asymmetry of the hole (i.e., the larger and more evauated it is), thehigher the average polarization level. A larger sample of SN Ia spetropolarimetry ouldtherefore put onstraints on the size of a putative hole. Current observations may alreadyonstrain the hole to have �H . 40Æ.One orrelation to keep in mind is that the ontinuum polarization is always rela-tively small (. 0:1%) for views near the hole where the spetrum looks peuliar. For views
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Figure 5.8 Shemati diagram whih helps explain the polarization in the ejeta-hole model.(a) When viewed from the side (� � 90Æ) the top of the atmosphere is laking a wedge ofsatterers. The vertially polarized ux thus exeeds the horizontal and the ontinuumpolarization is positive. (b) When viewed just o� the hole axis (� � 20Æ), the line opaityon the planar surfae orresponding to a ertain line of sight blueshift (shown in blak)only partially overs the photosphere. Beause of the hole, horizontally polarized ux fromthe top of the atmosphere is relatively unobsured by the line and will ause the negativelypolarized line peaks.away from the hole, the ontinuum polarization may be either small or large. However, theontinuum polarization is not the whole story, and as we will see in the next setion, thepolarization over the line features an be substantial even for � < �H .5.3.6 Polarization SpetrumThe ontinuum polarization level atually provides very little information aboutthe nature of the ejeta asymmetry, as very di�erent on�gurations an give the samenumerial value. Line features in the polarization spetrum, on the other hand, ontain morepotential information about the spei� geometry. We �nd that the ejeta-hole model has
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Figure 5.9 Flux and polarization pro�les of a single unblended line in the ejeta-hole geom-etry from various viewing angles. The polarization feature is a negative (i.e., horizontallypolarized) peak for (10Æ < � < 60Æ) and an inverted P-Cygni pro�le for (� > 80Æ).spetropolarimetri signatures that distinguish it from, for example, an ellipsoidal geometry.The polarization spetrum in the ellipsoidal geometry has been studied in detail(Je�rey, 1989; H�oih et al., 1996). In ellipsoidal models, the polarization level generallyinreases from blue to red due to the greater amount of depolarizing line opaity in theblue. Individual lines reate \inverted P-Cygni" pro�les in the polarization spetrum, i.e. ablueshifted polarization peak with a redshifted depolarization trough. The blueshifted peakis a result of the line opaity preferentially bloking the lowly polarized entral photospherilight, while the redshifted trough is the result of unpolarized line emission light diluting theontinuum polarization. The polarized line pro�les look fairly similar from all viewingangles. The line polarization pro�le in the ejeta-hole model shows an interesting variationwith inlination (Figure 5.9). For views far enough away from the hole (� & 80Æ), thepro�le is an inverted P-Cygni, just as in an ellipsoidal model, and for essentially the samereason. For views loser to the hole, however, the blueshifted line absorption gives rise to a



121large polarization peak (reall the negative sign indiates that the polarization diretion isperpendiular to the symmetry axis of the system). Figure 5.8b helps explain the origin ofthe peak. From viewing angles near the hole axis, the projeted eletron sattering mediumis fairly symmetri and the ontinuum polarization integrated over the ejeta surfae nearlyanels. The line opaity, however, only partially obsures the underlying light. Beause ofthe hole, horizontally polarized ux from the top of the atmosphere is relatively unobsured,whereas the vertially polarized light from the sides of the atmosphere is e�etively sreenedby the line. The polarization over the line therefore does not anel, but will be large andoriented perpendiular to the axis of symmetry (negative aording to our onvention).Note that if the hole opening angle is narrowed to � = 30Æ, the line is even more e�etive insreening o� all but the horizontally polarized light. The line polarization peak is thereforelarger. Thus, while the ontinuum polarization dereases with dereasing hole size, the linepolarization from ertain viewing angles will be relatively large (& 1:0%) regardless of howbig the hole is.Figure 5.10 shows the entire ejeta-hole polarization spetrum from two lines ofsight. For a view near the hole (� = 20Æ) the spetrum is \line peak-dominated" { theontinuum polarization is rather low, but large polarization peaks are assoiated with theblueshifted line absorption features (in partiular the Si II 6150 �A feature and the Ca IIIR triplet). This spetrum is qualitatively di�erent from what is expeted in an ellipsoidalgeometry. For views away from the hole (� = 90Æ), on the other hand, the polarizationspetrum would be very hard to distinguish from the ellipsoidal ase. The level of polariza-tion rises from blue to red and the line features due to Si II 6150 �A feature and Ca II IRtriplet have the \inverted P-Cygni" pro�le. The shape of the polarization spetrum fromthese angles resembles that of SN 2001el, although the polarization level is too high unless� & 110Æ, or unless the hole opening angle is redued.To disriminate between di�erent geometries, a larger sample of polarization spe-tra is needed. If the asymmetry in SNe Ia is an ejeta hole, we would expet to see some-thing like a line-peak dominated polarization spetrum for 10Æ . � . 60Æ, or about 25%of the time. Suh a polarization spetrum has not been observed as yet, but the number
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Figure 5.10 Polarization spetrum of the ejeta-hole model near maximum light for twoviewing angles. We plot the absolute value of the polarization (solid lines), and for refer-ene overlay the ux spetrum (dotted lines). The small-sale wiggles in the polarizationspetrum are Monte Carlo noise, whih inreases to the red due to the lower uxes. Top: forviews away from the hole (here � = 90Æ) the spetrum resembles that of an ellipsoidal geom-etry with \inverted P-Cygni" line pro�les. Bottom: for views nearer the hole (here � = 20Æ),the spetrum is \peak-dominated" with a low ontinuum polarization but substantial linepeaks.of published spetropolarimetri observations is still relatively small. Unertainty in theinterstellar polarization may make it diÆult to identify the peaks, for if the zero-point ofthe intrinsi supernova polarization is unknown, it will be unlear whether features in thepolarization spetrum are peaks or troughs. Therefore multi-epoh spetropolarimetri ob-servations are neessary to help pin down the interstellar omponent. Of ourse, observinga line peak dominated polarization spetrum may not uniquely impliate an ejeta hole, aslarge line peaks ould potentially our in other geometries so far unexplored.



1235.4 Conlusions5.4.1 Asymmetry and Diversity in SNe IaDespite the seemingly extreme nature of an ejeta-hole asymmetry, we �nd thatthe geometry is atually onsistent with what is urrently known about SNe Ia, at leastfor the observables we have alulated. The variation of the peak magnitude with viewingangle is � 0:2 mag in B, omparable to the intrinsi dispersion of SNe Ia, and the levelof polarization is in the range observed (0 � 0:8%). The spetrum of the supernova lookspeuliar when viewed near the hole, but this peuliarity may �t in with the spetral diversityalready known to exist among SNe Ia. In addition, the polarization spetrum from somelines of sight is a qualitative math to that of SN 2001el.An ejeta-hole asymmetry ould therefore be one soure of diversity in SNe Ia,but of ourse not the only one. The primary soure of diversity in SNe Ia is thought tobe due to variations in the amount of 56Ni produed in the explosion. Beause SNe Ia arepowered by the radioative deay of 56Ni and its daughter 56Co, di�erent 56Ni produtionan explain the variety in SN Ia peak magnitudes. Greater 56Ni masses may lead to higheratmospheri temperatures and higher e�etive opaities, whih may explain why brighterSNe Ia have broader light urves (Hoih et al., 1995; Pinto & Eastman, 2000a; Nugentet al., 1997).It has often been thought that the spetrosopi diversity of SNe Ia �ts into thesame one-parameter 56Ni sequene (Nugent et al., 1995). In this piture, SN 1991T-likesupernovae oupy the overluminous end of the sequene, where the larger 56Ni mass leadsto higher envelope temperatures and a higher ionization fration. This may explain theirpeuliar spetral appearane (Mazzali et al., 1995; Je�ery et al., 1992). As the modelsin this hapter show, there ould be a seond, physially very di�erent route to the samesort of spetral peuliarities { one ould be peering down an ejeta hole. In this ase, ahigh-temperature e�et and a hole asymmetry may both be ontributing to the sample ofSN 1991T-like supernovae. In the ejeta-hole model, the spetrum shows some level ofpeuliarity for � . �H or about 12% of the time, although the peuliarities will only be



124very intense for views more diretly down the hole (� . �H=2 or � 3% of the time). Theobserved rate of SN 1991T-like supernovae is � 3�5% in the samples of both Branh (2001)and Li et al. (2001b); the rate of SN 1991T/SN 1999aa-like supernovae is 20%� 7% in theLi et al. (2001b) sample. Therefore it is possible that a substantial perentage of thesepeuliar supernovae ould be the result of an ejeta-hole asymmetry.In this hapter we have hosen to ompare the spetra emanating from the holewith SN 1991T only beause it is the well-known prototype of a ertain kind of spetralpeuliarity. Whether SN 1991T itself was the result of looking down an ejeta hole isdebatable. Initial estimates suggested that SN 1991T was as muh as 0.7-0.8 magnitudesbrighter in B than normal, whih is too muh to be explained by the asymmetry alone(Fisher et al., 1999). More reent Cepheid measurements of the distane to the host galaxy,however, show that SN 1991T was not really muh brighter than a normal SN Ia. Sahaet al. (2001) �nd a moderate overluminosity of 0.3 mag, although a value as high 0.6 magannot be ruled out due to a large unertainty in the dust extintion. This lower value forthe brightness of SN 1991T alls into question whether the peuliar spetral appearanean still be explained alone by high envelope temperatures due to a larger 56Ni mass.SN 1991T also had a rather broad light urve (�m15= 0.95 � 0.05 mag; Phillipset al., 1999), whih is often taken as an indiation of a large 56Ni mass. Beause we havenot yet omputed time-dependent models, we do not know exatly what e�et an ejetahole asymmetry will have on the light urve. Beause the hole ats as an energy leak,it probably lowers the net di�usion time, and we expet that the integrated light urve(i.e., that summed over all viewing angles) will be narrower in an ejeta-hole model thana spherial model. But the real question relevant to SN 1991T is not how the integratedlight urve ompares to a spherial model, but whether the light urve viewed down thehole is broader or narrower than that from other viewing angles. In other words we needto know how Figure 5.5 { the distribution of the total luminosity among viewing angles {varies with time. This is more diÆult to intuit, beause as the ejeta thin out and theasymmetry and opaities evolve with time, it is hard to say o�-hand whether it will beomemore or less easy for photons to preferentially esape out the hole. We leave the question



125for future work.In any ase, although the prototype SN 1991T did have a broad light urve, itis not lear whether a general orrelation between light urve width and SN 1991T-likespetral peuliarities even exists (Howell, 2004). Several SNe Ia have similar or broaderlight urves, and yet the spetrum is apparently normal { at least eight suh supernovaewith �m15< 1:0 are listed in Phillips et al. (1999), for example SN 1992b (�m15= 0.87� 0.05 mag) and SN 1994ae (�m15= 0.86 � 0.05 mag). SN 2001ay also had a normalspetrum but an exeptionally broad light urve (�m15= 0.6-0.7 mag; Phillips et al., 2003).Among the supernovae with SN 1991T-like spetral peuliarities, there also appears to bediversity. SN 1997br had a moderately broad light urve (�m15= 1:00�0:15 mag; Li et al.,1999), but the light urve of SN 2002x was on the narrow side (�m15= 1:30�0:09 mag; Liet al., 2003). In another SN 1991T-like supernova the B-band light urve was lopsided{ SN 2000x brightened muh faster than SN 1991T (resembling the rise of the normalSN 1994D) but the deline was slow (�m15= 0.93 � 0.04 mag; Li et al., 2001a). Theexamples make it lear that the onnetion between light-urve width and SN 1991T-likespetral peuliarities remains vague, and that more than one parameter of diversity needsto be identi�ed.The nebular spetra of SN 1991T may also suggest a large 56Ni prodution. In thelate-time spetra, the iron emission lines of SN 1991T have larger veloity widths than inmost SNe Ia (Mazzali et al., 1998). Assuming the late time ionization/exitation onditionsare similar in all SNe Ia, this implies that the nikel/iron ore in SN 1991T is larger thannormal. Confusing this onlusion, however, is the fat pointed out by Hatano et al. (2002)that the Si II veloities in the post-maximum spetra are among the lowest of all SNe Ia.If SN 1991T really did have a large inner 56Ni zone, one naively expets the zone of silionand other intermediate mass elements to our at espeially high veloities (as for instanein the delayed detonation models of H�oih et al., 2002). To aount for the low Si IIveloities, some have invoked a late-detonation model for SN 1991T, whih produes a layerof intermediate mass elements sandwihed between two nikel zones (Yamaoka et al., 1992;Ruiz-Lapuente et al., 1992). Of ourse a lower Si II veloity is also naturally expeted if



126one is looking down an ejeta hole.It is possible that SN 1991T did have a relatively large 56Ni mass, rather than (orperhaps in addition to) being viewed down the ejeta hole. However, among other super-novae with SN 1991T-like peuliarities there is a good deal of diversity, and the large 56Nimass explanation will not apply in all ases. The most obvious ase in point is SN 2002x(Li et al., 2003). The spetrum of SN 2002x resembled SN 1991T in that Si II, S II, andCa II lines were weak, while Fe III was prominent, but the supernova was underluminousby � 2 mag. The veloities of the absorption features were also unusually low (v � 7000km s�1; Branh, 2004). The singularity of the supernova led Li et al. (2003) to onsideralternative progenitor systems, although they onlude that no existing theoretial modelan explain all the peuliarities. On the other hand, there is also the possibility that weare seeing multiple hannels of diversity operating at one { one senario to entertain nowis that we are looking down the ejeta hole of a \weak" supernova that produed a smallmass of 56Ni. Suh underluminous objets (e.g., SN 1991bg) typially have relatively lowabsorption veloities (Turatto et al., 1996; Mazzali et al., 1997; Hatano et al., 2002) whihwould be further redued by looking down the hole. Despite the low luminosity, the spe-trum might still appear hot and iron dominated if one is peering into the deeper layers,and (eventually) into the iron ore. Of ourse, the hane of seeing two distint soures ofdiversity operating at one would be, like SN 2002x, a very rare ourrene.Whatever the �nal explanation for SN 2002x, its singularity highlights the fatthat the diversity of SNe Ia is more ompliated than a one-parameter sequene based upon56Ni. Beause several observations require us to identify additional soures of variation, anejeta hole beomes as an intriguing possibility to onsider.5.4.2 Observational Consequenes of an Ejeta HoleThe results of this hapter suggest a few observational signatures of the ejeta-holegeometry. First, the ontinuum polarization should be low for views diretly down the hole,where the spetrum looks peuliar. However, beause of the partial obsuration e�et, the



127polarization spetrum should show large line peaks for views just away from the hole (10Æ <� < 60Æ), where the spetrum looks marginally peuliar or normal. For views from the side(� � 90Æ), a relatively high ontinuum polarization should be orrelated with a slightlydimmer supernova with normal spetral features and inverted P-Cygni line polarizationfeatures. Another possible signature of the ejeta hole is \lopsided" P-Cygni ux pro�les {the view down the hole weakens only the absorption, not the emission feature, so one ouldlook for a weak (or absent) absorption assoiated with notieable emission. The easiestplae to look would be in the Si II 6150 �A and the Ca II IR triplet features of SN 1991T-likesupernova. Unfortunately the relative strength of absorption to emission depends also onthe line soure funtion, whih is determined by the detailed exitation onditions in theatmosphere. In general, beause we reognize that an ejeta-hole asymmetry is only one ofseveral possible soures of diversity in SNe Ia, it may be diÆult to isolate the geometriale�ets from the other variations that may be operating. The only hope is to ollet a largesample of supernovae with well observed light urves, spetra, and polarization, so that onemight try to pull out the di�erent trends.In our alulations we have used a parameterized hole (half opening angle 40Æ) inorder to explore the essential observable onsequenes of the geometry. The next step isto address the same questions using spei� hydrodynamial models representing a widevariety of progenitor on�gurations. The details of the progenitor system ould potentiallya�et the size and shape of the hole. Marietta et al. (2000) ompute interations usingmain-sequene, subgiant, and red giant ompanions and note that the variation in the holeasymmetry is not large. This is beause in all ases the ompanion star is near enough tohave undergone Rohe lobe overow and always oupies a similar solid angle (the red giantis farther away but physially larger than a main sequene ompanion whih is smaller butmuh loser). However, if the ratio of ompanion radius to separation distane is dereasedfor some reason, the size of the hole also dereases. A larger sample of spetropolarimetriobservations will help determine if SNe Ia really do have an ejeta-hole geometry, and ouldonstrain the hole opening angle if one exists. While a hole smaller than � < 20Æ has onlyminor e�ets on the spetrum, luminosity, and ontinuum polarization, it will still reate



128substantial line peaks in the polarization spetrum when seen from some viewing angles.If suh signatures of the hole are not seen in future spetropolarimetri observations, thiswould have interesting onsequenes for the progenitors of SNe Ia, or the hydrodynamisof the ejeta/ompanion interation.
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Chapter 6
The Narrow Iron Lines of theType I Supernova SN 1999as
6.1 IntrodutionType I supernovae (SNe I) are believed to be the ore ollapse explosions ofmassive stars that have lost their outer hydrogen (and perhaps helium) envelope (Wheeler& Harkness, 1990; Filippenko, 1997; Matheson et al., 2001). SN 1994I is often onsideredthe prototypial \normal" SN I (Filippenko et al., 1995). Its spetrum showed prominentfeatures of singly ionized alium, iron, and silion, as well as neutral oxygen and sodium,but no hydrogen. The Doppler shift of the spetral lines show that some material wasexpanding at �20000 km s�1, and perhaps as fast as 30000 km s�1 (Millard et al., 1999).Models of the light urve and spetra of SN 1994I suggest an ejeted mass of �1-2 M�, anexplosion energy of �(1-2) �1051 ergs, and an ejeted 56Ni mass of �0.07 M� (Iwamotoet al., 1994; Woosley & Eastman, 1997; Baron et al., 1999).The Type I SN 1998bw, assoiated with gamma-ray burst GRB 980425, di�eredfrom the \normal" ase in several ways (Galama et al., 1998; Mazzali et al., 2001). Itsoptial luminosity was almost ten times that of SN 1994I, and its light urve was signi�-



130antly broader. Its spetrum showed most of the same basi features as SN 1994I, but thelines were extremely broad and blended, indiating that some material was moving fasterthan 40000 km s�1. The high implied kineti energy has prompted so-alled \hypernova"explosion models, where the explosion energy is � (2� 5) � 1052 ergs and the ejeted 56Nimass is � 0:5 M� (Iwamoto et al., 1998; Woosley et al., 1999).Several other SNe I have been disovered with spetra that losely resemble that ofSN 1998bw, and sometimes they are alled \hypernovae" as well. While the high blueshiftsof their spetral features suggest large kineti energy, the light urves of these supernovaemay or may not be extraordinary. For example, the light urve of SN 2002ap was onlymarginally brighter and broader than that of SN 1994I (Gal-Yam et al., 2002; Foley et al.,2003; Leonard et al., 2002; Mazzali et al., 2002). And, while the light urve of SN 1997ef wasvery broad, the supernova peak luminosity was in fat dimmer than SN 1994I (Garnavihet al., 1997; Hu et al., 1997; Iwamoto et al., 2000). In terms of their radio emission,SN 1998bw was extremely bright, while the radio luminosity of SN 2002ap was ordinary(Kulkarni et al., 1998; Berger et al., 2002).To add to the already onfusing diversity of SNe I, we turn here to a very unusualsupernova that has not been studied muh to date. SN 1999as was disovered at redshiftz = 0:127 in the 1999 searh ampaign of the Supernova Cosmology Projet (Knop et al.,1999). The supernova was remarkable in several respets. First, with an absolute B-bandmagnitude of MB � �21, SN 1999as is the brightest SN I ever disovered, and over 6times brighter than SN 1998bw. Seond, the light urve (whih was only observed in adelining phase) follows a linear deay of � 0:045 mag/day, whih is unusually slow for anSN I. Finally, in striking ontrast to the high expansion veloities observed in SN 1998bw,SN 1999as showed no evidene of any material moving faster than 14000 km s�1. Thespetrum is rather distinguished by several narrow (� 3000 km s�1) Fe II absorption linesblueshifted by � 11000 km s�1.Some disussions of the light urve of SN 1999as have already appeared (Denget al., 2001; Nomoto, 2003). In this hapter, we fous on what an be learned from thespetra, and in partiular the narrow Fe II lines. Perhaps surprisingly, we suggest that



131strong irumstellar interation (CSI) may have played an important role in both poweringthe light urve and in dramatially restruturing the outer layers of supernova ejeta. Thisis despite the fat that over several epohs of observations, SN 1999as showed no trae ofthe narrow emission lines whih are generally the \smoking-gun" signature of CSI.6.2 The Peuliar Type I supernova SN 1999asSN 1999as was disovered on Feb. 18, 1999, and follow-up spetrosopi observa-tions were taken on Mar 3, Mar 15, Apr 7, and Apr 23 (Knop et al., 1999; Goobar et al.,1999). Spetra of the anonymous host galaxy give a redshift of 0.127 and suggest thatSN 1999as exploded in an ative star forming region. Details on the observations and dataredution will be given in Nugent et al. (2004).6.2.1 The Light Curve of SN 1999asSN 1999as was disovered on the deline. Unfortunately the most reent refereneimages are over a year old, so the date of explosion is not well onstrained. The disoverypoint has mB = 18 mag. Using a distane modulus of 39 mag gives MB = �21 mag,suggesting an intrinsi luminosity, unorreted for extintion, of order 8� 1043 ergs s�1.In Figure 6.1a, we show the B-band light urve of SN 1999as, along with a few othersupernovae. When ompared to SN 1998bw, the deay of the light urve of SN 1999as is veryslow (about 0.045 mag/day in the B light urve, and even slower in V and R). Moreover,out to the last observation point (90 days after disovery) the luminosity is still steadilydelining, apparently never having turned over to a shallow 56Co tail. In these respets, thelight urve of SN 1999as atually losely resembles the Type II linear supernovae (SNe IIL,e.g., Young & Branh, 1989).A linearly delining light urve is also typially of Type IIn supernovae (SNe IIn),believed to be supernovae interating strongly with a dense irumstellar medium. Amongthe SNe IIn, the rate of deline varies signi�antly: SN 1984E (Henry & Branh, 1987) andSN 1998S (Li et al., 1998; Liu et al., 2000; Fassia et al., 2000) followed a deline rate very
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Figure 6.1 The light urve of SN 1999as. (a): B-band light urve of SN 1999as ompared toSN 1998bw (Galama et al., 1998; MKenzie & Shaefer, 1999) and the Type IIn SN 1997y(Germany et al., 2000). All light urves have been normalized at peak. (b): The B, V , andR light urve of SN 1999as (irles with error bars) ompared to the light urve of SN 1998S(solid lines, from Liu et al., 2000). The same o�set of 5.3 mag has been added to all of theSN 1998S light urves.
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Figure 6.2 The spetrum of SN 1999as 25 days after disovery ompared to SN 1998bw andSN 1994I (Filippenko et al., 1995).similar to a typial SNe IIL, while the deline rates of SN 1997y (Germany et al., 2000)and SN 1999E (Rigon et al., 2003) were muh slower. In Figure 6.1b we show that the lighturve shape and olor evolution of SN 1998S and SN 1999as were remarkably similar. Withan intrinsi luminosity of MB � �18:8 mag (unorreted for extintion, Leonard et al.,2000a), SN 1998S was also an exeptionally bright ore ollapse supernova, although stillroughly two mag fainter than SN 1999as.6.2.2 The Spetrum of SN 1999asFigure 6.2 shows the SN 1999as spetrum on Marh 15 (25 days after disovery)ompared to SN 1994I and SN 1998bw. No obvious hydrogen or helium features are visiblein SN 1999as, and in general the spetrum resembles that of SN 1994I, seuring a SN Ilassi�ation. Partiular to SN 1999as, however, are the numerous narrow Fe II absorptionfeatures in the region 4000-5500 �A. The most prominent of these are the three minima
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Figure 6.3 Shemati diagram showing the formation of narrow absorption lines. The widthof the absorption line measures the observer line of sight veloities over whih the photo-sphere is obsured. Thus, even if the line opaity is on�ned to a thin shell, the absorptionfeature will still be broad (left) unless the shell is signi�antly detahed from the photosphere(right).at 4745 �A, 4830 �A, and 4983 �A, due to a blueshifted Fe II triplet (���4923; 5018; 5169).Several additional narrow Fe II lines an be identi�ed, and there also appear to be a fewnarrow Ti II absorptions.The relatively high blueshift of the narrow Fe II lines (vnl � 11000 km s�1) in-diates that they are formed in the supernova ejeta, and not in interstellar material or airumstellar wind. The narrow line width (�v � 3000 km s�1) further suggests that theseejeta have a shell-like struture, with well-de�ned inner and outer boundaries. However, asFigure 6.3 shows, suh a shell does not lead to narrow absorption features unless the shell
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Figure 6.4 Time series of spetra of SN 1999as.is signi�antly detahed from the supernova photosphere. From the geometry of the �gure(and assuming homologous expansion) it is lear that a thin shell of veloity thikness Ævand veloity radius vnl obsures the photosphere for an observer line of sight veloity rangegiven by �vobs = Æv + vnl�1�s1� v2nlv2ph �; (6.1)where vph is the veloity of the photosphere. To reprodue the width of the narrow Fe IItriplet lines in SN 1999as, one needs a detahed shell with vnl & 1:4vph. Beause line blend-ing will a�et this simple onlusion, we explore the narrow line formation with radiativetransfer alulations in x6.5.Other features in the SN 1999as spetrum are of normal width, and an be iden-ti�ed as the usual features due to Ca II, Si II, and O I. In no feature, however, does theblue edge of the absorption exeed vmax=14000 km s�1. This property is espeially strik-ing in the Ca II H&K absorption near 3800 �A, whih in SN 1994I, SN 1987M, and mostother Type I supernovae exeeds 20,000 km s�1 (Filippenko, 1992; Filippenko et al., 1995;



136Matheson et al., 2001). The utter lak of line absorption above vmax holds for all epohsof observation of SN 1999as. As Figure 6.4 shows, the spetral evolution is remarkablyslow, suh that over a period of 40 days there is hardly any hange in the depth or Dopplershifts of any of the features. In addition, the Si II and O I features show rather sharp blueedges; one therefore suspets that the density struture of SN 1999as uts o� suddenly forv > vmax,In terms of the implied kineti energy of its ejeta, SN 1999as ranks below SN 1994Iand is on the opposite end of the gamut from SN 1998bw. One might therefore onludethat this was a relatively weak SN I explosion that failed to ejeta any material abovevmax. The fat that SN 1999as was also the brightest and broadest SN I, requires us toreonsider this supernova in a very di�erent ontext.6.3 Hypernova Explosion ModelsOne an attempt to explain the light urve SN 1999as in the usual way for Type Isupernovae, as powered by 56Ni synthesized in the explosion. Following Arnett (1982), theluminosity at the light urve peak Lp is roughly equal to the instantaneous rate of energydeposition from 56Ni, giving the approximate expressionMNi = 0:38M�� Lp1043 ergs s�1 :� (6.2)Under the minimal assumption that the disovery of SN 1999as oinided with the lighturve peak, the observed luminosity Lp & 8�1043 ergs s�1 implies a 56Ni mass greater than3 M�. This is over six times that of SN 1998bw, and thirty times the normal ore ollapseamount. The slow, steady deline of the SN 1999as light urve also implies a large totalejeted mass. In a di�usion senario, the time of the peak should sale astp �r�M3=4sn E�1=4sn : (6.3)With a \peak" extending to at least day 90, the implied ejeted mass for SN 1999as is oforder 10-20 M�.



137It is lear that in a 56Ni-powered senario, SN 1999as represents a hypernovaexplosion of unpreedented power. Deng et al. (2001) were able to �t the light urve usinga model withMNi= 4M�, Msn= 10-20 M�, and Esn= (30-100) �1051 ergs. The progenitorof this explosion was presumably the arbon-oxygen ore of a very massive (> 60 M�) star,and the ollapse almost ertainly resulted in blak-hole formation.It is hard to reonile these enormous energy estimates with the unusually lowveloities observed in the SN 1999as spetra. In general, the density struture of ore-ollapse supernovae is at in the inner layers, and follows a power law in the outer layers(Chevalier & Fransson, 1994):�sn(v; t) = 3(n� 3)4�n �3(n� 3)5(n� 5)� 12 (n�3)M� 12 (n�5)sn E 12 (n�3)sn t�3v�n: (6.4)For a typial value n = 7, the density at a veloity v sales like � /M�1sn E2sn. Thus, in thehypernova models of Deng et al. (2001), the line blueshifts are expeted to be muh higherthan normal. Figure 6.5 shows the alulated spetra of suh a hypernova model 50 daysafter explosion. The photosphere of this model ours at 20000 km s�1, and all the linefeatures are too broad. The narrow Fe II lines of SN 1999as are also not reprodued by themodel, and in general the syntheti spetrum, not surprisingly, more losely resembles thespetrum of SN 1998bw.Given the saling � /M�1sn E2sn, it may be possible to get a better �t to SN 1999asusing a hypernova model with muh higherMsn but lower Esn. It is not lear, however, howthis situation might ome about { if the explosion is powered by aretion onto a blak hole,a more massive progenitor is expeted to give higher explosion energies (Nomoto, 2003).Moreover, if we inrease Msn while keeping Esn �xed, the light urve rise-time lengthens,so that the already improbably high 56Ni mass would have to be inreased even further.We should also mention that normal energy explosion models like those used forSN 1994I will not work for SN 1999as. Besides obviously failing to reprodue the luminosityof SN 1999as, these models annot explain the slow spetral evolution. By the time thelater spetra were taken (day 55 after explosion, presumably �65 days after explosion in alow-mass model) the photosphere should have ompletely reeded, and the spetra would
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Figure 6.5 Syntheti spetrum of a \hypernova" model (thin line) ompared to the Marh15 SN 1999as spetrum. The model onsists of arbon-oxygen rih material with a densitystruture given by Equation 6.4 with n = 7. The time sine explosion is 50 days and theluminosity 4�1043 ergs s�1. The �t is very poor.have transitioned into the nebular phase. Another problem is that these models predit aCa II H&K blueshift that well exeeds 14000 km s�1 (Baron et al., 1999).6.4 Cirumstellar Interation E�etsGiven the diÆulty hypernova models have explaining the spetra of SN 1999as,we turn now to the possible e�ets of irumstellar interation (CSI). The progenitors ofore ollapse supernovae experiene heavy mass loss in their late stages of evolution, suhthat the viinity around a supernova may onsist of high density irumstellar material(CSM). The result of the supernova ejeta interating with the CSM is a double-shokstruture, with a forward shok propagating into the irumstellar material, and a seond



139reverse shok propagating bak into the supernova ejeta (Chevalier, 1982). Two relativelythin shells are formed: an inner shell of deelerated supernova ejeta, and an outer shellof swept-up CSM. If the shells are adiabati, they will be hot (T � 107 K for the innershell and � 109 K in the outer) but they may ool radiatively or by expansion. Whenbremsstrahlung emission dominates, the radiation will be mostly in X-rays, whih may beabsorbed in the ejeta/CSM, thermalized and reproessed into optial radiation.There are several reasons to onsider the possibility that SN 1999as experienedstrong irumstellar interation. First, beause CSI onverts the kineti energy of the ejetainto radiation, extreme optial luminosities may result { the Type IIn supernovae SN 1997y,SN 1999E, and SN 1998S were all more than 10 times brighter than average ore ollapsesupernovae (Germany et al., 2000; Rigon et al., 2003; Fassia et al., 2001). Seond, as wehave already mentioned, the linear light urve and olors of SN 1999as losely resemble theType IIn SN 1998S (Figure 6.1). Third, the swept-up CSM should deelerate the highestveloity ejeta, whih provides a natural means of utting o� the expansion at vmax= 14000km s�1. Finally, the interation an lead to the formation of a thin, detahed shell, whihas we disussed in x6.2.2, may explain the narrow Fe II features in SN 1999as.While the above reasons are very suggestive, the spetrum of SN 1999as laks the\smoking-gun" signature of strong CSI. Usually, the interation is evidened by narrowemission lines from the hydrogen Balmer series (e.g., Filippenko, 1997), hene the spetrallassi�ation of Type IIn (\n" for narrow, Shlegel, 1990). These emission lines are enteredon the line rest wavelength, and typially had both a narrow (width �100-200 km s�1) andan intermediate (�1000-2000 km s�1) omponent. The lines are believed to ome from thereombination of the photo-ionized and shoked hydrogen-rih CSM. Sometimes narrowemission lines from helium, arbon, nitrogen and other elements are also observed. In mostases, the ordinary supernova P-Cygni features are not seen, or at least are very weak.No strong narrow emission lines were observed in SN 1999as, but this does notneessarily lose the door on a CSI interpretation. One again, SN 1998S provides the pointof referene. The early spetra of SN 1998S showed strong hydrogen emission lines on anearly featureless, blakbody ontinuum (Leonard et al., 2000a; Fassia et al., 2001). After



140about two weeks, however, the narrow emission almost ompletely disappeared, and broad(but weak) supernova P-Cygni pro�les began to be visible. In fat, Leonard et al. (2000a)remark on the similarity of the spetrum at this time to that of a SN I. A similar vanishingat ourred in the Type IIn SN 1984E (Henry & Branh, 1987).In the onsensus interpretation of Henry & Branh (1987), Fassia et al. (2001),Leonard et al. (2000a), and Chugai (2001), both SN 1984E and SN 1998S emitted a strong\super-wind" just 10-100 years before the explosion, reating a very dense CSM within�100 AU of the progenitor. Strong CSI ourred during the �rst few weeks of expansion,but after a few weeks the supernova ejeta had ompletely overrun the densest CSM. Wemight suspet that a similar thing happened in SN 1999as, and that no emission lines wereseen beause the dense CSM had been overrun before our earliest spetrosopi observation,15 days after disovery.One additional fator to onsider in the ase of SN 1999as is that the CSM mayhave been omposed of helium rih material. The progenitors of SNe I are believed to expeltheir helium envelopes subsequent to expelling their hydrogen envelopes { thus the densematerial immediately surrounding SN 1999as may have been omposed primarily of helium,with little or no hydrogen. Interation with a pure helium CSM was apparently observedin the Type I SN 1999q, whih showed narrow He I emission without any hydrogen lineemission (Matheson et al., 2000). This supernova, inidentally, was also rather luminous,having an un�ltered magnitude of roughly -19.6 (with, however, a large unertainty). Nonarrow helium emission was observed in SN 1999as, whih may suggest again that thedensest CSM had already been overrun by the time of the observations. In addition, beauseof the high ionization/exitation energies of helium ompared to hydrogen, one expets thehelium line emissivity to be muh more sensitive to the density and exitation onditions.The absene of helium line emission is therefore not as robust an indiation that no CSIhas taken plae.



1416.5 Shell Models of the Spetrum of SN 1999asTo explore the CSI hypothesis for SN 1999as, we have alulated syntheti spetrausing the Monte Carlo ode desribed in Chapter 3. Assuming the phase of strong CSIourred prior to the �rst spetrosopi observations, the only diret spetral evidene ofthe interation we have is in the restruturing of the supernova ejeta. We use the densitylaw of Equation 6.4, but with all material above vmax deelerated into a shell. For n = 7,the mass of supernova ejeta above vmax isMsn;sh = 0:04M��MsnM� ��1� Esn1051 ergs�2� vmax14000 km s�1��4: (6.5)The initial momentum PI of the ejeta above vmax an also be determined by integratingEquation 6.4. From onservation of momentum we then �nd the mass of the swept-upirumstellar material, Ms;sh � PI=vmax �Msn;sh = 13Msn;sh: (6.6)Beause the interation is Rayleigh-Taylor unstable, the material in the inner and outershells may be mixed (Chevalier & Klein, 1978).To give an illustrative example, we use an energeti model with Msn=5 M� andEsn=10�1051 ergs. This leads to an outer shell mass of�0.2M�, whih we assume is loatedbetween veloities 12500-14000 km s�1. In addition, we assume homologous expansion,although it is not lear that this ondition will be met. To ompare to the Marh 15SN 1999as spetrum we use a luminosity L0 = 4� 1043 ergs s�1 and a time sine explosiontexp = 40 days. Figure 6.6 shows the model spetrum ompared to the observations. The �tis very good, with many narrow Fe II and Ti II lines reprodued, inluding the prominentFe II triplet. In addition, the Ca II H&K blueshifts are orret and the O I and Si IIabsorptions have a sharp blue edge.Given our framing of the problem, the spetrum of SN 1999as requires a rathermassive, energeti explosion like the one used in Figure 6.6. If the parameters appropriatefor SN 1994I are used (Msn= 1 M�, Esn=1�1051 ergs), the resulting densities and shell



142mass (�0.05M�) are too small to reprodue the spetral features. On the other hand, anextremely energeti hypernova model doesn't seem realisti either. For parameters Msn=20 and Esn= 50�1051 ergs, the shell mass exeeds 2 M�, and is optially thik to eletronsattering up to 100 days after the explosion. In this ase, a pseudo-photosphere forms inthe shell, and all narrow line formation is washed out.Obviously the explosion and subsequent interation need to be modeled self-onsistently, but the relatively large shell mass and the extreme luminosity of SN 1999assuggest that the supernova explosion may have been more energeti than normal. Therealization that Ms;sh � 0:03 M� also onstrains the mass-loss rate in the super-wind.Assuming the densest CSI was overrun by day �20, the mass-loss rate is_M � 4� 10�3M� yr�1� Ms;sh0:03 M��� vw100 km s�1�� vmax14000 km s�1��1� texp20 days��1;(6.7)where vw is the wind veloity. Red giant stars have wind veloities of order 10 km s�1,whereas a Wolf-Rayet progenitor ould have vw � 2000 km s�1. In either ase, the massloss was extreme, and ourred within 10-100 years of the supernova explosion.Our empirial onlusion is that to �t the spetrum of SN 1999as, all materialabove vmax=14000 km s�1 must be removed into a shell of mass � 0:1 M� and thiknessroughly �R=Rs � 0:15. However, our model in Figure 6.6 has glossed over the details ofshell formation. The shell thikness we have used (�R=Rs � 0:15) is onsistent with theadiabati self-similar solutions of Chevalier (1982). However, in the adiabati ase theseshells will be hot, and they probably will not have had time to ool suÆiently by expan-sion. If the shells ool radiatively during the interation phase, the pressure imbalane willompress them into an even thinner layer, in whih ase they may beome too thin to reatenarrow absorption lines (note, the depth of the line at a ertain wavelength depends on theperent of the photosphere overed on the orresponding CV plane, and so is proportionalto �R=Rs). In the future, we need realisti hydrodynamial/interation alulations to de-termine the resulting shell thikness. In general, however, the piture presented here seemsvery appealing.
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Figure 6.6 Syntheti spetrum of a shell model (thin line) ompared to the Marh 15 spe-trum of SN 1999as. The inset shows a zoom-in on the region of narrow line formation.6.6 ConlusionsThe basi puzzle of SN 1999as is that its spetrum indiates normal or low kinetienergy, whereas its luminosity was extraordinary. It is diÆult for any existing model ofSN I explosions to explain this unlikely ombination of properties. Spherial hypernovamodels are unable to reprodue the low absorption blueshifts and narrow Fe II lines, whilenormal SN I explosions annot power the luminosity. We have argued here that SN 1999asmay indeed have been an energeti SN I, but that both its light urve and its ejetastruture were profoundly a�eted by irumstellar interation.Our analysis has foused on the spetra of SN 1999as, and we leave detailed mod-eling of the light urve to future work. Presumably strong CSI an explain the early, verybright observations of SN 1999as in a way similar to that already disussed for SN 1997yand SN 1998S (Turatto et al., 2000; Chugai, 2001) (note that Turatto et al. (2000) laim



144that even when strong CSI is taken into aount, a hypernova-like kineti energy is neededto tap enough kineti energy to reprodue the high luminosity of SN 1997y). In SN 1999as,the strongest CSI has apparently eased by around day �25, but ontributions to the lumi-nosity may still ome from the ontinued deeleration of the supernova ejeta by a reverseshok, or from di�usion of the thermal energy released in the earlier epoh of interation.In any ase, it is likely that at these later times, the 56Ni produed in the initial explosionmakes an inreasingly dominant ontribution to the total luminosity. In fat, to ahievethe narrow line formation, it is essential that the primary energy soure be situated withinthe shell { any radiation generated at or exterior to the shell will dilute the line strengths(Branh et al., 2000). However, assuming we attribute the earliest, extremely bright obser-vations of SN 1999as to CSI, the required 56Ni mass needed to explain the later-time lighturve (�0.5-1.0 M�) may not be totally unusual for energeti SNe I.If the CSI interpretation is orret, the observations of SN 1999as strengthen theonnetion between SNe I and SNe IIn in an unexpeted way. Suh a onnetion hadalready been guessed at from the SN I-like spetrum of SN 1998S (Leonard et al., 2000a),and the broad, SN 1998bw-like absorption features of SN 1999E and SN 1997y (Filippenkoet al., 1999; Turatto et al., 2000). A interesting link is also suggested by the tentativeassoiation of both SN 1997y and SN 1999E with GRBs (Germany et al., 2000; Rigonet al., 2003). If in addition one realls that Hamuy et al. (2003) found a Type-Ia supernovawith strong narrow hydrogen emission lines, it starts beoming lear that the SNe IIn areprobably not a distint sub-lass of supernovae, but enompass the entire range of knownsupernova types that, for whatever reason, happened to our in a dense CSM. The fat thatthe SN 1999as spetra were so typial of a SN I, and that no narrow emission lines wereseen, raises an interesting question: Might irumstellar interation be signi�antly a�etingthe luminosity, light urves, and ejeta struture of many other supernovae, without leavingany of the obvious traes?
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Chapter 7
Conlusion
7.1 SummaryThe goal of this thesis has been to apply 3-D radiative transfer tehniques to studyasymmetry in supernovae. In Chapter 2 we laid out the basi onepts and in Chapter 3the mathematial/omputational methods needed to approah the transfer problem. Thefollowing three hapters onsisted of appliations. In Chapter 4 we took a \top-down"approah, empirially �tting the polarization data of SN 2001el, and speulating aboutthe impliations of its geometry for theoretial models of SNe Ia. In Chapter 5, we tooka \bottom-up" approah, alulating the optial properties of a supernova with an ejetahole, and speulating about the relevane of the asymmetry to observations of SNe Ia. Alittle bit of both approahes went into the analysis of the unusual Type I SN 1999as inChapter 6.In this Conlusion, we �rst look ahead to planned advanes in the 3-D radiativetransfer methods. We then disuss how the results of this thesis relate to the larger sienti�questions raised in the Introdution. We end with some general reetions on the hallengeof studying supernovae in 3-D.



1467.2 Improvements to the Radiative Transfer CalulationsThe Monte Carlo methods pursued in this thesis proved highly appliable to theproblem of 3-D radiative transfer in supernovae. The only major drawbak of the approahis the omputational ineÆieny, and this beomes inreasingly irrelevant as the speed ofomputers advanes. In the future, we hope to improve both the appliability and thephysial auray of the alulations within the basi MC framework. Two of the mostsigni�ant planned developments are disussed below.Time Dependene: Relaxing the quasi-stati assumption made in the urrent al-ulations would allow for omputations of 3-D supernova light urves, polarization urves,and a self-onsistent time series of spetra. Time-dependene an be inorporated into theMC proedure in a symmetri way. To our 3-D atmospheri grid we add a fourth timedimension, and photon pakets now propagate not only through the spatial grid, but alsothe temporal one. In taking a spatial step of length �v, the paket also moves forwardin time a duration �vtexp=. All pakets that esape the atmosphere are binned in bothviewing angle and time observed.Chugai (2000) has implemented these ideas in a relatively simple MC light urveode, whih assumes spherial symmetry and a onstant opaity. The goal of future workis to generalize time-dependent methods to inlude 3-D models with realisti opaities,gamma-ray deposition, polarization, and an iterative solution of the evolving temperaturestruture. Suh alulations are essential for testing the validity of 3-D explosion models,and for investigating, for example, how asymmetries might a�et the width-luminosityrelationship so essential to SN Ia osmology.Non-Loal Thermodynami Equilibrium: Perhaps the most signi�ant physial ap-proximation made in the present ode is that ionization and exitation are omputed in loalthermodynami equilibrium. Although this is likely a reasonable approximation for SNe Ianear maximum light, inlusion of NLTE is neessary for alulating SN II atmospheres andfor quantitative auray in the SNe Ia. The assumption of LTE ompletely breaks downat very late times (the nebular phase); here the ejeta are optially thin in the ontinuum,



147and the emission is through low-level forbidden lines (Ruiz-Lapuente et al., 1995). 3-D neb-ular spetra provide a powerful diagnosti of supernova models, as late-time observationsprobe the innermost layers of supernova ejeta. For example, the 3-D SN Ia deagrationmodels (see Figure 2.3) have unburned arbon and oxygen at their enter, whereas in adeagration-to-detonation explosion this would be burned to 56Ni by the detonation wave.Solving for departures from equilibrium an, in fat, be naturally inorporated intothe MC sheme through a solution of the rate equations and a proedure of branhing (Li& MCray, 1993; Zhang & Wang, 1996; Luy, 2001, 2002, 2003). These tehniques make itfeasible for MC odes to eventually math the physial auray of formal solutions of theradiative transfer equation.7.3 Sienti� RetrospetiveIn the Introdution to this thesis, we mentioned how studies of the spetra andpolarization of supernovae related to three larger sienti� questions. Now we reet on thesmall ways in whih we have touhed upon these areas, and disuss how future studies mayontribute further to our understanding.7.3.1 Type I Supernovae and GRBsOur study of the peuliar Type I supernova SN 1999as (Chapter 6) emphasizedthe spetrosopi and photometri diversity of SNe I. SN 1999as was further evidene thatthe kineti energy as measured from the spetral lines is not always a good indiator of theluminosity. One of the main hallenges of future theoretial modeling will be to understandthe wide range of SN I properties, and explain why some reate GRBs, while others, likeSN 2002ap and SN 1999as, apparently do not.The \ollapsar"/jet senario is perhaps the most popular model for SNe I/GRBs,but as yet no multi-dimensional explosion alulation has been diretly ompared to super-nova observations. Among the questions that might be addressed by future 3-D radiativetransfer alulations are the followingq: Is enough high-veloity material ejeted along the



148(largely evauated) polar regions to explain the broad spetral features of SN 1998bw? Arethe shape and ompositional asymmetries onsistent with the polarization levels and polar-ized line features? Is the amount of 56Ni produed and the trapping of gamma-rays in theaspherial ejeta suÆient to explain the light urve? What are the onsequenes of jetsof di�erent energy or ollimation angle? What do the models look like when viewed awayfrom the jet axis, and what onnetion is there, if any, to the normal SNe I?7.3.2 The Progenitors and Explosion Mehanism of SNe IaMost people believe that the progenitors of SNe Ia are white dwarfs aretingmaterial from a non-degenerate ompanion star. Diret veri�ation of this, however, hasbeen slow to ome. The reent disovery by Hamuy et al. (2003) of SN 2002i, a SN Iawith overwhelming strong hydrogen emission, does not neessarily lear up the issue (Livio& Riess, 2003; Baron, 2003). If SNe Ia in general arise in the viinity of a hydrogen-rihompanion, why have we not see any signs of the hydrogen until now?In this thesis we have noted several more subtle ways in whih we may detet traesof a ompanion star. The high veloity material seen in SN 2001el ould be explained asthe result of swept-up irumstellar material (Gerardy et al., 2003), or material strippeddiretly from the ompanion star upon impat (Marietta et al., 2000). In fat, both Branhet al. (2004) and Thomas et al. (2004) have suggested an identi�ation of high-veloity H�in the Type Ia SN 2000x, whih if orret would strongly suggest that the material wasassoiated with the ompanion in some way. In SN 2001el, the polarization data allowed usto infer a unique geometry for the high veloity material, whih suggests that this materialdid indeed have a di�erent origin than the bulk of the ejeta.Our alulations of a SN Ia with an ejeta hole (Chapter 5) have provided someompletely new tests of the single-degenerate progenitor senario. Assuming the simulationsof Marietta et al. (2000) are reliable in the sense that a substantial hole is indeed formedand does not quikly lose with time, our studies suggest that signs of a ompanion mayhave already been seen in the polarization and SN 1991T-like spetral peuliarities of some



149SNe Ia. Moreover, we have desribed some observational signatures that will allow us torigorously test for the ejeta-hole in the future.The most important new issues to address in SN Ia studies are those related to thesupernova explosion physis. As disussed earlier, 3-D deagration models predit a verylumpy ejeta omposition struture. Whether this highly irregular struture is onsistentwith observations is not yet lear (Thomas et al., 2002). If the deagration transitions intoa detonation, however, most of the inhomogeneities will be burned away (H�oih et al.,2002). In the next year or so, full explosion models will be run to ompletion, and madeavailable for 3-D radiative transfer alulations.7.3.3 Type Ia Supernovae and CosmologyAlthough the number of published SNe Ia with lear polarization detetions isstill relatively small, many more (so far unpublished) have been observed. Aspheriity istherefore not the exeption, but the rule for SNe Ia. This may have a number of subtleonsequene on the use of supernovae as alibrated andles for osmology.Given the observed polarization levels, asymmetry is expeted to ause a � 20%dispersion in SN Ia peak magnitude (Howell et al., 2001; Kasen et al., 2003a). If theasymmetry is idential in all supernovae, this dispersion behaves like a statistial error(although a non-Gaussian one) and an be averaged out by observing enough objets. Theaveraging out is not ahieved, however, if one does not suÆiently sample every possibleviewing angle. For example, in the ejeta hole model, the luminosity peaks sharply forviews down the hole, and so the redution of errors will hinge upon how often we samplethis infrequent view. Trouble may also arise if some viewing angles are withheld from thesample due to onern over their spetral peuliarities, or beause of an ill-advised data ut(e.g., on olor). In addition, if the nature, degree, or frequeny of the asymmetry evolveswith redshift (say, beause of evolving progenitor populations), the peak magnitudes ofSNe Ia beome a funtion of redshift.These potential e�ets on osmology should be relatively small, but may need to



150be onsidered in the next generation of preision supernova osmology experiments. Forexample, the proposed SNAP satellite experiment would like to ontrol systemati errorsto the . 2% level (Aldering et al., 2002) { if the unertainties are inreased to just 4%,the determination of the osmi equation of state parameter w and its time derivative aresigni�antly degraded (Kim et al., 2004). In general, one should try to aomplish this levelof preision empirially, without having to rely on the still unertain theoretial models.However, 3-D radiative transfer alulations may be helpful in identifying the potentialsoures of luminosity variations, and how they may be orrelated with observables. Onemight hope to identify key spetral and photometri features that redue the intrinsidispersion of SNe Ia, and provide a handle on any potential evolution of the asymmetrywith redshift.7.4 Some Final ReetionsLooking ahead to future studies of asymmetry in supernovae, what are the hal-lenges faing us? The �rst thing to admit is that the fundamental problem ahead is notthe diÆulty of solving the 3-D radiative transfer problem. This is despite the substantialsu�ering endured already in beginning to develop suh transfer odes { in the end, although3-D radiative transfer problems pose a very signi�ant tehnial hallenge, the physis is forthe most part well understood, and it is fairly straightforward how to proeed; all that isneeded is powerful enough omputers and a good deal of dediation, and the �rst of these,at least, is ertainly not long to ome.The more fundamental diÆulty in 3-D studies, then, is the opening up of an enor-mous parameter spae. We onfronted the problem head-on in our �tting of the polarizationspetra of SN 2001el in Chapter 4. In that ase, even though we onstrained our models toidealized \two-axis" systems, the number of available on�gurations was still overwhelming,and �tting the data through trial and error was at the limit of what is humanly possible.Moreover, as the number of free parameters is inreased further, the meaning behind the�tted values probably diminishes. Eventually, we had to admit that this inverse problem



151was ill-posed, and that more than one on�guration ould provide a good �t to the data.This fundamental limitation would not have been helped by taking more observations atmore epohs, or with higher signal-to-noise ratio { there simply is not enough informationin the observations of an individual supernova to ompletely onstrain the geometry of itsejeta. Thus, the �tting of data in an empirial spirit { an approah whih has been soruial to our understanding of supernovae to date { may beome an inreasingly uselessexerise when we move to 3-D. One might therefore abandon the \top-down" approah infavor of �rst-priniple, \bottom-up" alulations. The role of the radiative transfer speialistis then to hurn out the optial properties of hydrodynamial explosion models, and omparethem against observations. Unfortunately, a di�erent set of diÆulties emerge. First, evenour most fundamental explosion alulations will still have to inlude a very large numberof free parameters, as we will never fully know the initial onditions desribing the strutureand geometry of the supernova progenitor or its environment. Seond, eah 3-D supernovamodel atually makes not one, but multiple preditions depending upon whih of the manydi�erent lines of sight from whih it is viewed. Third, if we believe, as we do, that muhof the geometrial struture in supernovae is the result of random proesses, then both theobjet and our simulation of it are singular events { even if our treatment of the physisand knowledge of the initial onditions are ompletely orret, the predited theoretialejeta struture may not math up to any atual observed event. Finally, beause thespetropolarimetri signatures an be rather sensitive to the detailed ejeta struture, amodel that does indeed apture the salient features of the explosion senario may still failto \�t" the data of any supernova very well. In fat, by pure oinidene the data may be�t as well by an irrelevant model. Thus, the proess of omparing theory to observations isno longer ompletely trivial.The �nal solution may require a synthesis of both the \top-down" and \bottom-up" approahes. While it may not be possible to empirially reonstrut the 3-D struture ofany given supernova, using the \top-down" approah in Chapter 4 we were able to onstrainthe allowed regions of parameter spae, and this narrowing of the possibilities is ertainly of



152some use in guiding detailed explosion models. On the other hand, while our \bottom-up"alulation of the ejeta-hole model may not have been able to perfetly �t the polarizationdata of any partiular supernova, we ould understand the qualitative trends arising fromthe explosion/progenitor senario, and hene assess its general relevane to observations.Our theoretial insights into supernova asymmetry thus involve larifying the rele-vant polarization signatures and line-of-sight variations spei� to di�erent geometries. Forthis reason, future studies of 3-D supernovae may fous less on \�tting" individual objets,and more on identifying the statistial properties inherent to a spei� subset of models.The \preditions" of these theoretial models will be the statistial distribution of ertainobservable quantities, suh as light urve rise times, absorption blueshifts, ontinuum polar-ization levels, et. Di�erent regions in the theoretial parameter spae an be ruled out byomparing alulated distributions to those of a large sample of well-observed supernovae.We an only hope that supernovae are not so diverse a phenomenon that the geometriale�ets are lost in a onfusion of other soures of individual variety.While this thesis has foused on theoretial studies of supernovae, for the fore-seeable future our understanding will be driven by the observations. Given the number ofpeuliar objets turned up in the last few years alone, it is lear that we haven't yet omelose to ompletely sampling the full variety of supernovae; in any program that disoversmany supernovae { or looks very losely at one { you are almost assured of �nding somethingunexpeted. In the next deade the quantity and quality of the observations should bothgreatly inrease; before long, thousands of well-observed supernovae may be available. It ishoped that one the rih data set is laid out before us, most of the mysteries surroundingsupernovae will be dissolved. Atually, the opposite may be the ase { with the easelessvariety of these objets exposed, more questions will be raised than answered. Then we faean even greater hallenge to piee together a oherent piture of what is an inreasinglydiverse and ompliated phenomenon.
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